Spot Radio

Sells for you round the clock

Spot Radio sells because you select the best times and stations to reach your prospects.

RADIO DIVISION

OWARD PETRY & CO., INC.

THE ORIGINAL STATION REPRESENTATIVE

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • ATLANTA • BOSTON
DALLAS • DETROIT • LOS ANGELES
PHILADELPHIA • SAN FRANCISCO • ST. LOUIS

Old Spice by Shulton
CABLE TV is a natural FOR BROADCASTERS

More and more broadcasters are discovering that CATV is a perfectly logical way to diversify . . . and that they can depend on Jerrold for a truly complete CATV package of services and/or equipment. CATV systems are perfect partners for broadcasters. They insure quality reception, expand station coverage, increase station revenues, and are themselves profitable operations. Let Jerrold's nationwide organization help you to diversify quickly and economically. For complete details on Jerrold's CATV services and equipment phone 215—925-9870, or write

JEROOLD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
401 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19105

FIRST IN CATV The nation's largest and most experienced manufacturer/supplier of CATV services and equipment
KTVI NEWS MAKES THE HEADLINES

SPENCER ALLEN HEADS STAFF OF TOP NEWSCASTERS
Dean of St. Louis Broadcast Reporters

KTVI ONLY LOCAL STATION PROCESSING OWN NEWS FILM
Color Processing to Begin in November

CLANCY LAKE NAMED NEWS DIRECTOR OF KTVI
30 years' experience as working reporter

MORE NEWS CREWS PROWLING STREETS
Five KTVI News Cars Covering Local Events

Communications Center incorporates most sophisticated electronic news gathering devices available

Impact? With a news operation second to none in the area, it's inevitable.
Put it behind your message on...

THE EXCITING NEW KTVI 2
ST. LOUIS abc HR
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the most color-capable station in the dallas-fort worth market . . .

Be it a simple one camera studio commercial, a multi-camera production requiring a 60 x 80-ft. ultra-modern studio complete with a 20-ft. revolving stage, or a location taping session, KRLD-TV can fulfill the highest production requirements.

Channel 4's recently completed studio facilities offer the most modern television complex in the nation. Add to this the new 40-ft. color teleproduction cruiser, which incorporates the most sophisticated television equipment available, and you have a color capability unmatched by any other station in the Southwest.

Give KRLD-TV an opportunity to work with you on your next video-tape production.
Could be squeaker

FCC vote on merger of ABC and International Telephone and Telegraph Corp. may well be squeaker, after all. Majority of four (Chairman Rosel H. Hyde, Commissioners Lee Loewinger, Robert E. Lee, James J. Wadsworth) in favor of merger is expected. But whether Commissioners Kenneth A. Cox and Nicholas Johnson will swing over to majority, as some observers have predicted, remains doubtful. Indications last week were that they still had doubts about merger and might side with Commissioner Robert T. Bartley, only out-and-out opponent of merger, in showdown vote.

Commission is still aiming for early decision on matter, but no one will guess when final action will be taken. Commission deliberations, in fact, may be complicated by belated entry into case by Senator Gaylord Nelson (D-Wis.), who has asked commission to hold full-scale hearing on merger (BROADCASTING, Oct. 3). Commission has not yet replied to senator's letter.

The tab for rights

CATV worry about copyright fees if copyright bill goes through Congress as recommended (BROADCASTING, Oct. 3 also see page 66) has aroused interest in exactly how much TV spends for royalties and performance rights. From semi-official government sources, these are figures for 1965: for music, $30,280,141 by TV stations, $5,802,586 by TV networks. For other performing rights, $6,920,645 by TV stations; $81,504,825 by TV networks.

Orientation

Dozen foreign newsmen spending month at U.S. stations to learn how they handle news (BROADCASTING, Sept. 26) also learned during indoctrination week in Washington that President Johnson depends heavily on broadcast media. Deputy White House News Secretary Robert Fleming told group that President is not above stopping meetings to catch special TV show he wants to see and often keeps sets on with video only to stay up on bulletin material.

Possible side benefit of visit by newsmen could come from exposure to growing U.S. color-TV operations. Most delegates come from nations still uncommitted in political-economic battle of color standards. Although in most cases they would have little say about standard their countries would adopt, their knowledge of NTSC system used here could be helpful.

Buying by the gross

Leo Burnett is establishing media plans by doing quantitative analysis of spot schedule and breaking out gross rating-point levels for specific advertisers for specific number of weeks. As of last week saying it wants 100 gross rating points in market for Schlitz Brewing and then during peak of beer-selling season jump this level to 175 gross rating points. It amounts to cumulative spot schedule generating specific rating points in market. Gross rating points is common denominator. Burnett feels this system is excellent because agency can know exactly what level of spot TV advertising will be, is able to tell advertiser, for example, it has bought 10 weeks in Phoenix at 175 gross rating points.

Late night competition

There will be three old-line networks in competition for late night audience (aside from upcoming Overmyer Network Las Vegas show) beginning in 1968. CBS-TV has notified its affiliates it won't compete with NBC's Johnny Carson show or upcoming ABC's Joe Pyh Bishop show, but that it will have quality 90 minute-program (11:30 to 1 A.M., EST) beginning in spring of 1968.

Overmyer Network, which debuts its Las Vegas program April 3, already has commitments from substantial number of CBS-TV affiliates, and CBS announcement should make way for new clearances. Last Friday ON reported that WGN-TV Chicago would carry Las Vegas show. Other major markets reported committed last week (in addition to previously announced New York and Los Angeles) for initial ON program are Washington (WTGB-TV) and St. Louis (KPLR-TV).

Big hole to fill

Carleton D. Smith, 61, RCA staff vice president in Washington and 35-year veteran in RCA-NBC organization, plans to retire next spring at own request. He joined NBC-owned WRC Washington as announcer in 1931, became manager of radio station 10 years later. In 1951 he became vice president in charge of NBC network station relations in New York, and in 1953 returned to Washington as vice president and general manager of WRC-AM-FM-TV. He was appointed RCA staff vice president in 1960.

Through the ceiling

Now that "Bridge on the River Kwai" has proved case for blockbuster movies on network TV, bidding is soaring on few such pictures not already sold to television. M-G-M is believed to have received record-shattering network offers for rental of champion box office hit, "Gone with the Wind," but so far has turned all bids down. Academy Award-winning movie still makes money each time it's reissued theatrically, but if network bids go much higher—and one report has them approaching $8 million mark for one showing—even fabulous "GWTW" may succumb to TV's blandishments.

Land and air

Contrary to agitation in some congressional quarters, provoked by proponents of TV channel sharing by land-mobile users, FCC quietly has undertaken series of engineering and allocation studies looking toward what it hopes will provide solution. These are aside from projected tests in Los Angeles on TV channel sharing (BROADCASTING, Oct. 3). Representative John D. Dingell (D-Mich.) chairman of House Small Business Committee, among others in House, pressed by land-mobile users has accused FCC of dragging its feet in alleviating overcrowding of land-mobile channels.

Deals stirring

Although station sales are at what some brokers regard as post-World War II low, several transactions were in negotiation last week involving both TV and radio. One involves acquisition by major market single station owner (AM-FM-TV) of second VHF in Midwest. Another top-market VHF owner identified with major group is in negotiation for multi-million dollar acquisition of AM-FM combination in nearby market.
WBTV ranks 20th among 185 CBS affiliates - ahead of Kansas City, Milwaukee, Houston, Providence and Cincinnati (tie).*

WBTV’s “Early Report” tops all local early-evening newscasts in Washington, Atlanta, Cincinnati, Miami, Baltimore, Kansas City, Milwaukee, Dallas.**

WBTV delivers more Television homes than the leading station in Providence, Louisville, New Orleans, Denver or Syracuse*** — reaching 505,400 homes each week.****

* ARB/65 TMA (avg. qtr. hr. 9 am-mid., M-S) ** Mar./66 ARB *** ARB/65 TMA (ADC prime-time) **** ARB/65 Coverage Study
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SPOT BUSINESS IS UP AT TV STATIONS THIS FALL, BROADCASTING survey finds, although compared to last fall fewer stations are reporting increases. Piggybacks and more network participations blamed. See ...

SPOT TV UNEVEN ... 27

NAB Code Authority issues cigarette advertising guidelines aimed at halting appeal to youth. New rules prohibit appearance of sports figures, uniformed persons; allows factual tar, nicotine statements. See ...

CIGARETTE ADS ... 30

American Bar Association's recommendations on limiting news on criminal proceedings brings torrent of criticism from all media. CBS's Stanton most vociferous; calls for 'more thorough' study. See ...

FEAR OF SUCCSSION ... 70

There is little secrecy in research methodology, says Blair's Goldberg, so why not start methodology information bank to be drawn upon by all industry. Calls again for reduction in sample bias. See ...

BANK FOR INFORMATION ... 34

Giaquinto named director of affiliate relations, administrative head of department, in overhaul of ABC-TV affiliate relations department. Move aimed at putting division equal to sales and programing. See ...

ABC-TV REVAMPS ... 48

FCC'S PRESENT RULE LIMITING STATION HOLDINGS AND ITS PROPOSED RULE FURTHER RESTRICTING CREATION OF GROUP OPERATIONS IS UNDER FIRE AS COUNCIL FOR TELEVISION DEVELOPMENT RELEASES ITS MAMMOTH STUDY. SEE ...

WANTED: NEW APPROACH ... 46

FCC, after seven years of writing and rewriting, finally gets its TV program form passed, 60. Simplified logging rules and fewer details on programing should be bright spots for broadcasters. See ...

FINALLY A TV FORM ... 58

Two New York independents, WOR-TV and WPITV, take issue with WNEV-TV promotion. They claim promo is aimed at Nielsen and ARB rating period and names come from Metromedia company. See ...

RATINGS DISPUTE FLARES ... 78

Telemeter urges FCC to establish national pay TV system since, firm feels, is only path to improved TV programing. Also asks commission to consider pay TV origination by CATV. See ...

GETS PAY-TV PLEAS ... 47

Educational radio leaders contemplate dropping "educational" label since it doesn't accurately describe medium. Feel they should seek legislative, administrative aid to get federal funds. See ...

FEDERAL FUNDS? ... 52
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**What is an Influencible?**

A listener. Specifically, a Storz radio listener. Influencibles are the “in-touch” young moderns with ideas...buying ideas. It stands to reason that when you talk to the greatest number of people in a given market, your product or service gets known, and bought, faster. Got something to sell? Influence the influencibles. On a Storz station you get action where it counts—in sales.
Code board delays action on time rules

National Association of Broadcasters television code board tackled massive subject of time standards Friday (Oct. 7) then called two-month time out for further study. Time standards are now scheduled as one-item agenda for special code board meeting Dec. 14-15 in Washington.

Meeting in New York, TV code board had concurred with code authority's decision to introduce cigarette guidelines at opening session Thursday (see page 30). All Friday morning was spent on time standards but it was felt subject was too big to be resolved that day.

Facing code board were proposals from staff, Corinthian Broadcasting (BROADCASTING, Oct. 3), other subscribers, Association of National Advertisers and American Association of Advertising Agencies.

Major staff proposal was to change section on billboards restricting their use to single-sponsored programs and have them no longer than 10 seconds. Current code provision allows billboards no matter how many sponsors show has.

Both ANA and AAAA wrote to code authority expressing their concern with general subject of clutter. ANA felt nonprogram and nonadvertising elements detract from TV show and AAAA expressed view that nonprogram, nonadvertising elements dilute effect of commercials.

Although staff had expected major discussion on time standards, it was not prepared for all areas code board members brought up. Members got into station breaks, consecutive announcements, piggybacks and myriad of items that fail within time standards category.

Any change in code standards in this area would be in nature of amendment that would subsequently have to be approved by NAB TV board. If any action is to be brought before TV board at its January meeting in Mexico City, code board must act first; thus call for special December session.

Viewing among upper classes up, not down

POLLS NONWITHSTANDING, NBC SAYS, CITING NIELSEN

Contrary to what "professional critics" contend, TV viewing among higher socio-economic groups is up, not down, NBC said Friday (Oct. 7).

NBC released figures compiled from A. C. Nielsen Co.'s latest NTI Full Analysis report, comparing July-August viewing this year with same period of 1965, to show that TV usage this past summer had increased in (1) homes with $10,000 or more family income, (2) homes with college-educated heads of household and (3) homes with professional or white-collar household heads.

Viewing on total-homes basis remained unchanged, averaging 31.9 hours per week in July-August both years.

Figures pointed out by NBC contradict contentions of many critics and findings of some surveys, such as one made in New York by Louis Harris and Associates last winter and released few weeks ago (BROADCASTING, Aug. 15), that homes with higher incomes and more education are viewing less.

NBC said NTI Full Analysis showed that "not only are upper-class homes viewing more" but they now do the same amount of viewing as does the total population." In addition, NBC said, "The increase in viewing by well-to-do homes occurred at a time when total viewing remained constant."

Here are figures cited by NBC on July-August TV usage (hours per home per week) in U.S. TV households:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Home</th>
<th>1966</th>
<th>1965</th>
<th>Pct. change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Homes</td>
<td>31.9</td>
<td>31.9</td>
<td>+0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income $10,000 plus</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College educated</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>+8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional or white collar</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>+4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since total-homes averages remained unchanged, some homes had to be viewing less this past summer, and NBC authorities said this occurred at opposite end of socio-economic scale.

While middle-income homes and those headed by high-school graduates showed little change in viewing, they reported, those with incomes under $5,000 and those whose household heads had only grade-school educations were both down 5%, and those headed by high-school dropouts were down 2%. Those headed by retired persons were down 9% and those headed by unskilled laborers were down 1%, while those headed by skilled workers were up 2%.

Fast action

Following letter was received Friday (Oct. 7) by BROADCASTING's editor:

"As you will recall, the Oct. 3 edition of BROADCASTING contained the photographs and descriptions of Theodore Joseph Agnew and Frances Lorine Agnew, two fugitives being sought by this bureau. You might like to know these individuals were apprehended by my associates in Mobile, Ala., on Oct. 3 after Mr. Agnew was identified as an employee of a Mobile radio station by a reader of your publication.

"Your assistance in publishing the pictures of these fugitives was directly responsible for their subsequent arrest, and I want you to know of my appreciation in this regard."

Letter was signed by J. Edgar Hoover, director of FBI.

Another remedy for TV

Another hemorrhoid remedy is being readied for television by Whitehall Laboratories (division of American Home Products Corp., New York), which for years has been running radio TV schedules for Preparation H hemorrhoid remedy—still running on some stations that are non-TV code members. It's permitted by code on radio providing messages are in good taste.

New product, now in development and not identified by name, has been assigned to Geyer, Morey, Ballard, New York.

Policy on commercials is target of FCC team

FCC effort to develop viable policy of policing "overcommercialization" on case-by-case basis is picking up steam.

Commissioner Lee Loewinger is attempting to draft criteria that would be applied by commission staff in determining whether to query license-renewal applicants.

Major objective of policy would be to extricate agency from what is at least appearance of enforcing commercial time standards of National Associa-
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Charles Payne, VP and general manager of KLIF Dallas, joins headquarters staff of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. in New York as general executive with responsibilities in radio, effective Nov. 1. Mr. Payne's background also includes corporate management functions for McLendon stations, sales manager of XABL Oakland, Calif., management positions in programming and sales for major-market stations and in station representatives field, and account executive with Bloom Advertising Agency, Dallas.

J. Alphonse Ouimet, president of Canadian Broadcasting Corp., is resigning after first of year. Effective date of resignation of Mr. Ouimet, who's occupied post for last eight years, is sometime next year when new legislation goes into effect providing for CBC board chairman responsible for overall policy, and new post of chief executive officer to deal with day-to-day operations.


Rudolph Maffei named VP in charge of media and programming of Gardner Advertising Co., St. Louis. Mr. Maffei joined Gardner in 1963 as New York media director, and became VP in charge of media for all offices. In programing area, he succeeds late Roland (Chic) Martini (Broadcasting, Sept. 26).

David O. Nyren, VP and director of television and radio programming at Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York, named senior VP. Mr. Nyren, who has been with D-F-S for 14 years, also is on agency's executive committee.

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES

Unions seeking 20% jump for film-tape TV spots

Proposals submitted by Screen Actors Guild and American Federation of Television and Radio Artists on new contract for film-taped TV commercials seek increases that range up to 20%, it was learned Friday (Oct. 7).

Neither union nor management sources would discuss proposals pending opening of negotiations in New York on Oct. 17 contract on replacing three-year pact that expires Nov. 15.

Joint SAG-AFTRA demands are reported to ask for rise in session fee for on-camera performers to $125 from $105 and wild spot on-camera, for 13-weeks in New York, Chicago and Los Angeles carrying fee to $425 as against $360.

Unions also are proposing that in event commercial mentions more than one sponsor or product, fees shall be payable for each additional name, product or service.

Unions also claim there has been increasing use of U.S.-produced commercials abroad and are asking for payment for such use of spots.

NBC claims it's leading in weekly ratings race

NBC reported Friday (Oct. 7) that multi-market Nielsen ratings report for week ended Oct. 2 showed it in ratings lead (NBC 18.8, ABC 17.3, CBS 17.1).

NBC said there were top 20 shows: ABC's Sunday movie; NBC's Saturday movie; NBC's Bob Hope Show; CBS's Friday movie; NBC's I Spy; ABC's Rat Patrol; CBS's Jackie Gleason; ABC's Felony Squad; ABC's Peyton Place I; ABC's Pruitts of Southampton; ABC's Love On Rooftop; ABC's Occasional Wife; NBC's Get Smart; NBC's Bonanza; CBS's Lucy Show; NBC's Tuesday movie; CBS's Thursday movie; NBC's I Dream of Jeannie; NBC's Girl from U.N.C.L.E., and ABC's The Fugitive.

In wins by half-hour periods and nights of week, Nielsen MNA showed following, NBC said: NBC, 19 half-hours, Tuesday, Wednesday, Saturday; CBS, 13 half-hours, Thursday and Friday; ABC, 17 half-hours, Monday and Sunday.

Receives Fresno CATV nod

Fresno city council voted Friday (Oct. 7) to grant CATV franchise to Fresno Cable Television Co., joint venture of Triangle Stations and Time-Life Broadcasters Inc. Ten year, non-exclusive franchise calls for Fresno Cable to provide 12 channels.
FOR SALE

Timebuyers only! WTRF-TV is selling FULL COLORCASTING availabilities. Live color, film, tape or slides will impressively sell the audience you're after in the big Wheeling-Steubenville Ohio Valley Empire. Buy colorFULL WTRF-TV, Wheeling, West Virginia from Bob Ferguson or Cy Ackermann ... or contact Blair Television.
Covering news is our business. Awards are secondary, but nice, especially when the recognition comes from our peers in the profession. We're grateful for the RTNDA Awards we received in 1955, 1960, 1965 and now in 1966.
THE 19TH ANNUAL AWARDS COMPETITION OF THE
RADIO TELEVISION NEWS DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION
IN RECOGNITION OF DISTINGUISHED ACHIEVEMENT IN BROADCAST JOURNALISM
HONORS
WCCO-TV
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
FOR NEWS REPORTING BY A TELEVISION STATION
PRESENTED IN COOPERATION WITH NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
THE MEDILL SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM
1966
A calendar of important meetings and events in the field of communications.

indications first or revised listing.

OCTOBER

Oct. 10—Deadline for comments on proposed FCC rulingmaking to provide for a nationwide system of over-the-air pay television and for comments on FCC notice of inquiry into the possibility of pay TV by wire.

Oct. 10-11—Annual fall meeting and election of officers of New Jersey Broadcasters Association. Speakers include FCC Commissioner Lee Lovinger; Dan Wapel, FCC secretary; Governor Richard J. Hughes of New Jersey; and Paul Zurl, president, Turner Broadcasting System.

Oct. 10-12—Management/programming seminar of TV Stations Inc. Speakers include Donald H. McGannon, president of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.; Louis Read, president, WDSU-TV New Orleans; Richard A. Borel, president, WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio; Eileen Campbell, vice president, WFBM-TV Indianapolis and Georgia Comte, vice president, WTMJ-TV Milwaukee. New York Hilton hotel, New York.

Oct. 11—Annual meeting of stockholders of Meredith Publishing Co. to elect 10 directors and to transact other business. Des Moines, Iowa.

Oct. 11-12—Annual fall meeting of Texas Association of Broadcasters. Stayer Hilton, Dallas.


Oct. 13-14—Annual fall meeting of Ohio Association of Broadcasters. Speakers include George W. Barron, vice president for engineering, National Association of Broadcasters; John Elliott, board chairman, Ogilvy & Mather; William Putnam, president of Springfield Television Stations. Christopher Inn, Columbus.


Oct. 13-14—Annual fall meeting and election of officers of Indiana Broadcasters Association, Marriott hotel, Indianapolis.


Oct. 14—"Grand Casino Ball" sponsored by New York chapter of The National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences, East will feature cocktails, continental buffet, special show and gambling, proceeds from which will be used to further the educational projects of the chapter. New York Hilton hotel, New York.

DATEBOOK

NAB FALL CONFERENCES
Oct. 13-14—Starr-Hello hotel, Dallas
Oct. 24-25—Radisson hotel, Minneapolis.
Nov. 10-11—Chase-Park Plaza hotel, St. Louis.
Nov. 17-18—Queen Charlotte hotel. Charlotte, N. C.
Nov. 21-22—Robert Meyer hotel, Jacksonville, Fla.


Oct. 15-24—MIFED, International Film, TV Film and Documentary Market. Milan, Italy.


Oct. 20-30—The 10th annual San Francisco International Film Festival: Masonic Auditorium, San Francisco.

Oct. 20-21—Special board of directors meeting of the Association of Maximum Service Telecasters. Del Monte Lodge, Pebble Beach, Calif.


Oct. 21—Second National FM Sales Seminar sponsored by the National Association of Broadcasters. Key Largo hotel, Fort Wayne, Ind.

Oct. 21—Annual college conference of IBS-Southern, the southern region of the Intercollegiate Broadcasting System. Program participants include WIFS-Elmo Ellis, WSB Atlanta; A. T. Cline, FCC; Dr. E. J. Arnold, Protestant Radio-TV Center, and Jack Williams, Georgia Association of Broadcasters, Emory University, Atlanta.
DEATHLESS DIALOG from MANY MOVIES...#3 of a series

"It's mighty quiet out there... maybe too quiet!"

That's something you'll never be saying when you play any of UAA's WARNER BROTHERS and RKO features...Your viewers will be shouting for "more"!
Famed decorators have just done us over in their best high styling and our new Chef has redone our menus. You'll find the varieties of food more attractive and appealing than ever. Won't you come for luncheon or dinner today?

BARBERRY RESTAURANT
BERKSHIRE HOTEL
52nd Street and Madison Ave. Reservations: 753-5800

PULSE RATED NUMBER ONE

Now No. 1 Mid-Michigan Radio Station three ways:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WILS</td>
<td>1320</td>
<td>5 to NOON</td>
<td>50,000 Watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILS</td>
<td>1320</td>
<td>NOON to 6</td>
<td>50,000 Watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILS</td>
<td>1320</td>
<td>6 to MIDNIGHT</td>
<td>50,000 Watts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WILS has more male and female adult, teen and children listeners and by a wide margin.

Put your finger on our Lansing Metro APRIL-MAY '68 Pulse. Call:

VENARD, TORBET & MC CONNELL
RADIO WIS AUNTING
50,000 WATTS / 24 HOURS A DAY

NATIONAL COMMUNITY TELEVISION ASSOCIATION FALL REGIONAL MEETINGS

Oct. 10—Plaza hotel, New York (Region 1).
Oct. 14—Marriott hotel, Dallas (Region 4).
Oct. 21—Davenport hotel, Spokane, Wash. (Region 7).
Oct. 24—Tropicana hotel, Las Vegas (Region 8).
Oct. 26—Radisson hotel, Minneapolis (Region 8).
Oct. 31—Sheraton-Gibson hotel, Cincinnati (Region 2).
Nov. 2—Dinkler Plaza hotel, Atlanta (Region 3).
Nov. 4—Skirvin hotel, Oklahoma City (Region 5).

FALL MANAGEMENT CONFERENCES OF RADIO ADVERTISING BUREAU

Oct. 10-11—Northland Inn, Detroit.
Oct. 13-14—Pheasant Run Lodge, Chicago.
Oct. 26-29—Nineteenth annual convention of the Tennessee Broadcasters. Speakers include FCC Commissioner James Wadsworth; Robert Pauley, president, ABC Radio; Miles David, president, Radio Advertising Bureau; Arthur Meyerhoff, president, Arthur Meyerhoff & Associates; Paul Comstock, vice president government affairs, National Association of Broadcasters; Governor Frank Clement, Sheraton-Beaumont hotel, Memphis.


Oct. 28-31—Bible Communication Congress sponsored by the Educational Communication Association. Bud Collyer, of CBS-TV's To Tell The Truth, will speak at the broadcasting and film luncheon. Hotel Washington, Washington. Registration details may be received from ECA, P. O. Box 7712, Washington.

NOVEMBER

Nov. 1—New deadline for comments on FCC's proposed rulemaking that would prohibit group owners from acquiring more than three TV stations, not more than two of them VHF's, in the top 50 television markets.

Nov. 2-13—4th (International Film Trade Fair) Film forum sponsored by Ceskosloven- sky Filmexport. Brno, Czechoslovakia. For information contact Jerry Rappoport, 630 Ninth Ave., New York.

Nov. 3—Third annual FM Day of Georgia Association of Broadcasters. Riviera motel, Atlanta.

Nov. 4—Fall meeting, Mid-America CATV Assn., Skirvin hotel, Oklahoma City.

Nov. 8-10—Seminar on computers in marketing and market research, spotlighting computer-based forecasting and sales analysis, sponsored by Computer Usage Education Inc., New York, educational subsidiary of Computer Usage Co. Marketing seminar will be led by Henry Stone, technical director, Computer Usage Co., Waldorf-Astoria hotel, New York.

Nov. 9-12-1966 convention of Sigma Delta Chi, professional journalism society, Pittsburgh.

Nov. 10—New deadline for reply comments on proposed FCC rules for a nationwide system of over-the-air pay television and for comments on FCC notice of inquiry into the possibility of pay TV by wire. Former deadline was Oct. 1.

Nov. 10-11—Joint fall meeting of Washington State Association of Broadcasters and Oregon Association of Broadcasters. Speakers include George Bartlett, vice president for engineering, National Association of Broadcasters, Hilton hotel, Portland. (Region 9).


Nov. 20-Dec. 8—Second engineering/man-
Our old name was AM Radio Sales Co.

But we weren’t selling radios.

Our new name is Radio Advertising Representatives, Inc. It’s a perfect description of the business we’re in. We’re radio advertising representatives with a limited and selected list of outstanding radio stations in key markets. The selling opportunities we offer reflect our in-depth knowledge of these markets, their potentials, and their characteristics. By concentrating our services we can provide you more information ... quickly, accurately, often. The RAR man is on his way to see you.

We were selling something else.

RADIO ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES, INC.

REPRESENTING: WBZ, BOSTON; WINS, NEW YORK; KYW, PHILADELPHIA; KDKA, PITTSBURGH; WCAR, DETROIT; WNOH, FORT WAYNE; WNOH; CHICAGO; WLOL, MINNEAPOLIS; KDKO, ST. LOUIS

RAR OFFICES IN NEW YORK, CHICAGO, DETROIT, LOS ANGELES, SAN FRANCISCO
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Today's interns, Tomorrow's pros
Where does the exciting, challenging broadcasting industry find today’s workers and today’s learners who will be tomorrow’s professionals?

WGN Continental’s answer is the WGN Programs for Professional Broadcast Education. They are—

First, the Pierre Andre Memorial Scholarship Program offering selected university students three months’ on-the-job training as part of their regular college curriculum. Students are paid for their work and receive twelve hours’ university credit. Since it was initiated in 1963, there have been thirty-three Pierre Andre interns.

Second, the WGN Program offering part-time jobs to full-time high school and university students, who fill a variety of positions ranging from clerks to ushers. This phase involves an average of twenty students per year.

Third, the WGN Program providing students with summer vacation jobs. An average of twelve students are assisted in this program every year. During the past three years, 129 full-time students attending 25 Midwest educational institutions have participated in the WGN job/training programs.

The WGN Programs provide professional on-the-job training, encouragement, and financial help as a preparation for the student’s future and ours.

Eight of these student participants have become full-time WGN employees.

Developing new talent for the industry is another group service of WGN Continental.

WGN CONTINENTAL BROADCASTING COMPANY


open Mike®

industry support

t: Writing the Monday Memo (Broadcasting, Sept 26) was indeed a privilege for me. Judging from the very complimentary mail already in my hands the day after publication, the essay must have supported the feelings of a good many in the industry.—Paul Keller, vice president, research and media, Reach, McLintock & Co., N. Y.

hands across the sea

editor: I saw your Broadcasting Yearbook in the Americana Haus (USIS Library) in Vienna and I found it very interesting. What does the 1967 edition cost when you send it direct from Washington to Vienna (seamail), and when is the publication date? Many thanks for your efforts in advance and best greetings from Vienna. —Hans Georg Harli, Rinnboeck Str. 49/47, A-1110, Wien (Vienna) Austria.

(The 1967 broadcasting yearbook will be published in late December 1966. Copies of this "one-book library of television and radio information" are $5.60 via seamail to Austria.)

going, going

editor: Please send 1,000 reprints of the Spanish market special report (Broadcasting, Sept. 19). —Ralph Amaratud, WJN-TV Newark-Linden, N. J.

(book note)


David Ewen, biographer of such composers as George Gershwin, Jerome Kern and Richard Rodgers, has provided an encyclopedia of all types of music dating back to the Revolutionary War. Sandwiched into the listing of more than 4,000 songs are human-interest anecdotes of the songs, providing one of the most comprehensive and helpful reference works to anyone in any phase of music.
A cloud of evil robot eagles is swooping down on your city. They are electronically controlled by vicious villains trying to take over the world. What, oh what, do you do?

Call on Gigantor, the world's mightiest robot! This jet-propelled knight-of-shining-armor makes mincemeat out of evil eagles. Smashes armies of invading space monsters. Saves your city from villainy...and, incidentally, wreaks havoc on your competition!

"GIGANTOR" is a real go-getter... running away with kid-show ratings in such key markets as New York, Los Angeles and Detroit. This action-packed half-hour series has just the mixture of crimebusting and science fiction that today's kids are looking for. Control Gigantor and you control your market!

"GIGANTOR!" Why don't you go get him!

Call, wire or write for

GIGANTOR
52 1/2-hr adventure cartoons
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A fresh look needed at the freshest market

People in marketing, sales and communications have been shotgunned with facts and figures on the size and spending power of the teen-age market—the youth market. This has been going on for years, yet the question persists: What should be done about this market, and how do we go about doing it?

There is a difference in youth marketing today distinguishing it from other marketing approaches, and the difference makes a strong case for radio and TV as the media to move the youth market — the teen-ager and the young adult.

The biggest barrier most companies have to hurdle in becoming successfully involved with the young market is the attitude of the people who have to make things happen. There are too many closed minds, personal prejudices and pre-formed judgments.

To sell this market, to make young people "feel" the product or the company, entails far more than adding "go-go" to the product name or wording the copy with "teen-age" words or grabbing on to what appears to be a teen-age trend. To make contact, it is necessary to take a fresh and careful look at teen-agers: a look that has understanding and sympathy.

First Step — If we realize how different the world has become since World War II, if we acknowledge that these differences have changed the character and responses of the people who grew up in it, we'll be taking the first and very important step toward understanding our teen-agers. And without understanding there can't be any meaningful contact.

Today's teen-agers are part of a complex of new conditions, of population explosion, of a new transportation-communications way of life, of highly developed technology. They have been encouraged to think for themselves, to reason rather than memorize, and to question what they see around them. When much of our world doesn't look right, they resist, or rebel or protest.

Today's young people have no depression complex. They have seen the economy and opportunities expand every year so they assume they will continue that way. Money has a different meaning. They've witnessed sweeping changes in social attitudes, perplexing changes in religious attitudes. Change, in fact, has been the most constant part of their life.

Higher Tastes — These boys and girls are wondering and thinking. They have had exposure to a wide range of cultural activities and their education and knowledge make them more discriminating. They respond to a much higher level of taste because they've already achieved it. They have grown up on a steady stream of new products and improvements of old ones. And they are engulfed by a flood of advertising.

This has great meaning to us, as businessmen, who must satisfy all these young people who know what's fresh, new, good, "in," and exciting. And there are very many young people. Last year half the population of the United States was 25 years old or younger. Moreover, young adults (35 years old or younger) make up a tremendous segment of our population.

Because of the fascination of America with what is new and young we can say that the "youth market" is everybody 35 years old and younger plus most people more than 35. (We all know people 60 or 70 or older who discuss a friend who is "getting old.")

Ten years ago, even five years ago, differences between teen-agers and young adults were much sharper than they are today or will be in the future. But a major difference perhaps is adult responsibility instead of the relatively carefree attitude a teen-ager can still afford to have.

Besides TV, radio, newspapers, magazines, and motion pictures, there are hundreds of specialized publications for every group, lodge, sect, area of interest, or cult. Everybody wants to be part of a cult of some kind or other, especially the "cult of youth."

Music is everywhere and every youngster is a musician or wants to be one. Music is in every corner, live or canned. It's another national phenomenon with meaning for us in the business of marketing, selling or communicating.

For teen-agers, the language is music and radio is their medium. Most of our current crop of middle-class teen-agers have been transistorized since they were old enough to turn on the switch. When we use music to sell them, however, we have to do it right or they'll know it's very wrong. Rock 'n' roll (a term teen-agers resent almost as much as they resent the term "teen-ager") is constantly changing.

These changes are often very subtle and of short duration, but it is that subtlety and momentariness of change that makes the young audience know it is its sound.

The Medium That Can • TV is the dynamic medium that can communicate "feeling" in addition to a specific product message. It can produce a quick customer reaction. It takes only 30 seconds of the viewer's time. And no effort. Used right, that is. TV provides a great opportunity for easy humor, for unlimited nuances, for the subtle emphasis of a word, a small chuckle, an unexpected sound, musical underscoring on one end of the opportunity spectrum all the way to an exotic setting, exciting motion, an electronic or cinematic trick on the other. TV can make you feel involved, TV can be empathetic, warm and very human.

It is important to keep your marketing target clearly defined. The young adult, particularly male, is more likely to be reached by TV than is the teenager for very practical reasons. The adult is home and free in the evening. The teenager is studying then and in school in the daytime. So you aim for the teen-agers on radio during after-school hours and before bedtime.

Take a look at your product, decide which age group it fits best, and aim it there. The media to reach each of these teen-age groups — the message to motivate them — is different. Just as their interests, activities, and the products they buy are different.

Edward Gorman has newly joined the J. C. Penney Co. in New York as marketing assistant to the general sales and merchandise manager after nearly 18 years with the Thom McAn Shoe Co. where he was vice president in charge of marketing and a director of the company. His experience as a TV advertiser began with McAn in 1949. In 1954 Mr. Gorman and teen-age radio joined up to bring about what is said to be a pioneer among radio jingles for the teen-ager.
what takes your pulse, gets under your skin... and gives you the creeps?

America's all-time heart-throb doctor, a pert and peppy teenager and TV's most monstrously funny family — that's the kind of top notch programming diversity that holds an audience and brings them back each week for more. Especially when they are joined by shows like The Defenders, Rawhide, Patty Duke, Wackiest Ship, 20th Century, Honey West and Perry Mason.

They're all on our schedule this year, making WPIX TV/11 a one-station network. Proven programming has been added to award-winning news, first run movies, Notre Dame football, TV specials and special events, plus leadership in programming for children, young adults and sports fans. Just the place for your 60-second commercials.

NEW YORK'S ONE-STATION NETWORK WPIX

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc. and in New England by Bill Creed Associates.
LOW BUDGET COLOR TAPE SYSTEM NO. 1

...here's the simplest system for making and playing

SYSTEM 1B
ECONOMY RECORDER/PLAYER
With this machine you have a recording and playback facility. It contains built-in picture and waveform monitors and other provisions for good quality pictures. The TR-4 records and plays back in monochrome or in color. (High band accessory is available.)

- All this equipment is part of a matched line for broadcasters—matched in performance, features and appearance.
- All engineered and built by RCA, assuring single source responsibility.
- All designed for color television.
The easiest way to get into color is to acquire the TR-3 for airing color tapes. It's compatible with all quadruplex recorders. Plays in monochrome or in color—and is convertible to high band. Easily expanded by adding the record accessory as shown below (System 1B).

**SYSTEM 1A**
**COLOR PLAYER**

Here you have a recording and playback machine, with TR-5 mobile unit. The TR-5 provides for on-location recording of commercials and special events. It also gives another recording facility in the studio while the TR-4 is on the air. (Note: the TR-5 is for low band only.)

**SYSTEM 1C**
**RECORER/PLAYER**
**WITH REMOTE RECORDER**

See your RCA Broadcast Representative for complete details, or write RCA Broadcast and Television Equipment, Building 15-5, Camden, N.J. for your copy of new Booklet.
"When Van talks 40,000,000 people listen!"

Mutual Sports Director Van Patrick talks sports a lot 17 times a week. And his 2,500,000* listeners consider Van something of a spellbinder. Multiply their numbers by Van's frequency—and it all adds up to this: Van Patrick is the most-listened-to sportscaster in all network radio. Are you listening, media types?

*2.5 million—average audience per program (116 reported time periods) — Sindleger, Feb., 1966
Trends run unevenly in spot TV

Areas of softness that became evident last spring still show up in fall survey; network competition and growing use of multi-product spots are blamed

The ups and downs that marked the spot television business last spring were still evident last week in results of a fall survey of stations.

In the study, latest in a seasonal series that Broadcasting has conducted since 1961, 64% of the respondents said their late-September business was running at higher levels than a year ago, and 22% reported business off.

While this tally reflected increases by almost two stations out of three, it was also the first time in five autumns that the number reporting gains had dropped below 70% or those with declines exceeded 13%.

Like Spring, Like Fall • This fall’s findings were almost identical to those in a similar survey last spring, when a slowdown in national spot was easily apparent although the reasons for it were harder to find.

The stations’ reports also were supported generally by a Broadcasting sampling of leading station reps, although the reps as a group tended to be somewhat more optimistic than the stations. About 80% of the reps questioned reported current business up from last fall’s levels, by margins ranging from 3% to 13%, and said they expected full-year gains of roughly the same order. Most of the rest said business is and probably will remain at or near last year’s totals.

Last spring, as in the current study, 64% of the station respondents reported national spot sales up from the preceding fall. The number showing declines has dropped a little, from 25% of the respondents last spring to this fall’s 22%, while the number reporting business holding its own has edged up from 11% to 14%.

There were other parallels between this year’s spring and fall surveys. As this fall’s set a five-year low-water mark in number of stations reporting gains, and a high-water mark in those showing drop-offs, last spring’s was the first May-June study in which increases were reported by fewer than 75% of the respondents, or declines by more than 14%.

Better Year • Despite the similarities in the spring and fall results, however, other findings suggested a brighter outlook for the year as a whole. While a number of stations predicted their full-year national spot business would drop below 1965 levels, the pessimism was neither as widespread nor as deep as that voiced in the spring study.

Among respondents offering predictions on their full-year spot business, 71% expected this year’s to exceed 1965’s, and among those who estimated the probable extent of their increases the range was from 5% to 50% and averaged about 18%.

About 18% of those forecasting full-year results said they expected to fall below last year’s levels by margins that also averaged 18%. The rest, approximately 11%, thought they would come through 1966 with spot totals about equal to 1965’s.

Many stations declined to speculate on the full year’s outcome. One called 1966 the “most difficult year ever to predict—peaks and valleys seem to have no relationship to previous years or guideposts.”

The bulk of the blame for declining sales—or for their failure to move faster—was heaped primarily on the mounting use of piggybacks and other forms of multiproduct announcements and on the widespread sale of participating announcements by networks.

On the brighter side of the ledger, growing use of color by stations as well as networks was the most frequently mentioned harbinger of higher sales. Others cited were political broadcast business this fall and what one broadcaster called “efforts of individual stations and groups of stations of rep firms selling the fine points of spot.”

Local Strong • Another encouraging factor noted by several stations was local business. Although the survey did not inquire specifically into this area, a number of stations with national spot sales running below par volunteered that local sales, on the other hand, were running ahead of their 1965 pace.

The study found agency interest in color for spot commercials at almost exactly the same levels indicated in last spring’s survey. In the fall questionnaires 43% of the respondents said agencies “regularly” indicate an interest in color, 44% said they “frequently” do and 13% said they “occasionally” do. These answers were within two percentage points of those given last spring.

Unlike several previous surveys in the series, this fall’s found substantially the same current-business picture in all market classes.

There are always variations from one market to another and even from one station to another in the same market and there was nothing to suggest that this phenomenon is any less prevalent now. But the ratio of stations reporting gains to those reporting declines was unusually consistent, regardless of the number of stations in the market.

Against an over-all average of 64% reporting gains and 22% showing declines, the division in one-station and...
two-station markets was 62% to 24%; in three-station markets it was 65% to 23%; and in markets with four or more stations it was 64% to 18%.

The extent of the gains, where estimated, was also consistent. Many stations did not give a figure, but among those that did the overall average gain was 19%. In one- and two-station markets it was 18%; in three-station markets it was also 18% and in markets with four or more stations it was 20%.

Those Losing • Where declines were specified there was a little more variation. They averaged out to 12%, but in all of the categories except three-station markets—where the dropoffs averaged 6%—there were too few estimates to provide meaningful breakdowns. They ranged, however, from a low of 1% to 2%, to a high of 28%.

One point on which this fall's findings did not differ from those of previous studies in the series was the commercial length in greatest demand among agencies and shortest supply among stations. By long odds—as always—it was the 60-second availability.

This length was named more than 10 times as often as any other as being in greatest demand, and five times as often as any other as being in short supply. The 20-second availability usually ranked number two in both categories, followed by 10's and 10's.

For all three lengths, in virtually all principal day-parts, the highest levels of sales were achieved in markets with four or more stations. Exceptions were early-evening fringe time and prime time, where stations from one-and-two-station markets and those from three-station markets often reported sales levels rivaling and in some cases exceeding those from markets having more stations. Some typical comments of station representatives follow:

The sales vice president of a large rep firm indicated that business to date is running about 13% ahead of last year, but he attributed part of this substantial rise to the company's comparatively modest sales performance in 1965. In certain major markets business is averaging 35% ahead of 1965, but he noted that in medium- and small-sized areas, sales are up only slightly. He felt that color already has become such an accepted factor that agencies are not inquiring into capabilities of stations as they were last year.

Another major rep reported a spate of new business in the past three weeks and estimated 75% of his stations were running ahead of last year's pace. He thought overall his station list would finish 1966 5% to 7% ahead of last year's volume.

Little Notice • This rep noted that business is being placed much closer to air dates than previously, sometimes with little more than a week's notice. He said agencies all seem interested in stations' color capabilities and estimated that 90% of his list is either equipped with color cameras or has them on order.

The sales director of a representative in middle-sized markets reported that business "is just about the same as last year at this time." Station business seems to fluctuate from month to month but in middle-sized areas the opportunities for growth are limited, he pointed out. There are numerous requests for availabilitys for color commercials and for information on the capabilities of stations, he added.

The president of a major representative company pointed to a bright third quarter and projected an equally attractive fourth quarter in a year that he said had been "spotty." He voiced the view that business in 1966 would be 4% to 5% over 1965.

He felt that the mushrooming of piggybacks was a "definite obstacle" to the growth of spot TV this year, but said he was pleased that spot TV had been able to enlist some advertisers new to the medium. Color is becoming "a real factor" in the spot business and more and more agencies are requesting information on the color facilities of stations, he reported.

One group station representative indicated business for his relatively short list of stations was running 12% to 13% ahead of this point last year and estimated the same margin would apply to operations for the full year.

He said he thought the spot growth rate of his stations had been twice that of the industry for the year.

One of the largest station representation companies said business is exceptionally strong right now, that the full year would be "well ahead" of 1965, but refused to estimate a percentage increase. According to this rep all sales ground lost earlier in the year had been made up and an exceptionally strong final quarter was anticipated.

The same company said agency inquiries about station color facilities are plentiful, that only a few stations on its lists are without color-tape facilities although many are still awaiting delivery of color cameras for live presentations.

The line forms at the lab

Movielab Inc., New York, a major film-processing laboratory, has adopted a new policy calling for the production scheduling of color release TV spot prints on a first-come, first-served basis. Movielab's policy was outlined in a letter sent last week to TV producers and advertising agencies by Saul Jeffee, president, citing "unprecedented demands" placed on the laboratories. The new system, he said, would begin on Oct. 17. To eliminate the possibility of inequities to customers, Mr. Jeffee said, the new program requires all color spot release orders to be placed on a production schedule as soon as the laboratory receives approval of the answer print or sample print.

RAB meet told of ANA radio plans

Broadcasters attending the fourth session of the 1966 Radio Advertising Bureau management conference in Tarrytown, N. Y., last week were advised that the Association of National Advertisers plans to hold a special seminar on radio for the first time in recent history.

The disclosure was made by RAB President Miles David, who noted that the ANA special meeting is "just the latest indication that radio's momentum in terms of renewed interest and awareness is accelerating."

Mr. David added that seminar plans and the date will be announced later this fall by the ANA.

James A. Burton, general sales manager of KSFO San Francisco, warned broadcasters to guard against complacency during times when sales are good. He urged station officials to expand into the area of accounts new to the medium or to their particular outlet and not to rely on accounts they already have.

The Billion-Dollar Mark • The prediction that radio will crack the billion-dollar barrier if every major-market station builds a constructive presentation was expressed by Herb Mendelsohn, vice president and general manager, WMCA New York. He gave a condensed version of a WMCA presentation that emphasizes the station's personalities, its role in community projects, its local news coverage and its role as a leader in broadcast editorializing.

David Croninger, vice president and general manager of WP Philadelphia, outlined six dimensions of a successful radio station. He listed them as strong on-the-air personalities, quality popul-
No more commercial scheduling by phone, SRA tells agencies

Station representatives are mounting a strong effort this week to help solve scheduling problems resulting from the growth of piggyback commercials on spot TV.

Advertising agencies are being placed on notice by the Station Representatives Association that they bear the prime responsibility for transmitting information in writing to stations on the scheduling of TV commercials.

In an announcement being released today (Oct. 10) by SRA, the association said letters have been sent to media directors of agencies advising them of the need to adhere to long-established procedures for the transmission of commercial scheduling instructions.

The letter, signed by Hastings W. Baker, managing director of SRA, points out that the expansion in the 60-second piggyback commercial on network and spot TV has resulted in difficulty in scheduling. It is reported that stations receive copy from various sources, including agency traffic; by phone from the agency; by phone from the representative, and, in some rare cases, from district salesmen or managers of the advertisers.

The problem often is complicated because there are "constant changes in schedule, and there are no written records of all the transactions," Mr. Baker said. He added:

"The end result is billing discrepancies which cannot be resolved. Since the start of the year many stations have seen their unpaid balances double and most of the problem stems from piggyback accounts."

Write It Down — Accordingly, SRA members and other major representative companies, acting with the counsel and cooperation of represented stations, are advising advertising agencies that effective Nov. 1, all traffic, scheduling and film rotation information must be in writing. Mr. Baker stated, "This is prescribed in the SRA and American Association of Television Advertisers Agencies "Spot TV Guide" for agencies and stations, issued in 1965.

"The original of such instructions should go to the station's operations desk, with a copy to representatives," Mr. Baker wrote. "All changes involving time, agency or representative will continue to be communicated directly to the representative. At the same time, we must emphasize that such instructions have to be at the station 72 hours in advance of telecast and stations point out that efficiency could be improved if instructions included film numbers in addition to products."

Mr. Baker notified SRA members that at least 48 hours in advance of schedules, stations must make final checks to make sure materials are on hand. If they are not, the station must notify the agency TV operations desk that the air date might be missed. He stressed that this basic rule applies not only to the initial mailing but also to schedule changes, film rotations and product switches during the course of the campaign.

Borden Co., through Needham, Harper & Steers, both New York, has purchased a 10-minute participation in CBS Radio's Arthur Godfrey Time for Cremora coffee additive. Petersen Mfg. Co., De Witt, Neb., through Biddle Co., Bloomington, Ill., will be one-minute participating sponsor on CBS Radio's 5 p.m. news program for its Vise-Grip hand tools.

General Foods Corp., White Plains, N. Y., through Young & Rubicam, New York, has introduced Birds Eye Fruits Continental, premium line of frozen fruits, into national distribution with network and spot TV campaign using color commercials.

Craig Panorama Inc., Los Angeles, through Nides-Cini-Advertising Inc., same city, will sponsor NBC Radio broadcast of the Rose Bowl football game from Pasadena on Jan. 2, 1967. The network radio buy is part of Craig's Christmas and post-holiday dealer-support promotion for its full line of car stereos, tape recorders and radios. Craig has signed band leader Stan Kenton for series of commercials, relating company's sound equipment to "championship sound" theme.

Campbell Soup Co., Camden, N. J., for its new Golden Mushroom soup has begun campaign that includes network and spot TV. Agency is BBDO, New York.


RAB adds a division for Spanish radio

The Radio Advertising Bureau has formed a Spanish-language division to serve the needs of stations catering to this group, it was announced last week. Twenty Spanish-language stations have joined RAB as of Oct. 1.

Miles David, president, said RAB will compile marketing data on Spanish-language population groups as well as case histories on the sales efficiency of Spanish-language radio stations. Officials of these stations will be invited to attend RAB sales clinics and conferences along with English-language broadcasters.
Tighter rules on cigarette ads

New TV code guides admit tar and nicotine references but with out health claims, ban sports and athletes

A strong set of cigarette advertising guidelines, aimed principally at restricting the appeal of cigarettes to youth, were released last week. The six guidelines, announced by Howard Bell, director of the National Association of Broadcasters Code Authority and concurred in by the NAB TV code board, were described as "compatible" with the existing rules of the tobacco industry's cigarette advertising code.

Ordinarily guidelines are issued by the code director without first consulting either the radio or TV code board. However, the sensitivity of the subject suggested that the route followed last Thursday (Oct. 6) at the TV code board meeting in New York was the most prudent. The radio code board had also been told of the intention to issue the guides.

In essence the guidelines ban commercials with a sports theme or featuring prominent sports figures; allow factual tar and nicotine content statements; ban statements that filters have health benefits; ban appearance of most uniformed individuals in spots; ban premiums aimed at youth, and ban using any children or young persons in commercials.

New Language • In addition, the code board approved amending the TV code's language on cigarette advertising, making it essentially the same as the radio code's. This language change will have to be passed on by the NAB TV board when it meets in January in Mexico City. The guidelines require no board approval.

The present TV code language on cigarette advertising says material should not be presented "to convey the impression that cigarette smoking promotes health or is important to personal development of the youth of our country."

The proposed language, adopted last week, says such advertising "shall not state or imply claims regarding health and shall not be presented in such a manner as to indicate to youth that the use of cigarettes contributes to individual achievement, personal acceptance, or is a habit worthy of imitation."

Although the NAB guidelines in some areas are stronger than those in use by the cigarette advertising code, Mr. Bell said it would be "unfair to interpret" the code authority's action as "some criticism of CAC, which under Governor Robert Meyner has done a good job and fulfilled its responsibility to the best of its ability."

The CAC, he added, has instituted many reforms in cigarette advertising since it came into being in 1964. It was the creation of the CAC that led the NAB code authority to put aside its own guidelines that were about to be issued that year.

Right Time to Act • Now, two years later, Mr. Bell said the code authority felt the time was right to issue guidelines in light of new developments. Although he did not spell these out, it was known that the code authority felt the Federal Trade Commission's position change in allowing factual tar and nicotine content statements (BROADCASTING, March 28), the subsequent withdrawal of P. Lorillard from the CAC (BROADCASTING, April 4) and the attempt this summer by Senator Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.) to require notices of tar and nicotine content in ads and on packages (BROADCASTING, Aug. 1) made a new look at guidelines imperative.

The six cigarette guidelines make these points:

• A commercial cannot use a person who is or was a prominent athlete (Mickey Mantle or Dizzy Dean), or persons participating in or who "appear" to be participating in sports activity. (One cigarette spot, no longer on the air, showed smokers in sports gear puffing away near a tennis court. This would now be taboo.)

• Factual statements, provided they are documented, for tar and nicotine content are permissible (this follows the FTC's new position), but no statements are allowed claiming a benefit based on these statements.

• The commercials shall not state that a filter or its construction is beneficial to health or well being. (In the early days of Lark it said the charcoal

---

Daytime billings help set new TV network record

Network TV billings were at a record high last summer with the sharpest growth in the daytime hours, the Television Bureau of Advertising reported last week.

The summer marks: August, $88.1 million, up 11.8% from $78.8 million in the same month a year ago; June, $92.9 million, and July, $86.9 million. The summer period comparisons were made possible by computation of August 1966 billing.

The three-month total comes to $267.9 million, which compares to $239.5 million for the same period in 1965.

| Network Television Net Time and Program Billings (Source: TVB/LNA-BAR) (add 000) |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                 | August          | January - August |
|                 | 1965 | 1966 | % Chg. | 1965 | 1966 | % Chg. |
| Daytime         | $24,838.7 | $30,041.1 | +29.9% | $219,459.3 | $271,144.2 | +23.6% |
| Mon. - Fri.     | 18,972.8 | 24,631.1 | +29.9% | 168,100.1 | 209,414.0 | +23.7% |
| Sat. - Sun.     | 5,865.9 | 5,390.0 | -8.1% | 33,359.2 | 65,730.2 | +98.3% |
| Nighttime       | 53,964.3 | 58,022.3 | +5.4% | 528,054.5 | 567,149.9 | +7.1% |
| Total           | $78,803.0 | $88,083.4 | +11.8% | $847,913.8 | $838,294.1 | +1.1% |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ABC</th>
<th>CBS</th>
<th>NSC</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January</td>
<td>$34,097.8</td>
<td>$45,317.2</td>
<td>$43,132.5</td>
<td>$122,547.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February</td>
<td>32,090.8</td>
<td>39,737.7</td>
<td>37,216.4</td>
<td>109,044.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>35,165.5</td>
<td>45,911.3</td>
<td>41,835.4</td>
<td>122,912.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>32,974.5</td>
<td>42,023.8</td>
<td>39,317.3</td>
<td>114,315.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>27,484.6</td>
<td>39,571.8</td>
<td>35,605.1</td>
<td>102,661.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>25,014.8</td>
<td>35,605.3</td>
<td>32,291.9</td>
<td>92,910.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>24,320.0</td>
<td>32,108.9</td>
<td>30,509.9</td>
<td>86,938.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>24,734.8</td>
<td>34,808.8</td>
<td>28,719.8</td>
<td>86,063.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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San Francisco-Oakland better with KTVU

32 counties in Northern California and Western Nevada! That’s the coverage of KTVU—more counties* than any other San Francisco Bay Area television station. It’s KTVU’s unduplicated programming and superior channel position that result in the widest coverage of the country’s number seven television market. And it’s one more reason KTVU is the Nation’s LEADING Independent Television Station.

KTVU
SAN FRANCISCO-OAKLAND
Represented by H-R Television

Cox Broadcasting Corporation stations:
WSB AM-FM-TV, Atlanta; WHIO
AM-FM-TV, Dayton; WSSC AM-FM-TV, Charlotte;
WIOD AM-FM, Miami; WIC-AM, Pittsburgh;
KTVU, San Francisco-Oakland

*ARB/B5 coverage study
in its filter was similar to that used to purify air in space capsules. Such a spot would not be allowed now.)

- Uniformed individuals—firemen, military, policemen, commercial pilots, and others—cannot be shown in commercials. The rule of thumb here is banning anyone whose uniform indicates a position of public responsibility. Such uniformed personnel as doormen and bellhops could be used.

- The spots shall not include offers of premium designed especially to appeal to youth. It would be permissible to mention a rocking chair but not a genuine Johnny Unitas football.

- Children or young persons shall not appear in the spots. (One commercial, no longer on the air, showed parents talking about cigarettes while driving. In the back seat were their children. Although the children were only background personnel, they would still be banned.) The only people to appear in cigarette spots are those who are and who appear to be adults.

Mr. Bell said the next move would be to contact the cigarette companies and discuss the guidelines.

The withdrawal of Lorillard from the CAC, more than any other single element, seemed to be responsible for the code authority’s action at this time. When the CAC was created it spoke for virtually the entire cigarette industry. When Lorillard withdrew so it could promote its True cigarettes as having relatively low tar and nicotine content, the CAC rules were no longer universally followed.

The code board was also given a report on the new code of the Motion Picture Production Association in terms of how it would relate to and affect television. The new MPAA code, which classifies pictures within broad categories, will be watched to see how it would relate to TV.

Commerce secretary calls advertising ‘indispensable’

Secretary of Commerce John T. Connor has described advertising as an “indispensable” element in this country’s prospering economy. In a speech to the Cleveland Advertising Club, Secretary Connor said that “without advertising, we most certainly could not have had the unprecedented prosperity of the past 67 months.”

Without advertising, he said, the nation would not have had a 7.5 million rise in employment, a decline in unemployment from over 7% to less than 4%, a doubling in corporate profits after taxes, and an increase of almost $180 billion in personal income.

Mr. Connor said that advertising is a constructive social and economic force in our society, “a force for culture as well as growth, a force for progress as well as profits.”

As an example of an important function advertising plays in the marketplace, he cited the use of brand names by consumers to identify quality products. Before advertising, he said, it was a fact of life that quality was hit or miss. The ability to identify quality, Mr. Connor said, created consumer confidence, which he called “the most precious ingredient in the marketplace.”

New agency, client tell how to get along

Two speakers at the fifth district fall meeting of the Advertising Association of the West paid particular attention to each other’s remarks. The subject: how an agency can best break in a new advertiser and how a client can best work with a new agency.

Speaking from an agency viewpoint at the meeting, held in Palm Springs, Calif. (Sept. 30-Oct. 1-2), was Montgomery McKinney, vice president, client services, for Doyle Dane Bernbach Inc., Los Angeles. Robert J. McMahon, vice president of the First Western Bank and Trust Co., Los Angeles, painted the client’s side of the picture.

In a sense, Mr. McKinney and Mr. McMahon spoke as a team. For First Western recently made an agency change. Its choice: Doyle Dane Bernbach.

During his talk, Mr. McKinney stressed that “there’s no right way to break in a wrong client.” He pointed out that agencies sometime make the mistake of going after a client “that has to be a loser.” He cited as examples clients that are too big or too small to profitably meet an agency’s capabilities, ones that don’t really understand or agree with an agency’s philosophies and ones that are using advertising for wrong reasons. “Better to be choosy and pick right clients you can keep twice as long (or forever)—than to pick wrong clients you’ll only have to replace in a year or two,” Mr. McKinney said.

Instead of breaking in a new client, the agency executive prefers to think in terms of breaking out a new client. What he is seeking, Mr. McKinney indicated, was how to break clients “out of old patterns of thought and action, out of tired traditions and inefficient inertia, out of ruts and onto the high-ground of fresh, aggressive performance, marketing and advertising.”

On the other side of the counter, Mr. McMahon said that the best way to break in a new agency is to treat that agency and its people “as if they were true partners,” and by creating an “atmosphere of respect.”

Commercials in production . . .

Listings include new commercials being made for national or large regional radio and television campaigns. Appearing in sequence are names of advertisers, product, number, length and type of commercials, production manager, agency with its account effective and producer.

Focus Presentations Inc., 400 Park Avenue, New York 10022.


Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati (Tide); four 60’s for TV, live on film. Agency: Compton Advertising, New York. Dick Whitson, agency producer.

Pepper Sound Studios Inc., 51 South Florence, Memphis 38104.

Cumberland Brewing Co., Cumberland, Md. (beer); one 60 for radio, jingle. Emie Bernhardt, production manager. Placed direct.

Queen City Brewery, Cumberland, Md. (beer); one 60 for radio, jingle. Emie Bernhardt, production manager.
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Why do they love us like they do, DO, DO?

WE KNOW you’re bored with all the rating claims you hear from broadcasters—but who tells you *WHY* people listen?

One reason our area is *mad* about us is that we spend more dough to produce truly BIG-TIME news, sports, weather and other local-interest stuff. For example, Norm Schrader, our News Director, just spent a month in Viet Nam, interviewing 127 Fargo-area servicemen, right up there in the fighting.

Another for instance, our twelfth Annual WDAY Band Festival on May 14 drew 86 high school bands to Fargo (nearly 6,000 bandsmen)—80 girls in the beauty contest—multiple thousands of parents, teachers and friends for one of the biggest days Fargo ever saw.

We could go on and on. *It’s a story of community leadership and vitality that you ought to hear.* Ask PGW!

**WDAY-TV • WDAY-AM**

**WDAY-FM/Stereo**

The Know-How Stations in

**FARGO, N. D.**

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC., *Exclusive National Representatives*
A bank for rating information?

ARF conference hears suggestion that services use such a system to evaluate collected data

A researcher for a leading station-representative company called last week for creation of a central industry point for gathering and disseminating information on rating service methodologies and results.

Melvin Goldberg, vice president for planning and research at John Blair & Co., suggested that a methodology information bank be set up. All rating and research services could invest in information and withdraw it from the bank, which would use computers to correlate and evaluate data already collected.

Mr. Goldberg's proposal was made during the 12th annual conference of the Advertising Research Foundation in New York. He said he recognized the problem of trade secrecy arising from such an information pool, but asked: "In research methodology, how much secrecy is there?"

The problem in research, he continued, is more likely to be inadequate call for a cooperative advertising effort, perhaps to be conducted by the Advertising Council, to increase cooperation among potential survey targets as a means of reducing bias in samples.

The Blair research official said the TV trend toward signal and audience segmentation, brought on by the growth of multi-set homes, more UHF stations and CATV, would hit "with a vengeance" and could be expected to make the researcher's job still more difficult. He said he thought broadcast researchers have not kept pace with the technical developments in the media.

A proposed market laboratory for testing the one-time and cumulative effectiveness of two ad campaigns was outlined by ARF President Sherwood Dodge. The model, which might make use of split-cable facilities of CATV systems and split-run newspapers and magazines, is being studied for feasibility by an ARF committee.

He described a plan for small "arrowhead" projects, none of which would cost more than $5,000, that might open up deeper investigation of such subjects as "television clutter vs. isolated positioning" and other basic questions of advertising research.

**FACT Goes National**

Mr. Dodge said the ARF's new Field Audit Completion Test (FACT), a service for verifying that interviewing has been done and for improvement in interview quality, would be operational by January on a national basis.

Peter Langhoff, president of the American Research Bureau, told the ARF meeting it was time to begin thinking about the cost of producing research data in terms of its ultimate value to media decision makers.

He spoke of an urgent need for researching the economies of research and said he thought the ARF would be an ideal organization to undertake the project.

Mr. Langhoff revealed the results of some ARB studies conducted last summer in St. Louis and Washington that examined the attentiveness of radio audiences. The method was telephone coincidental. It found that one-sixth of at-home radio listening was in a "concentrated listening" group, half of the audience was "listening with incidental activity," "incidental listening" encompassed one-fifth and the balance was characterized as engaged in "activity with incidental listening." There was relative stability between the first two of these groups in both cities, less correlation in the final two.

The ARF president advised that broadcast measurement should be considered in light of a total system of media decision making.

"Time" Studies • Another speaker at the ARF meeting dealing with audience involvement, Herbert Krugman, vice president and research director of Marplan, reported some results of pilot studies sponsored by Time magazine.

Among the findings:

- Involvement with advertising in TV or magazines tends to be highest when attention is directed to the pro-

**Mr. Ule**  **Mr. Dodge**  **Mr. Langhoff**  **Mr. Krugman**  **Mr. Goldberg**

analysis of what has been learned by a survey. Implementation of his plan, Mr. Goldberg said, would allow evaluation of a particular survey not only on its own merits, but in relation to the results of previous knowledge entered in the computer from earlier studies.

One advantage of such a system, he said, would be more accurate weighting techniques "for our not completely representative surveys."

"At least, we might be able to develop statistical weights beyond the obvious ones of age, sex and size of household, which affect viewing, listening and reading habits."

**Better Samples** • He suggested the system might even permit simulation of good samples from those proven less adequate.

Mr. Goldberg also renewed his earlier

gram environment, less when directed to advertising and least when advertising is presented alone.

- Stronger interest in editorial content carries over to create strong interests in the advertising around it.

- Women register higher involvement with advertising than men.

Maxwell Ule, technical consultant of the Milwaukee Advertising Laboratory, another undertaking of the Milwaukee Journal, reported on the progress of the second year of the laboratory. It was established to measure the cumulative sales results of alternative advertising strategies and alternative promotional strategies and to offer diagnostic information explaining the workings of the different approaches.

In television, the laboratory controls the input of TV advertising into homes...
They bought our complete antenna line.

KPRC-TV has a G-E Batwing antenna.
Khou-TV broadcasts with a G-E Helical.
And KHTV owns a G-E Zig-Zag antenna.

These three Houston television stations didn't buy different General Electric antennas just to be different.

KPRC-TV, Channel 2, needed an antenna designed to very tight system specifications over the high percentage band-widths essential to a VHF Low Channel station. That's why they bought a G-E Batwing.

Khou-TV, Channel 11, needed another kind of antenna for their VHF High Channel station. This antenna had to meet physical as well as electrical specifications. That's why they bought a G-E Helical.

KHTV, Channel 39, needed a UHF antenna with a radiation pattern tailored to the Houston-Galveston area. And a unique upper-and-lower dual input facility for more power in the future (ERP is now 2.58 megawatts).

That's why they bought a G-E Zig-Zag.

So take another look at this Candelabra®. You'll see three good reasons to contact your G-E Broadcast Equipment representative. General Electric, Visual Communications Products, Electronics Park, Syracuse, New York 13201.

©Dresser Industries, Inc.
When to cover?

This can be a tough decision for a deskman... but not for Lederle's Emergency Coordinator. Her job is to "cover" each and every request, whether on the job or at home enjoying a leisure hour. Her assignment sheet involves the shipment of urgently needed life-saving drugs to all parts of the nation and the world. It could be antirabies serum, botulism antitoxin or gas gangrene antitoxin, but whatever it is, it has to get there fast. Every such request received at Lederle Laboratories at any hour of day or night sets emergency procedures into motion. Lederle's Emergency Coordinator, who keeps a set of airline schedule books by her kitchen telephone, checks routing possibilities and makes arrangements for the fastest possible shipment to the trouble spot. In the meantime, Lederle physicians and other personnel are carrying out their assigned tasks. This emergency shipment program operates around the clock, day and night seven days a week. Unlike the news media, the question "when to cover?", is never a problem.
in the Milwaukee area by use of an electronic muter that is installed in the chassis of a TV set to mute the commercial. The laboratory uses two probability samples of 750 homes each, one representing the "A" market and the other the "B" market. TV sets in homes in one of the markets are muted for a period, and vice versa.

Sales Dropped - Mr. Ule reported on a test to determine whether incremental losses in sales resulted if a brand reduced its budget on TV significantly for a period of at least 32 weeks. It showed, he said, that sales began to decline immediately after the test started and continued in a fairly even manner throughout the test period.

Mr. Ule projected that for the period the brand would generate a loss of $95,500 in factory sales dollars and an estimated $19,000 in factory incremental profits. The total savings in advertising input would be $4,600, leaving a net estimated loss of $14,400 to the factory.

He predicted that the laboratory will offer opportunities to measure such elements as the economic value of color vs. black-and-white TV, color vs. black-and-white in other media and the "wear-out" value of commercials and print advertisements in terms of optimum number of reruns and reprints.

Charles R. DeCarlo, director of automation research for International Business Machines, told the researchers it was time for them to start thinking more about the nature of research in the future.

He said scientists at Kaiser Industries have suggested that 20 years from now it may be possible for laser beams to project three-dimensional images into the living room—images that people may be able to walk completely around. This technology, he said, may permit man to separate any "initial phenomenon in space and time" and give him a chance to re-experience the past.

Research Reports - The ARF conference ran a full day Wednesday (Oct. 5). A potpourri of reports and demonstrations by a number of research services followed on Thursday as an added feature to this year's meeting. Sessions ranged the advertising spectrum. Among those of broadcast interest:

R. H. Bruskin Associates, New Brunswick, N. J., which conducts continuing studies of the color-TV market, noted in its presentation that in March 1967 it would interview again respondents of a study made last March in which it found a relationship between actual buying and a previously stated intention to buy "to determine if such a relationship exists for color television."

A. C. Nielsen Co. talked about its new brand-testing of the TV audience. The new measurement survey (brand
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WSYR-TV is No. 1
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Get the Full Story from HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS
These students have their “accidents” before they drive on city streets

They’re learning how to drive in Allstate’s new Good Driver Trainers—the revolutionary combination of “Classroom automobiles” and realistic driving films.

The students pictured above attend Normal High School in Normal, Illinois.

Twice a week, inside a classroom, students sit behind the wheels of 15 classroom “mock-ups” of late model automobiles.

Then, for the next 50 minutes they will “drive” by watching color movies on a Cinemascope screen.
By the end of each class, they will have reacted to more than six dozen driving hazards—many more than they would experience in a whole day’s driving in Normal.

And when they’ve finished the complete driver education course, their chances of having an accident will be cut exactly in half.

Fifty percent fewer accidents! Any wonder that Allstate has put a lot of money and effort behind the new Good Driver Trainer?

It has been an ambitious project, one from which Allstate doesn’t get back a single penny. But regardless of cost, Allstate sees it as a public service project, with far-reaching benefits. Here’s why:

**Same number of instructors can train more students**—The instructors at Normal High School can handle 15 students at one time, instead of one by one. This number can be increased where the program is set up in large classrooms. Naturally, actual road driving experience is still necessary—but only one-half as much.

**Students get better training**—Allstate’s film library now contains 12 color films—a cross-country course which progressively takes the student through the simulated mechanics of driving—starting with basic turning, parking and stopping, then, via Cinemascope, out into quiet city streets. Then heavy traffic, and through sleet, past glaring headlights, and over jam-packed tollways and rutted country lanes. Each film gives the student dozens of situations and actual hazards to react to.

**Good Driver Trainers Save Money**—They can save up to ¼ and more compared to present behind-the-wheel techniques. Because only half as much actual on-the-road instruction is required . . . and because instructors can handle more students.

**Future Unlimited**—So far, Allstate has noted widespread satisfaction. Simulation has received enthusiastic endorsement from the National Safety Council, the National Education Association, and from schools where the units are in operation.

Besides Normal, there are now 140 high schools and training centers using the Good Driver Trainer program. 720 more units for 60 new installations are now in production and dozens more programs are being budgeted for.

Allstate sees the program as one sound hope for cutting insurance rates. But most importantly, the Good Driver Trainer offers a very realistic way to reduce loss of lives and property.

If all of America’s 17,500 high schools could offer driver training, we could look forward to a potential 1,250,000 fewer accidents each year.

The Good Driver Trainers make it possible for teen-agers to have their “accidents” in classrooms . . . not on highways and city streets.

---

The Allstate Good Driver Trainer is manufactured by the Link Group of General Precision, Inc., makers of World War II’s famous Link Flight Trainer. It is marketed by Evans Industries. Educators and other interested groups may contact Evans Industries at 335 Gateway West, Los Angeles, California, or through their approved distributors.

---

The Good Driver Trainer is another reason why we can tell our customers, and mean it . . .

You're in good hands with Allstate® Insurance Companies

Home Office: St. Louis, Ill. Founded by Saars
Cigarette TV spending up 4.3% in first half of '66

The cigarette industry continues to rely on TV as its primary advertising tool. According to the Television Bureau of Advertising (TVB), the investment of the six leading TV advertisers hit a record $88.6 million total in the first six months of this year—an increase of 4.3% over the same period last year.

Liggett & Myers Tobacco increased its TV budget 39.8% and moved from sixth to fourth place among the companies. L&M is the heaviest cigarette user of spot TV (in terms of both dollar volume and share of total TV spending) with 37.5% of its $13.6 million TV budget in spot. Four of the six leading companies showed a slight decline in TV spending, but this was more offset by substantial increases on the part of Liggett & Myers and Philip Morris.

First place among TV cigarette advertisers is still held by the R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N. C., with its $20.4 million total six-month investment. Second is the American Tobacco Co., which spent $17.8 million for TV in the first half of 1966.

The TVB report includes full-year totals for 1965 as well as this year's six-month compilations. None of the six companies in 1965 allocated less than 61% of their budgets for four measured media to television. From the point of view of TV share, Brown & Williamson Tobacco was the leader, giving television 90.7% of its 1965 budget.

- R. J. Reynolds $3,824,300
- American Tobacco $3,765,900
- Philip Morris $3,541,100
- Liggett & Myers $5,135,900
- Brown & Williamson $3,391,000
- P. Lorillard $3,210,600

Totals: $22,868,800

1966 (first-half report)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Spot TV</th>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Total TV</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Magazines</th>
<th>Newspapers</th>
<th>Radio</th>
<th>Total Media</th>
<th>TV Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R. J. Reynolds</td>
<td>$29,782,700</td>
<td>$12,950,200</td>
<td>$42,732,900</td>
<td>$44,083,900</td>
<td>$7,780,400</td>
<td>$98,500</td>
<td>$12,586,000</td>
<td>$64,097,800</td>
<td>66.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Tobacco</td>
<td>28,983,700</td>
<td>8,448,800</td>
<td>35,432,500</td>
<td>35,738,800</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>10,489,700</td>
<td>3,566,500</td>
<td>6,012,000</td>
<td>55,480,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown &amp; Williamson</td>
<td>23,828,300</td>
<td>4,999,600</td>
<td>28,828,100</td>
<td>24,084,800</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>2,557,900</td>
<td>3,953,000</td>
<td>31,781,300</td>
<td>90.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip Morris</td>
<td>19,271,300</td>
<td>5,774,700</td>
<td>25,046,000</td>
<td>23,868,200</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>3,815,300</td>
<td>475,300</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>29,336,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. Lorillard</td>
<td>12,492,500</td>
<td>7,682,600</td>
<td>20,175,300</td>
<td>22,049,700</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>4,972,900</td>
<td>309,600</td>
<td>6,773,000</td>
<td>32,230,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liggett &amp; Myers</td>
<td>14,423,800</td>
<td>5,235,900</td>
<td>19,748,700</td>
<td>21,117,700</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>5,843,600</td>
<td>1,548,900</td>
<td>5,242,000</td>
<td>32,394,200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Totals: $128,782,300

1965 Cigarettes

Ranked by leading TV advertisers for cigarette brands only*

- Magazine—P/B, Newspapers—Bureau of Advertising, Radio—RAB (published data)

Chicago ETV expands commercial production

Noncommercial educational WTTW-TV Chicago has announced a new production service available to advertisers and agencies throughout the U. S. The station's recording services subsidiary claims it has scored a "first" in the color market by offering a comprehensive tape-film transfer service in positive, negative and double system recordings.

WTTW Recording Services began operation eight years ago supplying black-and-white transfers to agencies in the Midwest but since then has expanded to supply the TV production trade throughout the nation. The new color operation includes video tape to video tape as well as video tape to film transfers. Duane M. Weise, WTTW's director of engineering, explained that the conversion to color was made after a year of experimentation with equipment design.
If you know
a time buyer who still
believes there's a larger metro
market in North Carolina
than the WSJS
Golden Triangle...

Give him this.

If you want to see who's out ahead in North Carolina today... count the tally. You'll find the WSJS Television market is the one and only number one. First in population. First in households. First in retail sales. WSJS reaches right into the heart of North Carolina, cuts out a Golden Triangle, and covers it for you—totally. Gives you 3 big metro cities plus surrounding counties. All in the rich, heavily industrialized Piedmont country, the fabulous tobacco-textile-furniture-electronics center. More than a million citizens with a total spendable income in excess of one and one-half billion dollars. You're in, when you buy WSJS Television.

WINSTON-SALEM, GREENSBORO, HIGH POINT
WSJS Television

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward

BROADCASTING, October 10, 1966
Truth in packaging compromise remote

What is generally considered to be a skeleton version of the much-debated truth-in-packaging bill passed the House of Representatives last week but a House-Senate conference that would negotiate on the difference between it and the tougher Senate bill may be delayed.

Representative Harley O. Staggers (D-W. Va.), chairman of the House Commerce Committee, and sponsor of the House bill, has vowed he would insist on the House version in the conference. In response, it now appears the Senate backers are in no hurry to settle for the half-loaf passed by the House and have shown no desire to even discuss the differences with Representative Staggers.

The bill was described by Representative Staggers as a package of mandatory and discretionary provisions. Under the mandatory provisions the Department of Health, Education and Welfare and the Federal Trade Commission would assure that labels on consumer products state plainly the size and contents of the package. The agencies would also have the discretion of obtaining a definition of such terms as "small," "medium" and "large;" the size of "servings" mentioned on packages and could regulate such promotions as "cents-off" sales and "economy size" labels. The Secretary of Commerce could also ask manufacturers to adopt voluntary remedial action when he feels that proliferation in packages in certain products handicaps the consumers' selection. If the manufacturers fail to react, he could then seek corrective legislation from Congress.

It was the last provision replacing mandatory regulation by the secretary of commerce in the Senate bill that has aroused the most controversy. Backers of a tough bill say the House measure is meaninglessness and opponents have fought tenaciously to eliminate the Senate controls.

Two rep firms consolidate

The consolidation of Adam Young Inc. and Broadcast Time Sales Inc. was announced jointly last week by the two companies. Under terms of the merger, which was effective immediately, BTS became a division of the Adam Young companies.

The BTS division of Adam Young will continue to specialize in radio representation and will be operated as a separate unit. Carl L. Schuele, BTS president, and Stanley I. Feinblatt, BTS vice president, will continue in these capacities.

Mr. Young, president, founded his representation firm in 1944. Broadcast Time Sales was established in Los Angeles 15 years ago and since that time has sold more than $20 million worth of time for its stations, the announcement stated.

The BTS division will be located at Young's office at 3 East 54th Street, New York.

The principals in the Adam Young Inc.-Broadcast Time Sales Inc. merger are (l to r): Carl L. Schuele, BTS president; Stanley I. Feinblatt, BTS vice president and Adam Young, president of the station-representative organization bearing his name.

IRTA plans 'Media Concepts Seminar'

An advanced "Media Concepts Seminar" to begin Nov. 7 was announced last week in New York by the International Radio and Television Society. The seminar has been planned for media executives with several years' experience, according to Erwin Ephron.
wmca turns people on.
Just ask The American Oil Company,
American Express and 286 other sponsors
who advertise on the Joe O’Brien Show.

*Data quoted or derived from audience surveys are estimates subject to
sampling and other error. Advertisers and their agencies are referred to
complete survey reports for details.

Joe O’Brien entertains people. And at a
time when most of them don’t want to be
entertained—somewhere between opening one
eye and drinking that second cup of coffee.

How can we explain O’Brien’s popularity?
Maybe it’s because he’s hip to what’s happening.
Particularly around New York.

Or maybe because he makes people forget
there’s a mike and a pile of equipment between
them and him.

Or maybe it’s even some of the warmest, corniest
jokes on radio.

Whatever it is, 288 sponsors aren’t asking for an
explanation. They just sit back and enjoy it.
seminar committee chairman and director of media research for Papert, Koenig, Lois, New York.

The seminar will run seven consecutive Mondays, 5:30-7 p.m., at the CBS Film Screening Room, 51 West 52d Street, New York. Registration is $25 per person and limited to 40 members. Lecture topics will be: Nov. 7—Audience Measurement and Advertising as a Communications Process; Nov. 14—Demographics, Product Usage and Other Data in Media Planning and Evaluation; Nov. 21—Coverage Concepts; Nov. 28—Reach and Frequency; Dec. 5—Media Aspects of Test Marketing; Dec. 12—The Computer and Media Models; Dec. 19—Advanced Theory.

Lecturers will be drawn primarily from the seminar committee, which, in addition to Mr. Ephron, includes Marvin Antonowski, vice president and media research director, J. Walter Thompson; George Fabian, manager of consumer research for Johnson & Johnson; Art Heller, Ted Bates & Co. vice president and media director; Ed Papazian. BBDO vice president and head of planning.

Also, Mel Goldberg, research director, John Blair & Co.; Jack Green, associate media director, Papert, Koenig, Lois; Norman Hecht, director of media research, Gardner Advertising; Cris Rashbaum, Harrington, Righter & Parsons vice president for research and promotion, and Evelyn Konrad of Evelyn Konrad Public Relations.

**Award-winning WFTV SERVES the market it SELLS**

*THE ACTIVE MIND*

Florida's THIRD-ranking market includes high income families, with a higher than average educational level. To serve these viewers, WFTV provides several unique series of discussion programs on controversial issues, including award-winners PRO & CON, MORAL ISSUES OF OUR TIMES, DISCUSSION '66, and frequent VIEWPOINT 9 specials. Participating are Rollins College students, area clergymen, civic, political, educational and intellectual leaders.

WFTV News and Special Events Department produces study-in-depth documentaries of topical and area interest to Central Floridians.

Joseph L. Brechner, president
MidFlorida Television Corp.

**BUY DOMINANCE — BUY COVERAGE**

Represented nationally by Blair TV

WFTV, CHANNEL 9 ORLANDO, FLORIDA

**BH&S sets up new operating committees**

Needham, Harper & Steers has formed two division operating committees, one for its Chicago division and one for its New York division. The agency's president, Paul C. Harper Jr., announced last week that the operating committees will advise the division directors and will help them run their divisions. The system also helps in the training of future management.

The Chicago operating committee, reporting to James L. Isham, executive vice president and division director, will consist of Robert K. Swanson, vice president and senior account director, who will serve as chairman of the group, and Richard H. Needham, executive vice president and director of personnel; B. Blair Vedder Jr. senior vice president and corporate media director; Jack W. Copher, vice president, senior account director and director of the account executive department, and Albert A. Klatt, senior vice president and chairman of the Chicago plans board.

The New York operating committee, reporting to Paul E. Belknap, executive vice president, includes Edmund Burke, executive vice president and division general manager; Graham Roher, vice president, management representative and director of the account executive department; Irving Sonn, senior vice president and division creative director; J. Stacy Stevens, vice president, management representative and business affairs director; Robert Troast, vice president, management representative and chairman, New York plans board, and Herbert Zeltner, senior vice president and division director of marketing services.

**No merger for Raymer**

Paul H. Raymer, president of the Paul H. Raymer Co., confirmed reports last week that he had discussed a merger with the Daren H. McGavren Co., but said no agreement was reached and negotiations have ended. He added: "We have no thought of considering any merger now or in the future." Reports persisted that several key officials within the Raymer organization were seeking to buy the pioneer representative company founded by Mr. Raymer in the early 1930's.
Forget all you've ever read or heard about "controversial" radio personalities and all the wonderful things they can do for your station. Not that we have anything against controversial personalities—it's just that they're all obsolete. Because now there's a 3½ minute syndicated commentary called THE FIRST ANGRY MAN. Because now the most colorful and devastating commentator in radio today... (or yesterday for that matter)—a man called DICK APPLEGATE... is available for your market.

Frankly, we're at a loss to describe Mr. Applegate to you. It's impossible to make comparisons because the man has no peers. There IS no one like Dick Applegate. But since we have to say something to fill all this space, let it be this.

Dick Applegate attracts and holds a radio audience as no other personality can. He commands a loyalty from his listeners that you will find hard to believe. He is angry, amusing and profound. He "comments" in his inimitable style, on subjects ranging from pajama tops to De Gaulle... from beatnik students to political polls... and from "why we need a new National Anthem"... to "the silly restrictions against liquor in the American Navy." And he does all this without ever being falsely obnoxious... and without people "getting tired of him." We won't tell you what he'll do for you in rating points and sales. We figure you know your business and can evaluate this for yourself. We will tell you that once you put him on the air, people will listen... and keep listening. But don't take our word for it. Send for an audition record. Listen to it. Then if you don't agree with everything you've just read... send it back... and we'll eat it.

SOLD EXCLUSIVELY TO ONE STATION IN EACH MARKET

WRITE, WIRE OR CALL COLLECT

JEFF SMITH, GENERAL MEDIA ASSOCIATES INC.
230 NORTH MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL. 60601
AREA 312—782-6766
Wanted: new ownership approach

Council for Television Development tells FCC that multiple-ownership rules need overhaul but offers no plan of its own on matter

A group of 42 television licensees that own 127 TV stations, armed with a massive study of the television industry, urged the FCC last week to abandon its proposal for limiting further expansion of group owners into the top-50 TV markets. The proposal, they said, would run counter to the commission's goal of promoting competition and diversity in programming.

They suggested that the commission pursue a new approach. Some of them, at least, are willing to cooperate in such an effort. And there was a suggestion last week that a request for assistance from the commission is hoped for.

The group, organized last year as the Council for Television Development, publicized the comments it is filing in the commission's rulemaking proceeding at a news conference Thursday (Oct. 6) in Washington. At the same time, it made available copies of the 400-page, $275,000 report of United Research Inc., on which the comments were based. Preliminary versions of the report were given to the commission last month (Broadcasting, Sept. 19).

**Attack on Proposal** - The report amounted to an attack not only on the proposed rule but on the commission's present system of limiting broadcasting holdings by numbers of stations—seven AM, seven FM, and seven TV (no more than five VHF's). The proposal is aimed at preventing the development of an "undue concentration of economic power." But the URI report says concentration of ownership in the top 50 markets is declining.

Dr. Paul Cherington, senior consultant to URI, who participated in the news conference, said numerical limitations are meaningless and that the commission should consider other factors, including the size of the markets it wants to set limits on holdings.

Neither the report nor the CTD comments contain any recommendations. But Ward Quaal, president of WGN Continental and chairman of CTD, said he believes that a request for "additional information" on new approaches will come from the commission. He added, however, that he had nothing "formal or official" on this from the agency.

He also made clear that the CTD as a group is not committed to future action. The council's job was completed with the presentation of the URI report, he said. But he said members of the council might be interested in helping develop a new approach.

CTD was formed to oppose the proposal that would limit acquisition by groups to three television stations, no more than two of them VHF's, in the top-50 markets. Existing groups whose holdings exceed that limit would not be required to divest themselves of any properties.

**Abandon Policy** - CTD also urged the commission to abandon its interim policy, adopted June 21, 1965, that provides for automatic hearings in cases where a broadcaster would acquire properties in excess of the proposed new limit. However, the commission thus far has granted the three exceptions to that policy that have been requested.

The CTD hopes through the URI report and its comments in the rulemaking proceeding to discredit the "Barrow Report"—the report filed with the commission in 1957 by a network study group headed by Dean Roscoe L. Barrow of the University of Cincinnati. That report recommended, among other things, that the commission seek to follow as closely as possible a philosophy of one station to a licensee.

CTD goes beyond an attack on the proposed rule to urge the commission to abandon what the council considers an "antigroup bias" in comparative hearings. The bias is said to stem from the Barrow Report.

W. Theodore Pierson, counsel for the CTD, said at the news conference that the council wanted an up-to-date study of a "mature industry," one that would "examine behind the Barrow assumptions," and provide a "book" that would be available to the public.

**Mission Accomplished** - "We've done that," he said. He added that the council had taken a "risk" in hiring an independent research organization to
make the study. "But it confirmed our view that the Barrow Report is wrong—at least out of date."

The CTD comments assert that one-to-a-customer is out of step with current national policies represented by tax laws that encourage capital gains and business expansion. Antitrust laws control harmful mergers, the comments add.

The day of the mom-and-pop operation in broadcasting is passing, CTD maintains. "Many 'small businesses,' including broadcasters, simply do not desire to stay small. This is the modern environment in which the broadcasting industry must operate and compete for capital and personnel supply."

The CTD comments also attack various 'assumptions' of the Barrow report, including one that multiple-owned stations are not as locally oriented as singly owned stations. Competition demands all stations, group-owned or not, to maintain close relations with the communities they serve, the CTD says. This local orientation is said to be ardent in independent news and public affairs operations of group-owned stations.

Anticompetitive • CTD also points out that exclusion of any group of builders or buyers from a market is anticompetitive, not procompetitive. And exclusion of multiple owners from the major markets, CTD adds, would hurt the commission's effort to stimulate the development of UHF television.

Further, CTD points to URI findings that group-owned stations add more to program diversity—a long-sought FCC goal—than do other stations. They broadcast more local-live programs, originate programs for multi-station distribution, and spend more of their resources on programming than do non-group owners, according to URI.

CTD also cites URI's conclusion that group-owned stations have neither the desire nor the ability to engage in "thought control." CTD asserted URI held that a station's chief interest is profit and that it would be foolhardy for it to encourage the "revulsion that slanting, distorting or lying would produce more.

CTD said the "highly competitive and decentralized character of the economic activities of stations... serves as an effective prophylaxis against manipulative activities."

CTD's comments were the first filed in the proceeding. Deadline for comments is Nov. 1.

Members of the CTD are:


FCC gets pay-TV pleas

Telemeter and Americans for Democratic Action want it established

International Telemeter Corp., developer and franchiser of pay television systems, has urged the FCC to adopt its proposal to establish a nationwide system of pay television as a regular service.

The Americans for Democratic Action also favor establishment of a pay-television system, but one that would be completely separate from the broadcasting service and operated under common-carrier utility regulations.

The comments were the first to be submitted in the latest phase of a commission pay-television rulemaking dating back to 1955. The commission opened the current round in March, asking for comments on proposed rules to establish a nationwide over-the-air system of pay television.

The commission set a late deadline for comments to afford Congress an opportunity to provide "guidance" in the area, which has been controversial in the past. Congress, however, has been silent on the subject.

Telemeter, which has developed a subscription system that may be operated over the air or via coaxial cable, argues that pay television offers the only path to improved television programming. Furthermore, since it relies on "box-office" type programming, pay television won't "siphon off" programming fare from the existing free service, the company added.

Consider CATV-Pay-TV • Telemeter also urged the commission to consider pay television origination by CATV—and suggested that such a combination be authorized. Telemeter operates three channels of subscription television on an 11-channel system it operates in Montreal.

Telemeter notes that opponents of such a system have argued that it would be a "back door" to the introduction of pay television. "If the public is going to receive the benefit of programing of superior quality at lower prices," the company added, "it does not seem germane whether it enters by the front door or the back door."

Telemeter, in response to a notice of inquiry accompanying the rulemaking, asserts the commission lacks jurisdiction over a closed-circuit system of pay television. Such a system, unlike regular CATV, uses no spectrum space, Telemeter said.

ADA took its position from a speech by Dr. Jean V. Charyk, president of the Communications Satellite Corp., before the Broadcast Engineering Conference in March. Dr. Charyk talked of a communications utility that "would be a system that would link homes, business offices and stores... through wide-band high-capacity transmission facilities to central switching and computer centers, to provide a wide variety of services," including color television, stereophonic FM radio and telephone service.

ADA says authorities maintain that the necessary technology for such a system is available and adds that the government should move to establish such a system as rapidly as possible.

ADA added that the new system must be a common carrier, under regulated terms of pricing and service, and that "all Americans... should have the right to subscribe without buying equipment, and be able to receive all programs and services available on the air or by cable."

Connecticut applies for another UHF

The state of Connecticut, through the Connecticut Educational Television Corp., last week entered the final stage of its statewide expansion of ETV when it filed an application with the FCC to activate channel 49 in Bridgeport.

Connecticut Educational Television, licensee of noncommercial WEDH-TV (ch. 24) Hartford, and licensee of noncommercial WEDN-TV (ch. 53) Norwich, now under construction, simultaneously applied to the Department of Health, Education and Welfare for a matching state grant. It is anticipated that the equipment, capable of color broadcast, will cost $334,239.

The transmitter is to be located in Trumbull, Conn., and will be leased from Connecticut-New York Broadcasters Inc., licensee of WICC-AM-TV and WWZZ-FM Bridgeport. The antenna for channel 49 will be on the same tower as WICC-TV's antenna.

Channel 49 will begin operation primarily as a satellite of WEDH.
Affiliate relations realignment

Move brings ABC-TV department onto a corporate level with sales and programing, several promoted

ABC-TV is reorganizing its affiliate relations department. The revamp, which is being announced today (Oct. 10), affects more than a dozen people in station relations and station clearance and includes the elevation of several executives.

John O. Gilbert, ABC-TV vice president for affiliate relations, said the changes were designed to place affiliate relations on a corporate level similar to ABC-TV's sales and programing departments. He said they would increase the department's effectiveness and services to affiliated stations.

A key appointment is the promotion of Joseph E. Giaquinto from director of TV-station clearance to a new post of director of affiliate relations. Mr. Giaquinto, who will report to Mr. Gilbert, becomes administrative head of the department.

Other top-level shifts include the elevation of Carmine F. Patti to director of TV-station relations and of Mario T. Cucinotta, who had served as manager of TV clearances, to director of TV-station clearance, succeeding Mr. Giaquinto. Mr. Patti, formerly station-relations regional manager, eastern region, succeeds Donald S. Shaw Jr. who has left ABC-TV.

Richard O. Wexo and William H. Sythes, who become managers respectively of station clearances and of special services, assume the former responsibilities of Mr. Cucinotta. Messrs. Wexo and Sythes were formerly supervisors respectively of nighttime and daytime clearances.

Closer Relations • It was explained that the new appointments will give the department new depth in management and serve to foster a closer relationship with affiliates. Mr. Gilbert also said the changes reflect the competitive growth of the company.

ABC-TV officials claim a steady increase in station lineups over the past seasons, noting for example a 223-station clearance for National Collegiate Athletic Association football this fall compared to some 180 stations carrying American Football League games on ABC-TV in the 1964-65 season.

Also cited were increases in clearances in the nighttime schedule, using in these examples a comparison of totals in January 1965 to the current station list: Batman from 178 to 211 stations, and Big Valley from 186 to 207 outlets. Using a similar comparison with January 1964: Bewitched up from 197 to 207 stations and Hollywood Palace from 162 to 177 stations.

Still other changes in the department: Charles T. Atkins, who has been southern division manager, ABC Films domestic sales department, succeeds Mr. Patti as regional manager for the northeastern region; John P. Gibbons, previously supervisor of special services, succeeds Mr. Wexo as supervisor of nighttime clearance; Stuart Ullman, who had been supervisor of news and sports, moves into Mr. Sythes' former post of supervisor of daytime clearance and Chris Zoulamis, formerly account representative in daytime clearance, becomes supervisor of special services.

Added to the department as account representatives: Peter J. Flanagan, Bruce C. Hagerty, Barry David, Peter Zobel, Michael Reiffiger and Richard Kozak. Mr. Reiffiger and Mr. Kozak previously were NBC-TV sales service representatives.

NAB radio code gains six stations in month

The National Association of Broadcasters radio code had a net gain of six stations between July 15 and Aug. 15. In that period 38 stations were added to the code roster and 32 were withdrawn.

Stations added: WFLY Sheffield, Ala.; KRLC Lakewood, KEKR(FM) El Cajon, KHOE Truckee and KOLI Coalinga, all California; WJCM Sebring, Fla.; WCBC Miami: KVSI Montpelier, Idaho; WLW Fort Wayne, Ind.; WNBW Newbury and WIGD St. Ignace, both Michigan; KBXN Kennett, Mo.; KLVU Fallon, Nev.; WPME(FM) Newark, N.J.; KENY Rentz, Okla.; KTSO Toledo and KTIX Pendleton, both Oregon; WACA Camden, WJAY Mullins, WGTN Georgetown and WORG Orangeburg, all South Carolina; KATQ Texarkana, KSST Sulphur Springs, KSTX Sherman, and KYLE-FM Temple, all Texas; WOOG Richmond and WJWS South Hill, both Virginia; KAPS Mount Vernon, KBAM Longview, KBCB Oceanlake, KCVL Colville, KEDO Longview, KUTI Yakima, KNOP Port Angeles, KMAS Shelton, KPQ Wenatchee and KTEL Walla Walla, all Washington; WMIR Lake Geneva, Wis.


Estes gets green light for sale of WPFA

Edwin H. Estes, owner of WPFA Pensacola, Fla., last week received FCC permission to sell the station to WPFA Radio Inc. for $202,000. Approval, the commission said, is subject to the condition that the sale be consummated within 45 days.

The FCC revoked the license of WPFA and denied the license-renewal application of wmoz Mobile, Ala., also owned by Mr. Estes, in February 1964 on the grounds that the licensee falsified logs sent to the commission with its license-renewal application (Broadcasting, Feb. 10, 1964). The FCC last May reaffirmed its earlier decision but tempered its ruling by giving Mr. Estes 90 days to find a buyer for WPFA (Broadcasting, July 18). The commission at that time stated that if the sale were approved, the revocation order would be set aside.

WPFA Radio Inc., the assignee, is owned by Thomas Gibbons (40%), Mrs. Charles Lamar Jr. (20%), K. P. Reilly (15%), W. G. Switzer (15%) and Marvin James Jr. (10%). Mr. Gibbons is president of the Guaranty Broadcasting Corp., licensee of WABF-TV Baton Rouge.

ADL opposes sale of KAIL-TV to Tel-America

The Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith moved last week to block the sale of KAIL-TV (ch. 53) Fresno, Calif., to a corporation the ADL says has permitted its radio station to be used for the broadcast of anti-Semitic programs.

The proposed purchaser is Tel-America Corp., which is owned by Trans-American Corp., licensee of KTYM
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ELCON Color-Matched Tubes

typical of the foremost television camera tube line ... from English Electric Valve

THE NEW STANDARD OF QUALITY AND LONG LIFE FOR ALL I.O. CAMERAS.

Performance-proven for highest quality and exceptional long-life operation in black-and-white image orthicon cameras, the EEV ELCON 4415E/4416E multiply that quality and savings threefold for color.

Matched color sets of ELCON tubes are selected on the basis of camera control operating parameters, as well as tube sensitivities and signal current outputs. And, in most cases, the need for trimming with neutral density filters is completely eliminated ... orbiting is not required ... and sensitivity is improved.

The pace-setting EEV pick-up tube line also includes 3" and 4½" ELCON-target image orthicons, plus a complete range of Vidicons ... all reflecting the unparalleled tube-to-tube consistency and quality of the world's foremost tube manufacturer.

VISUAL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
356 west 40th street • new york, n.y. 10018 • (212) 736-5840

FIRST BY ANY STANDARD
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Inglewood, Calif.

The ADL has urged the commission to reconsider its decision to grant without hearing a license renewal for KTYM because of the regularly scheduled broadcasts on the station of conservative Richard Cotten (Broadcasting, July 18). Those broadcasts, ADL says, "contain blatant anti-Semitism and other material designed to foment race and religious hatred and bigotry."

The commission by a 5-to-1 vote, granted the license renewal without a hearing on the ground that, while it abhors the views expressed by Mr. Cotten, it cannot set itself up as a censor. It also said the station had substantially met its responsibilities by offering the ADL time for reply (Broadcasting, June 6). ADL had declined the offer.

The commission, however, is still considering ADL's petition for reconsideration.

In its pleading last week, ADL said the commission should hold a hearing on the proposed sale of KAIL-TV, now owned by B. L. Golden and L. W. Fawns. Purchase price for the UHF station, which has been dark since May 16, is $236,500.

ADL said the proposed purchaser has not indicated in the application that it would assume responsibility for the material broadcast on the station or that the broadcast of "blatant anti-Semitism and other material designed to foment race and religious hatred and bigotry" will not be permitted.

ADL also noted that in the "so-called survey of community organizations in the Fresno area," Tel-America "has specifically failed to identify a single Jewish organization it has contacted.

"With the known record [of Trans-America Corp.] in the operation of KTYM Inglewood, Calif," ADL continued, "the commission is in no position, on the basis of the material before it", to approve the sale. Accordingly ADL said, a hearing should be held. It asked to be made a party.

**Evening Star purchase of 3d VHF approved**

The Evening Star Broadcasting Co. last week acquired its third VHF TV station when the FCC approved the purchase of WCV(TV) (ch. 4) Charleston, S. C., from First Charleston Corp. for $2,210,147 plus assumption of approximately $400,000 in liabilities.

The Evening Star Broadcasting Co., which is wholly owned by The Evening Star Newspaper Co., publishes The Washington Evening Star, and is licensor of WMAL-AM-FM-TV Washington and WLYA-AM-TV Lynchburg, Va. WMAL-TV is on channel 7, and WLYA-TV is on channel 13. John W. Thompson Jr., is president of Evening Star Broadcasting and Frank Houwink is the vice president and general manager.

WTMA Inc., Charleston, owned 32.22% of First Charleston Corp. and is also the licensee of WMTA Charleston and WMBR Jacksonville, Fla. Charles E. Smith is president of First Charleston Corp.

WCV(TV) is one of three commercial VHF's in the Charleston area. The others are WSCS-TV (ch. 5) and WUSH-TV (ch. 2). WCV(TV), which began operation in 1962, is an NBC affiliate and is represented by Adam Young.

Commissioner Robert T. Bartley dissented, and Commissioner Nicholas A. Johnson concurred.

**Changing hands...**

APPROVED • The following transfers of station interests were approved by the FCC last week (for other commission activities see For The Record, page 83).

• WCV(TV) Charleston, S. C.: Sold by First Charleston Corp. to Evening Star Broadcasting Corp. for $2,210,147 (see above).

• KPER Gilroy, Calif.: Sold by Charles W. Jobbins, James D. Bernard and John H. Gregory to Richard E. and Nancy R. Ryan and group for $325,000. Associated with the Ryans are E. L. and Florence S. Barer, Don R. Pickens, Eugene Hogan and Terry D. Lloyd. Mr. Ryan is 56% owner of KOST Fresno, Calif., and Mr. Pickens owns 7% of the same. Mr. and Mrs. Barker own KLOK San Jose, Calif. Sale is conditioned upon disposal by the Barkers of KLOK. KPER, founded in 1957, operates daytime only on 1290 kc with 5 kw.

• KFKA Greeley, Colo.: Sold by Mid Western Radio Corp. to Publishing Enterprises Inc. and others for $225,000. Publishing Enterprises is licensee of KTOP-AM-FM Topeka, Kan., and WJOL-AM-FM Joliet, Ill. Joseph J. Tenenessen, Peter M. Macdonald, Robert Wells and William W. Hansen are part of purchasing group. KFKA, founded in 1921, operates on 1310 kc with 5 kw day and 1 kw night.

• WPFA Pensacola, Fla.: Sold by Edwin H. Estes to Thomas E. Gibbens, K. P. Reilly, Mrs. Charles Lamar Jr., W. G. Switzer and Marvin James Jr. for $202,000 (see page 48).

• WMVR-AM-FM Sidney, Ohio: Sold by Dale Wilson and associates to Dean C. Stuhlbmueller (Dean Miller Broadcasting Corp.) for $125,000. Mr. Stuhl-
mueller owbs wlmj Jackson, Ohio, and 42% of wnop Newport, Ky. Mr. Wilson and his group own wert-am-fm Van Wert, Ohio. Wmvr is a 250 w daytimer on 1080 kc. Wmvr-fm operates on 105.5 mc with 5 kw.

COMMUNITY TELEVISION

- Television Transmission Co., Peru, Ill., and Midwest Microwave Co., Chicago. Sold by Earl S. Nelson Sr. and son to GenCoE Inc., multiple CATV owner. Price undisclosed for Peru CATV system; $394,000 for microwave system. Peru cable system has 6,000 subscribers and was built in 1951. It serves Peru, LaSalle, Spring Valley and Oglesby, all in Illinois. The acquisition of the Peru plant brings GenCoE's total customers to the 38,000 level. GenCoE is headed by Jack Crosby. Midwest Microwave serves about six CATV systems with Chicago TV signals in Illinois. Broker: Blackburn & Co.

New TV stations

Kets(tv) (noncommercial ch. 2) Little Rock, Ark., hopes to be on-air in the early fall. The first ETV station in Arkansas recently purchased RCA studio and transmitting equipment, which will enable it to originate programs from its TV studio on Arkansas State College campus at Conway. Kets's antenna will be mounted on the tower owned by katv(tv) channel 7 in Little Rock and will be 1,780 feet above average terrain. Kets will operate with 100 kw visual and 20 kw aural.

Katz forms EDP unit for real-time spot sales aid

The Katz Agency, New York station representation company, which plans to have an IBM 360 computer installed in its new quarters by March 1967, has formed an electronic data processing department to coordinate the company's computer activities.

Eugene Katz, president of the representation organization, last week announced the appointment of Sylvia A. Cassel as manager of the new EDP department.

Katz has ambitious plans for the computer system with initial emphasis on its application to spot television sales, including presentation of spot availability and immediate access to contract and rating information.

It is projected as an integrated real-time system that would function through the whole process of a spot TV sale, from availability presentation to station payments with availability and sales entered as they become known, thus updating the computer file on a continuous basis.

The Katz IBM 360 cannot be per-

FCC hot line for CATV

CATV operators, who run into trouble filling out the new reporting form (broadcasting, Oct. 3) sent to them by the FCC, can get help by telephoning the commission office in Washington. Staff members are available between now and the date the report is due at the commission (Nov. 1), between 4-5 p.m. every business day, at (202) 393-5387, 393-6214 or 393-6270.

BCG surveys stations

A survey of network and station officials by Broadcast Communications Group Inc. indicates that most TV station managers consider 15 stations or fewer as the optimum list for a national representative.

This was one of the highlights emerging from BCG’s study in which more than 100 industry executives participated. More than 90% of the TV and radio executives responding said the choice of a new rep is made by the station owner. The survey on rep-station relationship will be carried in a forthcoming issue of the newsletter, “BCG Communiqué.”

EXCLUSIVE BROADCAST PROPERTIES!

NEW MEXICO

- Major Spanish language station featuring that format exclusively in the market. Land and building included. Priced at $120,000 on terms to be negotiated. Contact—DeWitt "Judge" Landis in our Dallas office.

MIDWEST—Major market daytimer operating at a nice profit, now absentee owned. 1966 gross volume estimated at $190,000. Priced at $325,000 with $200,000 down. Contact—Richard A. Shaheen in our Chicago office.
Educational radio: federal funds?

Seminar at Johnson Foundation suggests steps for support; other conclusions offered, including need for new name

Now it's educational radio that would like to have federal financial handouts.

A consensus of those attending a seminar in the Midwest on the future of educational broadcasting in the U. S. was that specific legislative and administrative steps be taken to make it possible for educational radio to gain federal support. So reports the Johnson Foundation, Racine, Wis.

The foundation was host there Sept. 26-28 to 70 national opinion leaders who explored the subject of educational radio as a natural resource. They also appeared to agree that educational radio's great untapped potential has been overlooked for the younger glamour brother, television.

National Educational Radio, a division of the National Association of Educational Broadcasters, sponsored the three-day conference in conjunction with the Johnson Foundation. The meeting also attempted to distinguish more clearly between instructional radio and public-service radio, both of which are termed "educational radio." Some felt the term educational radio should be abandoned altogether. Among other conference recommendations for close study:

- Establishment of a production center for high-quality educational radio programs. The center also would train people qualified to make maximum use of radio's potential.
- A greater involvement of educational radio in the significant social issues of the day "even if entering such controversial seas results in rocking the institutional boat."
- Inclusion of educational radio in any communication-satellite proposals, such as the one recently set forth by the Ford Foundation.
- Formation of citizen advisory councils on national and local levels to help formulate policies for educational radio and which would have access to the power structures at both levels.
- Larger expenditures for independent research into the area of determining community needs and new ways of satisfying these needs through educational radio.
- Encouragement of technological developments that would make FM radio receivers "as commonplace as are the ubiquitous miniature AM radios at America's ear." This is desirable because most educational stations are in FM.
- Establishment of a public-affairs news bureau in Washington to help establish educational radio as an effective medium in the reporting of government affairs and to give it greater identity and acceptance among government leaders.
- Trying to get top university and college officials to "face up to their responsibilities" in making educational radio more nearly part of the total community: The majority of noncommercial stations are licensed to such institutions.
- Encouraging dialogue between edu-

Key participants of the seminar on educational broadcasting held at Wingspread, conference center of the Johnson Foundation, Racine, Wis. were (l to r): William G. Harley, president, NAEB; L. F. Tijmstra, Radio Nederland; E. G. Burrows, board chairman, National Educational Radio, and Leslie Paffrath, president, the Johnson Foundation.
cational broadcasters and the many public-action agencies that might use this medium in getting their message to their specialized publics.

Charles A. Seippman, professor of communications at New York University, called for a "grand strategy" to mobilize the resources of educational radio. He said it can do more things for more people at less expense than most forms of communication, particularly television.

William G. Harley, president of NAEB, felt educational radio should stop thinking small. He said "ER" is not "incomplete television" but a powerful medium in its own right.

Leslie Paffrath, president of the Johnson Foundation, noted that foundations have an accounting to make for "the paucity of their support for educational radio" and a responsibility for future support of the medium.

Robert Lewis Shayon, radio-TV critic of The Saturday Review, saw as a major role of educational radio "what broadcasting was meant to do all along: confront great numbers of people with relevant and revealing images of themselves. If you can't do this," Mr. Shayon told the broadcasters, "then we must abandon 'democratic nonsense' in an industrial society. We must accept elites that manipulate us with myths and symbols that reassure, while the real power play goes on behind the scenes in the arena of action, not verbal symbols."

Henry award set for NAEB meet

Former FCC Chairman E. William Henry will receive a special award at the closing banquet of the National Association of Educational Broadcasters' convention on Wednesday, Oct. 26. Paul Miller, assistant secretary for education of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare will be the closing banquet speaker.

The 42nd annual convention will be held Oct. 23 through Oct. 26 at the Muehlebach hotel in Kansas City, Mo. The convention officially begins on Monday morning, Oct. 24 with the keynote address, "Changing Patterns," by Fred Friendly, Edward R. Murrow professor at the Columbia School of Journalism and television consultant to the Ford Foundation. Following the keynote address, the screening of educational TV programs begins and will run concurrently throughout the three-day affair except during the general sessions.

The second general session will be held Monday afternoon. "Changing Technology" will be presented by John Witherspoon, associate director of the Brooks Foundation. Concurrent meetings on technology will also be held Monday afternoon. The satellite-communications meeting will feature Robert Button of Communications Satellite Corp., William Kessler of the Florida ETV Commission, and Clarence F. Heister of the FCC.

Bill Daniels of Daniels and Associates, Denver, and Louis Schwartz of the Washington law firm of Krieger and Jorgensen will be among those on the CATV panel also set for Monday afternoon.

On Wednesday morning Dr. Donald G. Emery, superintendent of schools for Scarsdale, N. Y., will speak at the third general session on "Changing Patterns in Education." Also on Wednesday morning there will be a session on career development and planning in educational broadcasting.

Chalmers Marquis, executive director of Educational Television Stations, a division of NAEB, will speak on "Federal Support for Educational Broadcasting" at the fourth and final general session, Wednesday afternoon. At this meeting representatives of various government agencies will discuss recent grants made to educational stations and available government grants.

FCC Review - A panel review of FCC rulings is to be one of the concurrent sessions on Wednesday afternoon. Among those on the panel will be James Fellows, assistant to the president of NAEB; Robert Hilliard, chief of the Educational Broadcasting Branch of the FCC; John Bass of Rules and Standards Division of the FCC, and Fred Heister of the Satellite Branch of the FCC. John Wiggin of Voice of America will preside at another session on broadcasting in developing countries. This session will be a survey of broadcasting activities in Vietnam, Nigeria, Eastern Europe and Samoa by educational broadcasters who have recently been involved with broadcasting in these countries.

The banquet on Wednesday night concludes the convention.

IRTS to hear Kintner

Robert E. Kintner, special assistant to President Johnson and secretary to the cabinet, is scheduled to make a major address in New York before a broadcast group on Dec. 5, a full year after his ouster in December 1965 as NBC president and board chairman-elect. His topic at the International Radio and Television Society Newsma-

ker luncheon has not been announced.
Look for news from Wasilewski speeches

Traditionally, speeches by NAB presidents at the opening sessions of the National Association of Broadcasters fall conferences have been devoted to citing membership figures and telling of the past, present and future battles with government. They have been notably lacking in news value.

The pattern will change starting in Dallas Thursday and Friday (Oct. 13-14) when NAB President Vincent Wasilewski delivers his "state of the union" address. This year he has something newsy to report.

During the eight conferences, Mr. Wasilewski will be quoting figures from a new NAB survey that is described as a trend study of "broadcasting and the public purpose." The study had been approved by the NAB joint board in January 1965 as a $60,000 project that would cover personal interviews with about 2,500 adults (BROADCASTING, Feb. 1, 1965).

The National Opinion and Research Center, Chicago, conducted the survey earlier this year and it has taken six months to be put into its present form. On the whole the report is said to be favorable to broadcasting.

It is doubtful that the entire survey will be made public since much of the material is described as just numbers that won't mean anything until they are matched against figures from subsequent surveys. The material to be used by Mr. Wasilewski at the regionals, however, is expected to be released later in the year.

Preregistration for the Dallas meeting stood at 142 last Thursday (Oct. 6) and advance registrants for all eight conferences were nearing the 900 mark. Traffic managers for all member TV stations will be allowed to attend, without fee, the sessions where Douglas Annello, NAB general counsel, discusses the new television reporting form (see page 58).

The Minneapolis conference (Oct. 24-25) is expected to be one of the best attended on the schedule since it will feature the first appearance of FCC Commissioner Nicholas Johnson before broadcasters.

Commissioner Lee Loevinger will be featured speaker at the Dallas meeting. That conference will also have Robert P. Wertz, U. S. Steel Corp., chairman of the National Association of Manufacturers communications committee, and Frank Smith, committee executive, tell why the land-mobile users need spectrum space now reserved for broadcasters.

Book publisher seeks three more UHF's

Harcourt, Brace & World Inc., New York, which earlier this summer applied for licenses for three UHF stations, disclosed last week it is seeking FCC approval for three additional UHF outlets.

Plans for the book publishing company's move into TV were discussed last week by William Jovanovich, president, during a meeting of the New York Society of Security Analysts. He told the group he regards the company's entry into TV as "a probe," but believes "TV has enormous potential."

The additional UHF's, for which HB&W submitted applications to the FCC last week, are channel 54 in Augusta, Ga., and channel 14 in Salt Lake City. Mr. Jovanovich told the analysts' meeting that HB&W will also ask the commission for approval of a third UHF application in an undisclosed eastern city. HB&W would have 100% ownership of the proposed eastern station and would own 67% of the other two UHF's. The remaining 33% ownership of the Salt Lake City and Augusta stations would be owned by the Harman-Slocum Publishing Co., which is an applicant for a new AM in St. Louis.

HB&W applied early last summer for UHF's in Portland, Ore. (channel 24), Denver (channel 20), and Phoenix (channel 15).

W. W. Vickery, vice president and treasurer of HB&W, later told Broadcast that the company considers its current moves into TV as "exploratory," and added:

"We know that the availability of TV-station licenses in key markets is limited and will become increasingly scarce. In a sense, our moves are protective ones so that we can expand into TV if we decide the time is appropriate."

Liberty TV merges with five CATV's

A Northwest television broadcaster has merged with five CATV systems and the resulting amalgamation is seen as the start of expansion in the cable field. The broadcaster also is seeking new television outlets.

Within the next 30 days, the merger of Liberty Television Inc. (KEZI-TV Eugene, Ore.) with Bend Community Antenna Co., Corvallis TV Cable Co., Newport TV Cable Co., Sweet Home TV Cable Co. and Toledo TV Cable Co., all serving those Oregon communities, will be accomplished. The merger already has received the approval of stockholders of Liberty Television and the CATV systems. Liberty Television will remain as the surviving corporation.

The present principal owners of Liberty will remain in control, it was announced. Current CATV stockholders will hold minority interests in Liberty although two CATV principals who have holdings in all five of the cable companies, Ray Siegenthaler and William Elkins, will join Liberty's board. They also will head Liberty's CATV division.

Liberty, which is principally owned by Durward L. Boyles, C. E. Carlson, Donald E. Tykerson and others, already has CATV franchises for Albany and Lebanon, both Oregon. The Lebanon system is scheduled to begin operations in 30 to 60 days. Both these systems will be consolidated with the other five to form Liberty's CATV division.

The systems acquired in the merger are said to have a total valuation of

More awards for Sarnoff

Formal recognition of the 60 years in communications by Brigadier General David Sarnoff included the presentation of a scroll and gold medallion to the longtime head of RCA at a dinner in New York (BROADCASTING, Oct. 3).

More than 1,500 leaders of industry, government, science and religion attended the Sept. 30 event, sponsored by the Electronics Industries Association, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers and the National Association of Broadcasters.

At the presentation (1 to r): Lowell Thomas of Capital Cities Broadcasting Corp., General Sarnoff, and Frederick R. Kappel of AT&T, program chairman.
How can anyone forget those great war movies of the forties? You won’t let them.

Everybody knows that if your schedule is weak in some areas, one sure way to get an audience is to put on a stirring classic. That’s one way.

But it’s not the only way. WBC Program Sales has come up with another solution for weak spots. Bright features.

Take our latest addition — sixteen hilarious, ninety-minute feature films from Britain — every one of which is first rated — and all of which are first run for television. (Their success at the box office was so great they probably started the whole British film revival singlehanded.) From “Carry On Nurse” to “Crooks Anonymous”, the lightly slapstick antics of the British are guaranteed to keep television audiences awake.

So while we wouldn’t dream of asking you to give up movie classics, (with so many hours a day to fill), we don’t think a healthy station can survive on the classics alone. Why not call the man from WBC, and let him show you how to capture an audience without any help from the marines.

WBC PROGRAM SALES, INC.
240 West 44 Street, N.Y., N.Y. (212) 736-6300.
about $2.5 million. They serve 9,000 people at present but Liberty is planning to expand and rebuild systems worth about $500,000 in the next year or so. The Corvallis system already has had 25 miles added to its trunk route and inaugurated an educational-TV closed-circuit channel last month. Newport and Toledo systems are to be rebuilt, while those two systems and the one in Bend will have new, parabolic antennas to replace present headend antennas.

Liberty also is an applicant for channel 35 in Yakima, Wash., facing two other applicants for that UHF frequency. A hearing is expected to be ordered soon.

Following the redistribution of stock, Mr. Tykeson, the present vice president-general manager of Liberty, will become president, succeeding Richard E. Miller who becomes chairman.

**KXRO joins NBC Radio**

NBC Radio on Oct. 1 added its 205th affiliate: KXRO Aberdeen, Wash. Kxro is owned by Miller Robertson and Mathew N. Clapp Jr., operates on 1320 kc with 5 kw day and 1 kw night.

They're building in Sacramento and Dayton

KXTV(TV) Sacramento, Calif., has begun a $1,750,000 construction program that will result in new studios, offices and equipment for the station by August 1967. The 33,000 square foot building (above) will be built on 85,000 square feet of land and will house what KXTV says will be the "largest color production studios in northern California." The new building will be located at 400 Broadway in a new business development area that is under construction in Sacramento.

A $185,000 construction project has been started by WAVI Broadcasting Corp., Dayton, Ohio. H. K. Croll, president of the firm, said WAVI and WADO(FM) "are bursting out all over in our present building," and the new home will have three times the present space. Completion of the project is expected by April 1967.

**A $16-million helping hand**

Ford puts up $10 million for community ETV's to match $6 million for NET programs

The Ford Foundation made public last week another round of financial support for noncommercial television totaling $16 million.

The foundation allotted $10 million to continue through 1968 a series of matching grants started last year for community-supported educational TV stations. In addition, the foundation made a grant of $6 million to National Educational Television (NET) for its informational, cultural and educational program service to 112 noncommercial stations across the country.

It was pointed out that an earlier round of matching-fund grants of about $10 million had helped community stations in 1965 to raise a record $8.5 million from viewers, corporations and other private sources. This sum was said to be more than twice the amount stations had received in 1964. Twenty-seven community stations in 18 states received the foundation's matching grants in the first year of the series.

The NET grant was the fourth in an annual series that began in 1963 and will enable the organization to provide five hours of new programming each week for noncommercial stations.

Including the latest grants, the foundation's contribution to educational TV totals about $120 million, a spokesman said.

**Still More Goals**

McGeorge Bundy, president of the Ford Foundation, welcomed the matching grants to stations but stressed that they "fall far short of assuring noncommercial broadcasting an elemental financial basis for quality service to the public." He added that still unresolved are "the important needs of instructional television, station interconnection and diversification of the system."

Mr. Bundy referred to the foundation's proposal of a nonprofit communications satellite system that could serve both commercial and noncommercial television and yield a new source of funds for noncommercial programming and station operations (BROADCASTING, Aug. 1). He added:

"The foundation's renewal of support for community television stations and NET, therefore, can be regarded only as interim measures while the public policy question of satellite broadcasting is being resolved."

**FCC orders hearing for Battle Creek application**

Former FCC secretary Mary Jane Morris faces a commission hearing in connection with the application she and James R. Searer have filed for a new TV station on channel 41 in Battle Creek, Mich.

The commission designated the application for hearing on financial issues. WZYM-TV Grand Rapids, Mich., which filed an opposition petition, was made a party to the proceeding.

Miss Morris was employed by the FCC from 1948 to 1960, was secretary for the last six years. She left the commission to practice law in Midland, Mich.

**Media reports . . .**

Broadcast • WMOA-FM Marietta, Ohio, expects to go on the air Oct. 15. Permit is The Marietta Broadcasting Co. The station will operate on 94.3 mc with 3 kw. WMOA is on 1490 kc with 1 kw daytime, 250 w nighttime.
How does your community rate in the effort to make Americans physically fit?

The technological revolution that has rapidly changed Americans from being a nation of people walking behind the plow to a highly urbanized and very sedentary population pushing buttons and sitting most of the day has brought new health problems along with all the creature comforts. As a result, many Americans, from childhood through the “golden years,” simply do not use their muscles enough to achieve and enjoy good health.

Overweight is a growing health menace among us because too many people want to enjoy the great variety of foods available without balancing the calorie intake against calorie expenditure. Increased physical activity is an excellent way to fight overweight because it also brings other benefits. Even those people who don’t have to worry about excess pounds gain from the muscle tone and other body benefits that derive from regular daily exercise—which doesn’t have to be any more violent than walking a few miles each day to be helpful.

In some communities across the land excellent physical fitness programs are carried on in the schools, through employee programs in business places, and in other ways. However, there are far too few schools and other youth training agencies which are giving really serious thought to providing for the young sound lifetime physical fitness programs. This isn’t a job for schools alone, of course, since parents and others who deal with the children in the pre-school years can do much to balance the young child’s growing physical patterns that will help the young understand how to desire and to achieve fitness.

People need an understanding of what fitness is

In many instances people responsible for developing physical fitness programs have much too narrow a view of what it takes to achieve physical fitness. The objective is not to try to get everyone running the mile in less than four minutes. Muscle development is merely one phase of a good fitness program, and muscle development sometimes is stressed to the point of causing many of the young to lose interest in fitness.

Fitness is the result of a pattern of activities. Eating a well balanced diet is essential to fitness. Adequate rest and regular daily exercise are also part of the pattern. Maintaining regular contacts with medical and dental specialists who can help plan preventive health programs, as well as treat illnesses, is vital to any fitness program. The family physician, knowing each individual well, can be helpful, for example, in guiding the person with respect to the amount and kind of exercise most suitable for that person.

Mass media can play a key role in helping the communities they serve develop better understanding of what a good total physical fitness program is—for the individual, for the schools, for other groups and agencies in the community. Promoting a sound physical fitness program in any community is a highly worthwhile public service goal, one that deserves strong support because the health and the strength and the vitality of the nation are at stake. Americans cannot continue to become more sedentary, more overweight, more under used people. And people do tend to be under-used when they are not physically fit because mental agility may be lessened by a body that is not as fit as it might be.

The great American complaint of “feeling tired all the time”

is often one of the results of inattention to the need for building and maintaining physical fitness.

There is no magic potion to produce fitness

In an age when scientists have produced many different “miracle drugs” to eradicate many of the diseases that once were serious problems among us, it is tempting for people to believe the many charlatans who come along and offer fitness or good health in a pill or bottle or device or some special concoction of foods. Yet there is no pill that will replace regular exercise to avoid flabby muscles. No pill can replace adequate rest. A well balanced diet is still the wisest, and most enjoyable, approach to providing the kind of nourishment the body needs.

Dairy farmer members of the American Dairy Association are anxious to help you build more interest in physical fitness in your community, and we have a very selfish reason for this. Physically fit people live longer and remain as our friends and customers more years. Well balanced diets begin with milk and other dairy foods. We’ve prepared several motion pictures and booklets, in cooperation with the President’s Council on Physical Fitness, which we make available to the public to promote interest in fitness, and we’ll be happy to supply them to you for use in your community.

Our dairy foods story, of course, ties in with the well balanced diet phase of fitness. Nutritionists recommend selecting foods each day from four basic groups to provide the variety of nutrients required for a balanced diet.

The four groups are: (1) Milk and other dairy foods; (2) Meats, fish, poultry, eggs; (3) Fruits and vegetables; and (4) Cereals and breads. Amounts must be selected to provide a balance between calorie intake and calorie expenditure.

Here’s an example of how the milk group fits into the balanced diet. The table shows the approximate percentages of the Recommended Daily Dietary Allowances (suggested by the Food and Nutrition Board, National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council) supplied for each age-sex group by the quantity of milk indicated:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Calcium</th>
<th>Vitamin A</th>
<th>Riboflavin</th>
<th>Thiamine</th>
<th>Calories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adult Woman</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult Man</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-18 Year Old Boy</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-18 Year Old Girl</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Your help in stimulating and maintaining community interest in physical fitness and in interpreting sound fitness programs to the public is urgently needed.

A message from dairy farmer members of

American Dairy Association
20 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois 60606
Finally, a new TV program form

After seven years, FCC compromises, on 6-to-0 vote it adopts much modified form for new applications, transfers, renewals

After grinding away for seven years on the project, the FCC's machinery last week finally issued a new program-reporting form for television. It bears a close resemblance to the form issued for AM-FM operators and applicants in August 1965, and is hardly recognizable as the proposed form that was issued for industry comment on April 24, 1964 (Broadcasting, Aug. 16, 1965; April 27, 1964).

The commission also adopted new logging rules to accompany the form which broadcasters are expected to welcome as an improvement over those now in use in connection with the AM-FM form (Broadcasting, Oct. 3). Commission officials expect similar changes to be made in the AM-FM rules.

The commission formally adopted the form (actually Part TV of the TV application form) and logging rules on a 6-to-0 vote. Commissioner Nicholas Johnson, who joined the commission in July when finishing touches were being put to the document, was absent when the vote was taken.

The Commissioners, however, weren't as enthusiastic about the form as the vote indicates. Three expressed reservations in concurring statements.

Chairman Rosel H. Hyde restated the concern he expressed in connection with the AM-FM form. He feels both give the commission a tool for regulating programming.

Commissioner Kenneth A. Cox expressed unhappiness with the form from another point of view. He thinks the commission deleted too many of the questions it had proposed to include.

And Commissioner Lee reflected the commission's weariness of the project by stating that the form represents "the best compromise possible."

The commission began work on a new form in 1959 (to replace the one in use since 1946 when it issued its "Blue Book" on broadcasters' public-service responsibilities). Two years later it proposed the adoption of separate forms for radio and television.

And it's been a year since the commission began considering a TV form modeled after the one that had been adopted for AM-FM broadcasters (Broadcasting, Oct. 18, 1965). The commissioners indicated then that, in view of the difficulty they were having in agreeing on the more detailed proposal for TV, they would settle for a virtual replay of the AM-FM form.

The reshaping of the form may have headed off a court challenge to the commission's authority in programing. Nine broadcasting companies representing 19 television stations had indicated they would seek judicial review if the commission adopted the form that had been issued for comment in April 1964 (Broadcasting, June 1, 1964).

Wait and See * W. Theodore Pierson, counsel for the nine companies, said last week they would want to study the form and the accompanying statement of Chairman Hyde before deciding whether to proceed with a court suit. They had been considering taking an appeal on the ground that the form would violate broadcasters' freedom of speech.

Many of the questions to which broadcasters had objected in the rule-making proceeding, however, have been removed from the TV form. Among other things, broadcasters need file programing and commercial information for only one composite week, not three (one for each renewal-period year), as proposed in the April 1964 form. Some of the detailed information that was to have been requested about programs is missing also.

The requirement to supply the number of "interruptions" of program continuity by commercial or other material has been deleted. So has a requirement to report on the source of exchange programs.

The commission also abandoned the idea, as it did in the case of radio, to issue two forms, one for renewal applicants, the other for applicants for new stations, assignments and transfers and major changes. Applicants will complete those sections of the form appropriate for them.

Changes that TV broadcasters will welcome are in the logging rules. One will eliminate the problem broadcasters frequently face in attempting to determine the amount of time devoted to commercial matter in religious and political programs. The new rules require only that in logging information on such programs broadcasters report simply whether they are sponsored, without computing the amount of commercial matter.

More Changes * Other changes will permit licensees to report the total amount of commercial matter within hourly segments (instead of 15-minute periods, as required by the AM-FM logging rules), to eliminate the distinction between commercial continuity and commercial announcements (it will all be commercial matter), and to omit sponsor identification in logging information on network programs.

The commission's report and order dismisses the constitutional arguments that have been raised in opposition to the commission's activity in programing with the observation that the replies to those arguments have been made in

FCC political query

The FCC will soon send a questionnaire to all broadcast stations to obtain information on their political broadcast activities during the 1966 primary and general-election campaigns. Except for the deletion of questions concerning complaints and other problems connected with political broadcasts, the 1966 questionnaire is similar to the one released in 1962 (the last nonpresidential election year), the commission said. The FCC also sent out questionnaires on political broadcasting in 1960 and 1964.
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previous proceedings. "Suffice it to say here," the commission added, "that the commission finds the form adopted herein to be in accordance with its statutory duties and authority and warranted in the public interest."

It also said that in referring to various program classifications it is not attempting to fix "a rigid mold or fixed formula" on station operations. "The ascertainment of the broadcast matter to be provided by a particular applicant for the audience he is licensed to serve remains the responsibility of the licen-

The TV form, as is true of the one for radio, concentrates on three areas of programing—news, public affairs and "other" programs excluding entertainment and sports. The "other" category lumps together agricultural, religious and instructional programs. The form asks the amount of time that was devoted to those areas in the composite week representing the previous license period and to be devoted to them in the new period. The 14 categories of programing on which broadcasters have to report are gone.

It asks the amount of time that was and will be devoted to local, network, and professional business programming between a.m. and 6 p.m., 6 p.m. and 11 p.m., and in all other hours. And it seeks information also on staff and facilities used for news gathering, on whether the applicant has a policy for making time available for the discussion of public issues, and on the number of public-service announcements carried.

The form also asks whether broadcasters have a policy of carrying programs to meet public needs, regardless of whether commercial sponsorship is available. The question, which is not in the AM-FM form, "is intended to determine whether an applicant has retained flexibility to accommodate public needs," the commission said in its accompanying report and order. It "does not indicate any modification of the commission's position" that there is no public-interest basis for distinguishing between sustaining or sponsored programs, the order added.

Commercial Matter • Information on commercial matter is requested in terms of 60-minute segments. Broadcasters will be required to report on the number of such segments of the composite week making up to eight minutes of commercial matter and authority eight and up to 12 minutes, over 12 and up to 16 minutes and over 16 minutes. They will be asked to report on the maximum amount of commercial matter in any 60-minute segment that they will nor-

ARB's top-20 programs

Based on National Arbitron rating estimates for the week of Sept. 25-Oct. 1, 1966

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank Program</th>
<th>Rating estimates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Sunday Movie (ABC)</td>
<td>33.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Jackie Gleason (CBS)</td>
<td>28.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Bob Hope Presents (NBC)</td>
<td>24.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Rat Patrol (ABC)</td>
<td>23.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Friday Movie (CBS)</td>
<td>22.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Andy Griffith (CBS)</td>
<td>22.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Red Skelton (CBS)</td>
<td>21.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Saturday Movie (NBC)</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Thursday Movie (CBS)</td>
<td>20.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Spy (NBC)</td>
<td>20.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Peyton Place I (ABC)</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Hogan's Heroes (CBS)</td>
<td>19.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Peyton Place II (ABC)</td>
<td>19.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Bonanza (NBC)</td>
<td>19.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Family Affair (CBS)</td>
<td>19.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Gunsmoke (CBS)</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Lassie (CBS)</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Pritt's of Southampton (ABC)</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Lost in Space (CBS)</td>
<td>18.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Lucille Ball (CBS)</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 My Three Sons (CBS)</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two questions dealing with the amount of commercial matter carried in the preceding renewal period and proposed to be carried, in terms of percentages and hours and minutes, were dropped from the form two weeks ago (Broadcasting, Oct. 3).

The logging rules become effective Dec. 1. The form is to be used by applicants for new stations and for assignments and transfers on and after that date. Applicants for renewal of license whose applications are due between Jan. 1, 1967, and Nov. 1, 1967, will use the form to report proposed programing; all applicants for renewal of television licenses will use the complete form after Nov. 1, 1967.

CBS-TV buys soccer in $2.1-million deal

CBS-TV is moving toward what is becoming nearly year-around Sunday sports programing on the network. Last week it fitted a new piece into Sunday sports offerings by announcing a signing with the independent National Professional Soccer League for coverage starting next May. Cost of rights was estimated at $2.1 million for the first three years, with the price to move higher if options covering a 10-year period are exercised.

NPSL, with franchises in 12 cities (one as yet to be filled), is headed by President Robert R. Hermann and William C. Bartholomay, TV commit-

tee chairman. The New York league entry is backed by KRO General. Other teams will be located in Boston, Philadelphia, Washington, Hartford (Conn.), Chicago, St. Louis, Atlanta, Los Angeles, San Diego, Toronto, and a city to be announced.

Another soccer group, the North American Soccer League, endorsed by the U. S. governing body (U. S. Soccer Football Association), seeks an agreement with NBC-TV or ABC-TV. NASL plans to offer a 1968 schedule with teams also from 12 cities: New York, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, Houston, Detroit, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Washington, Vancouver and Toronto (Broadcasting, Oct. 3).

Beginning in 1967, CBS-TV is planning to pick up National Hockey League games, starting with Stanley Cup playoffs on Sundays in April, and adding Sunday regular season contests in 1968 from January into the playoff schedule (Broadcasting, Sept. 26).

Soccer in 1967 will begin immediately after hockey on 18 Sundays from May 7 to Sept. 3. CBS-TV said the two-hour telecasts in color will include about 14 commercial minutes.

As the soccer season ends, CBS will enter its NFL Sunday football schedule in September. A complete 52-week Sunday sports schedule will be possible for CBS-TV in 1968.

Football merger delayed by Celler

Legislation permitting the merger of the major football leagues, was termed absolutely necessary last week by the man who would head the new combine.

The Justice Department told him it might challenge the deal under present law.

The bill, which would set aside the antitrust laws to allow the merger of the American and National Football Leagues, however, will apparently not get the quick approval in the House that it received in the Senate. Representative Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.), chairman of the House Judiciary Antitrust Subcommittee, has traditionally opposed antitrust exemptions for professional sports and probably will study the pending bill closely.

His subcommittee started a hearing on the legislation last week but congressional business forced a delay until Tuesday (Oct. 11). In a statement last week Representative Celler said the group "intends to explore thoroughly the extent of the antitrust immunity re- quested, and the results that would flow
Does TV coverage foster riot violence?

The president of the Radio and Television News Association of Southern California acknowledged last week that radio and TV news coverage of the racial revolution unquestionably has "contributed to both violence and the molding of opinion." Testifying before the California assembly interim committee on military and veterans affairs in a public hearing in Los Angeles, Edmonde A. Haddad, said that presence of broadcast equipment at a racial demonstration "can magnify the importance of that event out of all proportion."

Mr. Haddad, who also is news editor of KPCC Los Angeles, told the committee, which is conducting an investigation of news-media coverage of civil disturbances and other events that may reflect public tension, that some TV news operations "dwell on the sadistic and on the sensational" and that "gross invasion of personal privacy by both camera and reporter is not unusual."

Invasion of Privacy • After citing examples of wayward broadcast journalism, committed in the interests of realism and to gain a bigger audience, Mr. Haddad charged that "the concept of dozens of newsmen from competing media trailing along a demonstration ... invading the privacy of an individual or family suddenly engulfed by a personal tragedy is both revolting and irresponsible." He pointed out that such coverage is being done "far too often" and called "for the utmost in restraint and considered judgment" as a counter-measure.

During his testimony, Mr. Haddad reported on a 15-point list of suggestions for the reporting of civil disorders that was adopted by a committee of broadcast and print newsmen, station officials and law enforcement people in the Southern California area as an outcome of the riots in South Los Angeles in August 1964. These suggestions, which are offered for voluntary acceptance by newsmen, are based on a code of conduct drawn up the Chicago Sun-Times some 15 years ago. They emphasize the avoidance of any language, information or movements that might incite or enlarge a conflict or cause its renewal.

...or does baseball TV keep 'em home?

Whether a special televised baseball game is to be the ultimate weapon in stopping riots remains doubtful, but in San Francisco the riots that erupted Sept. 27 when a Negro youth was fatally shot by a white policeman did subside shortly after the San Francisco Giants-Atlanta Braves games appeared on the TV screen the night of Sept. 28.

The telecast from Atlanta was carried in the Bay area by KTVU(TV) Oakland-San Francisco and was set up within a few hours after the mayor's office asked if it could be done (Broadcasting, Oct. 3). The origination was had from by WSB-TV Atlanta. Both are Cox Broadcasting Corp. stations.

Announcement that the game would be carried came in time to make the late editions of the afternoon papers, but the major effort seemed to come through a promotion taped by Giants' star Willie Mays from Atlanta. His promo, urging fans to watch the game, was carried more than 200 times by 10 area stations: KNEW and KMBA both Oakland, KCBX, KFRC, KNBR, KFRO, KSOL, KFY, all San Francisco, KPAT Berkeley and KLOK San Jose. The latter, a Spanish-language outlet, translated the Mays's message into Spanish.

Although the telecast couldn't be promoted in any normal manner, a special American Research Bureau coincidental survey taken while the game was on that night, gave KTVU a 33% share of audience.

Another ARB telephone survey the next day to homes in the two riot districts showed 65% of the homes in Hunters Point and 53% of the homes in the Fillmore-Western Addition were watching TV. Of those numbers, 42% in Hunters Point were watching the ball game and 37% had the game on in Fillmore-Western Addition.

In the follow-up survey, the viewers in those districts who watched the game were asked how they learned of the telecast. The average answers were: saw announcement on TV, 19%; heard announcement on radio, 27.5%; read announcement in newspaper, 24.1%; word of mouth, 10.5%; channel switching, 15%; other, 3%.

The telecast also drew its share of praise from civic leaders and print media. San Francisco Mayor John F. Shelley said KTVU's efforts "represent one of television's finest hours." The Negro newspaper, the Sun Reporter, called the game "the highest type of public service." Oakland Tribune columnist Bob MacKenzie said: "By area broadcasting did itself proud last night by doing its part to keep people off the streets."
Some plain talk from Kodak about tape:

Double or nothing... or the noble art of dubbing

One good tape deserves another. That's another way of saying that half the fun in having a good-quality, home tape-recording system should consist of being able to make tape duplicates. The reasons for dubbing can be as varied as you want. Perhaps as simple as sending your Aunt Mabel a particularly good tape of the kids—a tape you also want for your own tape library... or because you want to exchange tapes with a fellow audiophile... or because you want to edit a tape to go along with a movie or slide film without chopping up the original tape... or simply to preserve your early tape recordings on modern, more efficient KODAK Sound Recording Tape.

Takes two to swing. If you already have a second tape recorder on hand, you're ready to get started. If not, find a good friend that will lend you his. But do be particular about your friend. Because that old cliché about the weakest link applies in spades as far as dubbing equipment goes. Also be particular about the tape you use... but as they say on radio, more on this later.

Choose your tape. Signal-to-noise is the touchiest area in dubbing. Picking a tape that will give you the lowest noise level on the duplicate without lowered output makes a lot of sense. We've got just the tape for you: KODAK Sound Recording Tape, Type 34A. It packs five or more additional decibels of undistorted output than the usual low-noise tapes. When dubbing on KODAK Sound Recording Tape, Type 34A, set the recording level on your slave unit at 4 decibels over your normal level—that's just slightly higher than normal if you set your level by a VU meter. Because you can put a lot of signal on this tape, you can play it back at lower gain... and, Eureka, there's your low noise!

KODAK Tapes—on DUROL and Polyester Bases—are available at most electronics, camera, and department stores. To get the most out of your tape system, send for free, 24-page "Plain Talk" booklet which covers the major aspects of tape performance. Write: Eastman Kodak Company, Department 940, Rochester, N. Y. 14650.

Read the instructions. First off—and though it may seem obvious—make sure your two tape systems are in the best possible condition. Look at it this way—the dubbed recording will be at best a second generation recording... it's going to combine all the deficiencies present in your original tape recording, in the playback recorder, and in the recording equipment. So read both instruction books... then clean the heads with one of the commercial preparations available for that purpose... and demagnetize the heads if you can lay your hands on a degaussser.

Next, connect your two tape machines—the "master" and the "slave." If you have a choice, take your output from the master at the pre-amp stage rather than at the amplifier. No reason to add its distortion to your dubbing. For the input to the slave, you usually have a choice—one marked "mike" or "high-impedance" (usually in the 50,000-200,000 ohms range), the other marked either "radio," "phono," "tuner," "tape" or "low-impedance" (in the 500-ohm range). You want the latter one.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester, N. Y.
What the networks are showing this fall

Networks are listed alphabetically with the following information: time, program title in italics, followed by sponsors or type of sponsorship. Abbreviations: (C), color; sust, sustaining; part., participating; alt., alternate sponsor; co-op, cooperative local sponsorships; cont., continued. All times Eastern. Showtimes are published at the beginning of each quarter.

SUNDAY MORNING
9:30 a.m.-Noon
ABC-TV 9:30-10 Linus the Louiehearted (C), Gen, Foods; 10:10-30 Benny and Ceci (C), part; 10:30-11 Peter Potamus (C), part; 11:10-12 Sullivan's (C), Delux Reading: Gen, Mills; 11:30-12 Discovery 96 (C), part. CBS-TV 9:30-10 No network service: 10:10-10 Lamp Unto My Feet, sust.: 11:10-11 Look Up and Live, sust.: 11:11-13 Camera Three, part; 11:13-12 No network service. NBC-TV No network service.

SUNDAY AFTERNOON-EVENING
Noon-1 p.m.
ABC-TV No network service. CBS-TV 12-12:30 No network service: 12:30-1 Face the Nation, sust. NBC-TV No network service. 1-2 p.m.
ABC-TV 1-1:30 No network service: 1:30-2 Janes and Answers, part. CBS-TV No network service. NBC-TV 1-1:30 Meet the Press (C), part; 1:30-2 Frontiers of Faith, sust. 2:5 p.m.
ABC-TV 2-4 No network service: 4:43 Porky Pig (C), part; 4:30-5 Tennessee Tuxedo (C), part. CBS-TV 2:30 No network service: 2:30-4 NFL Football (part. c), part. NBC-TV 2:30-4 Football (C), RCA, Chrysler, R. J. Reynolds, part. 5:45 p.m.
ABC-TV No network service. CBS-TV 5:30-6 To Tell the Truth, part; 5:30-4 Amateur Hour (C), J. B. Williams. NBC-TV 5:30-4 Wild Kingdom (C), part: 5:30-4 GE College Bowl (C), Gen, Educ. 6:7 p.m.
ABC-TV No network service. CBS-TV No network service. NBC-TV 6:43 The Frank McGee Report (C), part: 6:30-7 Activity Specials alt. with Bill Telephone Hour (C), AT&T (alt. weeks).
7:8 p.m.
ABC-TV Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea (C), part. CBS-TV 7:28 Lesie (C); part: 7:30-8 It's About Time, part. NBC-TV 7:35-8 Activity Specials alt. with Bill Telephone Hour, cont; 7:30-8 Walt Disney's Wonderful World of Color (C), RCA, Ford, Kodak. 8:9 p.m.
ABC-TV FBI (C), Ford. CBS-TV Ed Sullivan, part. NBC-TV 8:46 Walt Disney cont; 8:30-9 Hey, Landlord! (C), P&G. 9:10 p.m.
ABC-TV Sunday Night Movie, Gigilote, L&M, R. J. Reynolds, part. CBS-TV Gerry Morris, Alcoa, part. NBC-TV Banana (C), Chevrolet. 10-11 p.m.

MONDAY-FRIDAY
7-10 a.m.
ABC-TV No network service. CBS-TV 7-8 No network service: 8-9 Capt, Kangaroo, part: 9-10 No network service. NBC-TV 7-9 Today Show (C) part: 9-10 No network service.
10-11 a.m.
ABC-TV No network service. CBS-TV 10-10:30 Candid Camera, part: 10-11 Beverly Hhilllaries, part. NBC-TV 10-10:25 Eye Guess (C), part: 10:35-10:30 News (C), part: 10:30-11 Concentration (C), part.
11-Noon
ABC-TV 11-11:30 Supermarket Sweep, part: 11:30-12 The Dating Game, part. CBS-TV 11-12 Mayberry (C), part: 11:30-12 Dick Van Dyke Show, part. NBC-TV 11-11:30 Pat Boone (C), part: 11:30-12 Hollywood Squares (C), part.
Noon-1 p.m.
1-2 p.m.
ABC-TV Ben Casey, part. CBS-TV 1-12 Sunrise Semester, sust: 1:30-2 At the Worlds Turn, P&G, part. NBC-TV 1-1 No network service: 1-30-1 Mickey Mouse Club (C), 1-35-2 News (C), part.
2-3 p.m.
3-4 p.m.
ABC-TV 3-30 General Hospital, part: 3-30-4 The Nurses, part. CBS-TV 3:25 To Tell The Truth, part; 3-30-4 News, part: 3-30-4 Edge of Night, P&G, part. NBC-TV 3-30 Another World (C), P&G, part: 3:30-4 You Don't Say (C), P&G. 4-5 p.m.
ABC-TV 4-4:30 Dark Shadows, part: 4-30-5 Where the Action Is, part. CBS-TV 4-4:30 The Secret Storm, part. 4-35-5 No network service. NBC-TV 4-4:25 The Match Game (C), part: 4:25-4:30 News (C), part: 4:30-5 No network service.
5-6 p.m.
ABC-TV No network service. CBS-TV 5-5:30 Late Afternoon News; 5:10-6 No network service. NBC-TV No network service.
6-7:30 p.m.
ABC-TV Peter Jennings with the News (various half-hour feeds) (C), part. CBS-TV 6-6:30 No network service; 6:30-7 Evening News with Walter Cronkite (C) (1st feed); part: 7-7:30 Evening News with Walter Cronkite (C), (2nd feed), part. NBC-TV 6-6:30 No network service; 6:30-7 Huntley-Brinkley Report (C) (1st feed); part: 7-7:30 Huntley-Brinkley Report (C); 6:30-7 Across 11-11-15 No network service: 11:15-1 Tonight Show starring Johnny Carson (C), part.

MONDAY EVENING
7:30-9 p.m.
ABC-TV 7:30-8:30 Iron Horse (C), Brown & Williamson, part; 8:30-9 Rat Patrol (C), R. J. Reynolds, part. CBS-TV 7:30-8 Gilligan's Island (C), part; 8-9:30 Run, Buddy, Run (C), P&G, part; 8:30-9 Lucy (C), Leroy Bros, Tom. NBC-TV 7-8 The Monkees (C), Wardley, Kellogg: 8-8:30 I Dream of Jeannie (C), Colgate, part; 8:30-9 Roger Miller (C), Amer, Tobacco, part.
9-10 p.m.
ABC-TV 9-9:30 The Felony Squad (C), R. J. Reynolds, part. CBS-TV 9-10 Billy Griffith (C), General Foods; 9-10 No network service. NBC-TV 9-9:30 A Family Affair (C), Philip-Morris, P&G, part.

TUESDAY EVENING
7:30-9 p.m.
ABC-TV 7:30-8:30 Combat (C), Brown & Williamson, part; 8:30-9 S.W.A.T. (C), P. Lorillard, Armstrong Cork, part. CBS-TV 7:30-8:30 The Virginian (C), R. J. Reynolds, part. NBC-TV 7:30-8:30 The Monroes (C), part; 8:30-9 Red Skelton (C), Philip Morris. Amer. Home. Reynolds Metals, part. NBC-TV 7:30-8:30 Girl From UNCLE (C), part: 8:30-9 Occasional Wife (C), Brown & Williamson, Lever Bros, part.
9-10 p.m.
NBC-TV Tuesday Night at the Movies (C), Met, Life, Amer, Tobacco, P. Lorillard, part.
10-11 p.m.
ABC-TV The Futuristic (C), Brown & Williamson, part. NBC-TV NBC News broadcasts (C), part. NBC-TV Tuesday Night at the Movies, cont.

WEDNESDAY EVENING
7:30-9 p.m.
ABC-TV 7:30-8 Batman I (C), part: 8-9 The Monroes (C), Armstrong Cork, part. CBS-TV 7:30-8:30 Lost In Space (C), part; 8-9:30 Steurer Hhilllaries (C), R. J. Reynolds, Kellogg. NBC-TV The Virginian (C), R. J. Reynolds, part.
9-10 p.m.
ABC-TV 9-9:30 The Men Who Never Were (C), L&M, part; 9:30-10 Peyton Place II (C), Amer, Tobacco, part. NBC-TV 9:30-10 Green Acres (C), P&G, Gen.
THURSDAY 7:30-9 p.m.

ABC-TV 7:30-8 Batman II (C), part; 8:30-10 F Troop (C), Quaker Oats, part; 8:30-9 Dino the Movie (C), part; CBS-TV 7:30-8:30 Jericho (C), part; 8:30-9 My Three Sons (C), Toni Hunt Foods, part; NBC-TV 7:30-8:30 Daniel Boone (C), Brown & Williamson, part; 8:30-9 Star Trek (C), Brown & Williamson, part.

9-10 p.m.

ABC-TV 9-9:30 Bewitched (C), Chevrolet, Quaker Oats; 9:30-10 That Girl (C), L&M, Bristol-Myers, Armstrong; CBS-TV 7:30-9:30 Thursday Night Movies (C), part; NBC-TV 9-11:30 Star Trek, cont.; 9:30-10 The Hero (C), R. J. Reynolds, Lever.

10-11 p.m.

ABC-TV The Hauk (C), R. J. Reynolds, part; CBS-TV Thursday Night Movies, cont.

NBC-TV Dean Martin (C), Amer. Tobacco, P. Lorillard, Amer. Home, part.

FRIDAY EVENING 7:30-9 p.m.

ABC-TV 7:30-9 Green Hornet (C), part; 8-9 The Time Tunnel (C), part; CBS-TV 7:30-8:30 Wild, Wild West (C), part; 8:30-9:30 Major Roger H. Mosse (C), Philip Morris, Gen. Foods.

NBC-TV 7:30-8:30 Tarsen (C), part; 8:30-9:30 The Man From U.N.C.L.E. (C), P. Lorillard, Colgate, part.

9-10 p.m.

ABC-TV Milton Berle (C), part; CBS-TV Friday Night Movies (C), part.


10-11 p.m.

ABC-TV 12 O'Clock High (C), R. J. Reynolds, part; CBS-TV Friday Night Movies, cont.

NBC-TV Laredo (C), Amer. Tobacco, part.

SATURDAY 8-10 a.m.

ABC-TV No network service.

CBS-TV 8-9 Capt. Kangaroo, part; 9-8:30 Mighty Mouse & The Mighty Heroes (C), part; 8:30-9:30 Under Dog (C), part.

NBC-TV 8-9 No network service: 8:30-9:30 Super F (C), part; 9:30-10 Amon Amot (C), part.

11 a.m.

ABC-TV 10-11:30 King Kong (C), part; 10:30-11:30 The Beatles (C), part.

CBS-TV 10-11:30 Frankensteins Jr. & The Impossibles (C), part; 10:30-11 Space Ghost, part.

NBC-TV 10:30-11 Secret Squirrel (C), part; 10:30-11 Space Kidettes (C), part.

11-NOON

ABC-TV 11-11:30 Casper Cartoons (C), part; 11:30-12 Magilla Gorilla (C), part.

CBS-TV 10-11:30 Superman (C), part; 11:30-12 The Lone Ranger (C), part.

NBC-TV 11-11:30 Cool McCool (C), part; 11:30-12 Jetsons (C), part.

Noon-1 p.m.

ABC-TV 12-12:30 Bugs Bunny (C), part.

12:30-1 Milton the Monster (C), part; CBS-TV 12-12:30 Road Runner (C), part; 12:30-1 The Beagles (C), part.

NBC-TV 12:30-13 Small World (C), cont.; 12:30-1 The Smithsonian (C), cont.

1 p.m.

ABC-TV 1-1:30 Hoppity Hooper (C), Deluxe Reading Gen. Mills; 1:30-2 American Bandstand (C), part; 1:30-2 No network service.

CBS-TV 1-1:30 Tom & Jerry (C), part; 1:30-2 No network service.

NBC-TV 1-1:30 Animal Secrets (C), cont.; 1:30-2 No network service.

2-5 p.m.

ABC-TV 2-2:30 American Bandstand '66 cont.; 2-3:30 NCAA Basketball (C), part; 2-3:30 NBC-TV No network service.

CBS-TV 3:30-5 NFL Highlights (C), part; 3:30-6 No network service.

5-7:30 p.m.

ABC-TV 5-5:30 ABC’s Wide World of Sports (C), part; 5:30-6 No network service; 6-6:30 CBS News with Roger Mudd (C), part.

7-7:30 p.m.

CBS-TV 7-8:30 ABC’s Wide World of Sports (C), part; 8-8:30 No network service.


7:30-9 p.m.

ABC-TV 7:30-9 Shone (C), part; 8:30-9 Lawrence Welk (C), Brown & Williamson, J. B. Williams, part.

CBS-TV 7:30-9:30 Jackie Gleason (C), part; 8:30-9:30 PBS “Petitsots” (C), Amer. Tobacco, P. Lorillard, F. R. J. Reynolds, part.

NBC-TV 7:30-9:30 Please Don’t Eat the Daisies (C), Bristol Myers, part; 8:30-9:30 Get Smart (C) Amer. Home, Lever Bros.

9-10 p.m.

ABC-TV 9-9:30 Lawrence Welk, cont.; 9:30-10 The Hollywood Palace (C), Amer. Tobacco, part.

CBS-TV Mission Impossible, (C), part; NBC-TV Saturday Night at the Movies (C), Met. Life, Amer. Tobacco, P. Lorillard, R. J. Reynolds, part.

10-11 p.m.

ABC-TV 10-10:11 The Hollywood Palace, cont.; 10-10:11 ABC TV Special (C), part; 10-10:11 CBS-TV Gunsmoke (C), part.

NBC-TV Saturday Night at the Movies, cont.
Congressmen want equal-time repealed

RADIO-TV WOMEN HEAR BIPARTISAN ATTACK ON RULE

Repeal or alteration of the FCC's equal-time provision for political broadcasts was advocated by several members of Congress in a panel discussion at a meeting of the American Women in Radio and Television last week in Washington.

Outright repeal of Section 315 was proposed by Senator Vance Hartke (D-Ind.) He said the controversial rule should be abolished because it has outlived its usefulness. It was instituted when radio was the only electronic medium, he observed, and now has the effect of preventing local broadcasters from presenting any side of a political issue because they fear they will have to make time available to a host of minor candidates.

Representative Melvin Laird (R-Wis.), chairman of the House Republican Conference, also remarked that his party is shackled from replying to administration policies by the rule. As an example he said House Minority Leader Gerald Ford (R-Mich.), who should be a major spokesman for the GOP on national issues, is limited in his TV appearances because he is currently running for office and his opponent in Michigan could demand equal time for every appearance made by Representative Ford.

'Shadow Cabinet' Urged. He plugged for an American version of the British "shadow cabinet" doctrine whereby the minority "shadow" for each official post could reply on every question. He also said the networks will be "blanketed" with stories concerning President Johnson's activities as he proceeds on his Asian voyage later this month—during the crucial pre-election period. The news value of the President and his trip will leave little time for coverage of Republican activities, he noted.

Another speaker on the panel, Senator Thurston B. Morton (R-Ky.), former party chairman and presently chairman of the GOP Senatorial Campaign Committee, also commented his party will have to develop personalities and issues to counter the clear advantage the party in power has in this respect. Senate Democratic Whip Russell B. Long (D-La.) remarked that a bill he sponsored that would put millions of dollars at the disposal of the presidential candidates might eliminate the need for Section 315 because the candidates will be able to purchase time at will. The bill received the approval of Senator Long's Finance Committee last week (see story below).

The discussion was part of the program staged by the American Women in Radio and Television. The program was called "Meet the Nation's Issues" and led by Betty Cole, associate producer of NBC's Meet the Press; Ellen Wadley, co-producer of CBS's Face the Nation, and Peggy Whedon, producer of ABC's Issues and Answers. The discussion also ranged over such issues as the coming elections and Vietnam.

Politicians surveyed on CATV usage

Free time to congressmen is the carrot being held out by Pennsylvania CATV operators, but as of last week only a few of the state delegation in Washington had been able to take advantage of the offers. Pleated at the thought of having additional outlets available to them, Pennsylvania congressmen, nevertheless, had to admit they weren't doing much in the way of film or video-tape reports to their constituents—at least those whose districts do not contain major cities.

This was the tenor of the eight responses already received by Frank Nowaczek, TeleSystems Corp. executive and president of the Pennsylvania Television Association, a CATV group.

Mr. Nowaczek had written all mem-

Campaign reform picks up momentum in Congress

Legislation that could drastically alter the financing of television and other political campaign expenditures gained ground in Congress last week.

One measure passed by the Senate Finance Committee could, as its sponsor Senator Russell B. Long (D-La.) has said, make unnecessary Section 315 of the Communications Act, the equal-time rule. A second bill, approved by a House Administration Subcommittee, would provide full disclosure of money raised and spent on all federal elections and would remove unobserved campaign spending limits that were outmoded by the advent of television and other expensive forms of campaigning. Neither bill is expected to gain congressional passage in time for the coming elections and both may encounter strong opposition.

The Senate bill would make some funds available to the two major parties for presidential elections. This would be achieved by allowing each taxpayer to contribute $1 with his income tax payment for a special presidential campaign fund. Each party polling more than 10 million votes in a presidential election could receive $1 for each vote. President Johnson received 43 million votes in 1964 and Republican Barry Goldwater got 27 million. Any money left over in the fund after the campaign would be returned to the Federal Treasury.

Solve Equal Time Dilemma = Senator Long, the majority whip, has said the plan would "tend to solve the equal-time problem that has confronted television stations when they sought to offer candidates an equal opportunity to be heard, only to find themselves confronted with the necessity of bringing a roomful of nuts, crackpots and screwballs into a studio to share the camera equally with the two or three major candidates who had a chance of being elected. The candidates of both major parties would be well able to pay for their television time, and they could join in debates with whomever they wished, in whatever fashion they could agree upon."

The House's disclosure bill, sponsored by Representatives Robert T. Ashmore (D-S.C.), chairman of the House Elections Subcommittee, and Charles E. Goodell (R-N.Y.), the subcommittee's top-ranking minority member, would be stronger than a measure proposed by President Johnson and than a Senate version. It would replace meaningless ceilings on each type of campaign that have led to a proliferation of campaign committees for each candidate to get around the limitation, with detailed reporting requirements. All such committees' spending or raising as much as $1,000 within a state in a federal primary or general election would be required to make a report.

At present reports on primary elections or convention spending for candidates for President, vice president, senator or congressman are not required. At present only committees operating in more than one state must report. The House bill would also create a bipartisan committee to receive and audit the spending reports.
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bers of the Pennsylvania delegation (27 congressmen and two senators) telling them of CATV-system plans to originate programs and asking them if they had, or planned to have, any TV material that could be carried on CATV systems in their state—as a public service, of course.

Congressmen from the smaller, country districts, Mr. Nowaczek pointed out last week, usually don't have big-city TV. Therefore, they have not used this medium for the usual weekly news reports that are commonly issued in print form but also by some on audio tape for use on radio stations in their communities.

Mr. Nowaczek stressed that his communication with Pennsylvania congressmen was intended to get them thinking of using CATV as an additional medium. "I think this will pay off, sooner or later," he said.

He also reported that the state association is surveying CATV systems in the state capable of handling origination.

"It's too early yet to estimate how many can originate, or plan to," he said.

Mayoral asks FCC for chance to answer

A 30-year veteran of broadcasting who says his future in that business is at stake has asked for an oral argument. The full FCC in a case in which a hearing examiner has twice recommended the revocation of licenses of three commonly owned Puerto Rican radio stations.

George Mayoral, manager and minority stockholder in the stations at the time the alleged offenses occurred, was singled out by Hearing Examiner Forest McClennen in his two decisions as the official principally responsible for the alleged offenses.

But Mr. Mayoral, in the pleading in which he requested oral argument, said the examiner had erred in requiring him to prove his innocence rather than in requiring the commission's Broadcast Bureau to prove his wrong-doing beyond a reasonable doubt.

Chiefs at issue in the case are alleged violations of the commission's rebroadcast rules in 1962 by WKYN and WFQM (FM), both San Juan, and WORA-FM Mayaguez. The stations are said to have rebroadcast without written permission news programs that the Mutual Broadcasting System furnished to the Armed Forces Radio Service. The stations also allegedly failed to identify the programs as being mechanical reproductions. In addition, Mr. Mayoral is said to have made misrepresentations to the commission.

Licensees Accountable. The stations are owned by Alfredo R. de Arellano Jr. and his family through two licensee corporations, Quality Broadcasting Corp. and Radio Americas Corp. The examiner said the licensees bore ultimate responsibility for having cloaked Mr. Mayoral with authority over the stations. Mr. Mayoral severed his connections with the stations in 1963.

Another Request. Mr. de Arellano, through the licensee corporations, asked the commission for an oral argument following the issuance of Mr. McClennen's initial decision handed down Dec. 24, 1964 (BROADCASTING, Dec. 28, 1964).

A further hearing was held on the petition of Mr. Mayoral, who had not been a party in the original hearing and who argued that he should have an opportunity to refute "the damaging allegations" contained in the examiner's decision. Mr. McClennen, in his supplemental decision, left largely untouched the conclusions of his first decision (BROADCASTING, Aug. 1).

Mr. Mayoral, in his exceptions, said the examiner in the further hearing had put him in the "impossible position" of having to produce sufficient evidence "to result in setting aside the findings and conclusions" in the initial decision. He said the Broadcast Bureau should have been required to provide evidence of "wrong-doing beyond a reasonable doubt."

He said the proceeding is criminal in nature, since revocation is involved and a fine may be imposed. In addition, he said he stands to lose "his reputation, his income and his future."

Mr. Mayoral, an associate member of the FCC Consulting Engineers Association, began his career 30 years ago as a TV development engineer at NBC-RCA.

He and the licensee corporations, which also filed exceptions to the supplemental decision, argued that the evidence in the case failed to support the Broadcast Bureau's contention that Mr. Mayoral knew of and participated in the unauthorized rebroadcast of AFRS news. Much of the evidence was provided by station personnel.

Plot Charged. Mr. Mayoral also maintains that the rebroadcast violations were committed by AFRS personnel who were working for WKYN as part of a plot to convict the station in the commission's eyes. Examiner McClennen, in his supplemental decision, said he found no evidence to support the charge.

Mr. Mayoral suggests a link between the alleged plot and Mr. de Arellano's efforts to convince the Department of Defense to close down the AFRS station in San Juan, ACE, as unfair government competition and wasteful duplication of WKYN's programming.

The licensees also argued that regardless of the question as to Mr. Mayoral's involvement in the alleged offenses, the recommendation that they lose their licenses is unduly harsh and, in the face of commission precedents, discriminatory. They noted that Mr. de Arellano was "innocent" of any wrong-doing and that the examiner could have recommended a fine, rather than revocation.

The Broadcast Bureau, however, which filed a pleading in support of the supplemental decision, said that the reopened record failed to sustain Mr. Mayoral's contentions that the testimony of the witnesses couldn't be believed and, in fact, establishes that Mr. Mayoral "personally participated in the unauthorized rebroadcasts."

The bureau also said revocation is a proper sanction in view of Mr. de Arellano's indifference to Mr. de Arellano's involvement of the penalty "... to Mr. Mayoral's prolonged deception [of the commission]."

Copyright bill gets cautious reaction

Guarded reaction continued to filter in concerning the CATV applications of the copyright revision approved recently by a House committee as interested industry and government parties awaited the committee report on the legislation.

The bill, as approved by the House Judiciary Committee, generally grants immunity from copyright application to CATV's that merely fill holes in TV stations' coverage areas or extend signals to communities that cannot receive them, but applies liability to more extensive CATV operations. The committee which passed the bill late last month (BROADCASTING, Oct. 3) had hoped to make public its report on the bill last week but is now hoping to finish writing the document this week.

The National Community Television Association reacted immediately to the committee's action by saying the bill "had some serious flaws, although it does represent a step in the right direction."

Last week the National Association of Broadcasters said that on the surface the CATV aspects of the measure seems to be "a fair balancing of equities between broadcasters, CATV
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and the copyright owners," and could form the basis for a good resolution of the CATV copyright problem. NAB general counsel Douglas A. Anello said there were words and terms that need clarification but that this could be rectified during the bill's further consideration. As the bill is currently drawn by the House unit, it meets many of the points made by the NAB before a Senate committee studying the same bill recently, the spokesman said.

In another matter of interest to broadcasting in the bill, Mr. Anello said there should be no limit to the number of ephemeral recording copies made as long as the copies are for internal convenience and not for sale.

The FCC was reported to feel that in the main the bill looked helpful although the commission had not had time to study its content in detail. The commission also is pleased to have the CATV copyright question regulated through copyright procedure.

The Justice Department, which proposed letting the FCC handle CATV copyright issues on a case-by-case basis, had no immediate comment but emphasized that if Congress saw fit to take another stand, the copyright law would be the appropriate way to handle these problems.

TV bores RFK, but it's a political help

While he finds television boring as entertainment Senator Robert F. Kennedy (D-N. Y.) also feels that TV is the most effective medium for politics. He expressed these views and others on the subject of television in an interview with David Susskind. During the discussion the legislator also admitted neither he nor President Kennedy could have been elected without television. He added that TV is the best way for a candidate to express himself and go directly to his audience. This is contrasted, he went on, by the print media where his thoughts are filtered through someone else who might have a different view and write in a fashion more satisfactory to them.

In answer to Mr. Susskind's questions, however, he said he rarely watches television because the few times he has he has found it boring. He also said his children find it boring and seem to watch less as they grow older. The programs for small children, he added, are "very inadequate, unsatisfactory. I don't think that the networks have shown any responsibility at all for helping the development of minds."

Senator Kennedy's appearance was the first on a new series of syndicated interview programs by Mr. Susskind on WNEW-TV New York.

Traditional politics 'shattered' by TV

Television's influence on politics was assayed and found to shatter traditional patterns "beyond repair" by Harry S. Ashmore, vice president of the Fund for the Republic. Delivering the keynote address at a State of the Future conference in Hollywood last week, Mr. Ashmore, a Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist, elaborated on television's role in the making of a candidate.

Citing the presidential campaign of 1960 as the first in which television took over as the primary communications medium, he contended that the contest boiled down to a battle of images.

"It is my own belief," Mr. Ashmore said, "that there would have been no perceptible effect on the outcome had the two men swapped positions on every one of the issues they discussed during their famous TV debates." He indicated that "the debonair Kennedy" would have beat out "the less appealing Nixon" no matter what their specific stands.

The nomination of Ronald Reagan as the Republican candidate for governor in California, Mr. Ashmore argued, was a result of politicians adapting their campaign techniques to television. "Once television had demonstrated that no politician could succeed without employing the skills of the actor," he said, "king-makers were bound to go the whole way and seek an actor for a candidate."

*Unguarded Moments* — According to Mr. Ashmore there was a time when it was believed that television "would purge politics of the phony and the venal. . . ." But, he added, this became true only in those rare times when the TV camera catches the politician in an unguarded moment, or under the glare of protracted exposure. He mentioned the Army-Senator Joseph McCarthy hearings as an example.

Continuing his address, Mr. Ashmore pointed out that "the issue I am concerned with here is that raised by the television advertising campaigns paid for and totally controlled by the candidate and his backers. This technique of image building is fully brought into play—and this, I am convinced, is where our major elections will be won and lost from now on."

He concluded by asserting that if TV merchandising technique succeed in the California gubernatorial election this year "it can be used anywhere, and it will be used, and the traditional political patterns of this republic will have been shattered beyond repair."

*Howdy Doody* to become a TV cartoon figure

The television rights to NBC-TV's *Howdy Doody* puppet character have been purchased by West Coast independent producer Barry Lawrence for an undisclosed amount of cash. Mr. Lawrence intends to cut the puppet's strings, add an entirely new supporting cast of characters, and introduce *Howdy Doody* as a cartoon character to a new generation of children viewers. An animated half-hour color series, with an action-adventure format, is projected for a Saturday morning network time slot during the 1967-68 season.

During the early days of television and until the mid-1950's, the *Howdy Doody* series, produced by NBC-TV in puppet form, was one of the nation's more popular shows for children. Mr. Lawrence, who also is going to make features of "Bomba, the Jungle Boy," believes there's an inherent appeal to the *Howdy* character that will reassert itself.

*ITC reports package sales*

Independent Television Corp. reported last week that its new feature-film package, "The Deluxe 20," has been sold in 50 markets in the four weeks it has been in release. Abe Mandelli, ITC president, said latest sales on the features, 15 of which are in color, have been made to WABC-TV New York; WDSU-TV New Orleans; WTMJ-TV Milwaukee; KHOU-TV Houston; WFLA-TV St. Petersburg-Tampa, Fla.; WISH-TV Indianapolis, and KONO-TV San Antonio, Tex.
New work horse of broadcasting from ATC

The all new Criterion tape cartridge system has become the new standard of the broadcasting industry. In broadcast installations all over this country and abroad, the Criterion system is supplying reliable tape information around the clock, day after day, year in year out. The all new solid state Criterion series has been designed to give the broadcaster the After Delivery Economies which mean more profits through superior performance.

- Completely transistorized.
- New direct capstan drive, quiet solenoid, plug-in connections and modules.
- Choice of one, two, three-tone and stereo operation
- Available in slide-out rack mount or slim-line, slide-out desk console.
- Conforms completely with recently adopted NAB standards.

For complete details phone Area Code 309/829-7006

AUTOMATIC TAPE CONTROL DIVISION
1107 East Croxton Avenue
Bloomington, Illinois 61702, U.S.A.

GATES
Gates Radio Company, Quincy, Illinois
WNDT(TV) gets another Bristol-Meyers grant

Bristol-Myers Co., New York, which supported WNDT(TV) New York non-commercial’s Sunday Showcase with a $290,000 grant last January, found a way to multiply its money by channeling a new allocation for the program through a plan set up by the federally funded National Council on the Arts.

Technically, Bristol-Myers made a nonrestricted grant of $300,000 to the National Endowment for the Arts (operating arm of the council) that could and will be used to release $300,000 in matching funds under a program previously announced (Broadcasting, Sept. 5) earmarking a total of $875,000 to National Education Television (NET) and WNDT. The council had announced that its action would be contingent on receipt of “unrestricted” donations equaling half the amount. The funds released by the council must in turn be matched by the recipients, yielding a four-fold increase of the amounts provided by Bristol-Myers or the council.

The arts council stated that the Bristol-Myers contribution was the first to be provided by a major corporation. Individuals have donated smaller amounts to be used for the WNDT-NET project so that “nearly $700,000 is now made available” of the $875,000 total possible, the council announced.

Funds will be used to produce 19 additional Sunday Showcase programs, spotlighting a wide range of artistic activities, and to pay for distribution of the programs via NET at no cost to all noncommercial TV stations in the U.S.

No debates for Brown and Reagan

Negotiations for a proposed statewide televised debate of California’s gubernatorial candidates—Republican Ronald Reagan and Democratic Governor Edmund (Pat) Brown—were called off last week. Both candidates, earlier in the gubernatorial election campaign, agreed to such a direct confrontation on television. The date of Oct. 13 was left open for the debate.

But Mr. Reagan wanted a face-to-face debate with no third-party questioning, while Mr. Brown favored a news-panel session similar to the Kennedy-Nixon debates of 1960. The governor and Mr. Reagan have appeared together on a number of local and national news-panel shows but have performed separately and have not submitted to questioning at the same time.

With International’s Model 1120 Secondary Frequency Standard

ALL TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS
SOLID STATE INTEGRATED DIVIDERS

Using any general coverage communications receiver the International Model 1120 provides the necessary standard signals for measuring frequencies. Easily calibrated against WWV to provide an accuracy of 1 x 10^-6 for measuring the frequency of harmonics of FM subcarrier frequencies. The Model 1120 is designed for field or bench use with its own self contained rechargeable battery and charger. Long term stability of ±10 cycles over range 40°F to 100°F. Short term stability of better than 1 x 10^-7 can be obtained. Zero adjustment for oscillator on front panel. All transistor circuits provide outputs at 1 mc, 100 kc and 10 kc. Level of signal can be set with gain control.

Order direct from International Crystal Mfg. Co.

Keeping You On Frequency Is Our Business.

$175

INTERNATIONAL

CRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC.
18 NO. LEE - OKLA. CITY, OKLA. 73102
A proposed gag stirs fears of suffocation

ABA's suggested news guidelines draw fire; contempt citations for newsmen particularly hit

A torrent of criticism was let loose last week against the recommendations of the American Bar Association's Advisory Committee on Free Press and Fair Trial, which recommended actions designed to insure that criminal trials are not prejudiced by too much news. The principal suggestion was that the right of fair trial be protected by drying up sources of news.

The disapproving comments came from broadcasters, news organizations, newspapers and, in one instance, from a federal judge.

Almost unanimously the critics expressed alarm at the totality of the ABA group's recommendations that would, in effect, require that nothing but skeletal information be issued in criminal cases during the arrest, pretrial and trial periods (BROADCASTING, Oct. 3).

The most pointed objections were made to the ABA suggestion that judges issue contempt citations against newsmen who, during a trial, report facts not in the official record where those statements may have a possible impact on a jury's deliberations. Only one newsmen found nothing wrong in this provision.

**Stanton Hits Hard**

Perhaps the most trenchant objections to the ABA report (prepared by a committee headed by Paul C. Reardon, associate justice of the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court) came from Dr. Frank Stanton, president of CBS Inc.

In a speech to the International Association of Chiefs of Police in Philadelphia last week, Dr. Stanton sharply criticized the validity of the entire report because, he said, it is based largely on assumptions, not in-depth facts.

The ABA report, he said, "takes us on a walk through beautiful countryside—a countryside of delicate restraints governed by high purposes. But even a hasty examination shows signs that it may also be strewn with land mines of coercion and booby traps of suppression."

For example, the CBS president said, there is no comparison of convictions in nonpublicized cases to those in publicized cases. And further, showing "startling inexactness in statistical analysis," he said, is the section based on questionnaires to defense counsel on whether they had ever had thoughts on the problem of possible prejudice because of news reports. Dr. Stanton pointed out that the ABA report claimed that the responses added up to 320 cases of "thoughts of possible" prejudicial reporting, but failed to underscore that only 54 out of 200 defense lawyers answering this questionnaire—and one of these "thought" he had 100 such cases.

There was no attempt, Dr. Stanton pointed out, to determine the attitudes of the three out of four defense lawyers who did not answer the interrogation. Even the deductions from questionnaires sent to police chiefs, prosecutors and newspaper editors in 20 cities were faulty, Dr. Stanton said; none of them produced cause-and-effect data on how the news media actually affected the outcome of trials.

"Here we have, then," Dr. Stanton observed, "a series of recommendations of the utmost gravity—some of them, particularly those in parts IV [contempt proceedings], touching with singular casualness on basic constitutional rights—based not only on assumptions but on analyses and questionnaires that would have difficulty surviving as documentation in a college classroom or a first-rate news medium."

**Democraticly Suspicous**

Warning that "the closed door and the sealed lip are not only a prerequisite to tyranny, they are," he said, "also a prime cause of suspicion." Dr. Stanton stated that he cannot see how any police officer, prosecutor or defense lawyer can expect protection from suspicion by the adoption of the ABA rules.

"Secrecy and coercion," the CBS president added, "have never succeeded in a democratic society, because they are inconsistent with democratic principles and unworkable in a democratic environment."

In calling for a "far more disciplined, more closely documented and more thoroughly researched study," Dr. Stanton recalled his proposal of two years ago that a study of free press and fair trial be undertaken by the Brookings Institution, Washington. The Brookings Institution board approved such a project last year, but the organization is still seeking funds to underwrite the project.

I...I suggest," Dr. Stanton concluded, "that an occasional reversal or mistrial is a small price to pay for the insurance given the police, the courts and the public by a press as free to cover the administration of justice as it is to cover the American presidency and the Congress of the United States without fear of summary citations for contempt."

**Faculty of Broadcasters**

The only other broadcast voices to comment on the ABA report were that of the Radio-Television News Directors Association and the National Association of Broadcasters.

Although not taking a stand in direct opposition to the ABA report, RTNDA asked a number of questions that, in the aggregate, indicates less than full agreement with the recommendations.

Over the signature of outgoing President Bob Gamble (WFBM-AM-FM-TV Indianapolis) and of incoming President Bruce Dennis (WGN Continental group), the RTNDA called on the ABA to "give the most serious study" of possible effects if the proposals are applied in every court in the nation.

These effects are specified in these
Robert C. Notson, Portland (Ore.) Oregonian, president of ASNE, and J. Edward Murray, Phoenix, Arizona Republic, chairman of ASNE's freedom of information and bar-press committees, called some of the recommendations' censorship and unconstitutional. They said these prohibitions could restrict public knowledge of crime and criminal suspects, resulting in "bad law enforcement, or what is worse, secret law enforcement."

Imposing gaps on enforcement officers and lawyers is prior restraint on the press, they said. And the provisions permitting a judge to delineate what police officers may tell news media is a violation of the separation of powers among the branches of government.

The most serious danger, the editors said, lies in the power for judges to issue contempt citations against news media during a trial.

"The intention may be clear and the motive pure," they said, "but the individual judge is as independent as the individual editor. So, in practice, we see great danger that the . . . emphasis on contempt, even with the clear disinclination in favor of the press, will result in an expanded use of this power either to control the press directly or to get at attorneys and law enforcement officers who are thought to be violating court orders anonymously."

The newspaper editors' spokesmen also stressed that less than 10% of all criminal proceedings reach trial, and they added: " . . . of these only the tiniest fraction are ever affected by an allegation of potential prejudice from news coverage."

A Three-Point Plan. Urging more voluntary cooperation among the courts, the bar and the news media, the ASNE spokesmen suggested a three-point guideline for news in reporting crime news:

- "Full disclosure of all the facts of any pertinent and responsible assessment concerning the crime and the suspects" to inform, allay alarm and assure the public of the extent and quality of law enforcement.

- "Recognition at the immediate pretrial stages of the sensitivity of the judicial process and voluntary cooperation with the bench and bar to preserve the substance of a fair trial. Exercise of care in reporting "extra-judicial statements or activities calculated to influence the outcome of a case."

- Full disclosure of all facts and any pertinent assessments concerning the case following trial. This means at the end of the first trial, or at the disposition of the case without trial. Only in cases of mistrial, when the case is to be retried immediately by a jury should the limits suggested in the pretrial stages remain in force.

Specific objections to two of the ABA recommendations were voiced by D. Tennant Bryan, publisher of Richmond (Va.) Times-Dispatch and News-Leader who is also chairman of the committee on free press and fair trial of the American Newspaper Publishers Association.

Mr. Bryan objected to the proposed bans on reporting a voluntary confession and a record of prior convictions for criminal offenses.

"No adequate reasons have been advanced by the bar association for suppressing [these] facts. . . . Many circumstances exist when publication of such information is vital to the public
interest,” Mr. Bryan said.

He also expressed concern about the influence of the report on police, lawyers and judges.

"Many newspapers will have a concern," he said, "lest the issuance of this report may be considered an invitation to police departments, prosecuting attorneys, defense attorneys and trial judges to deny the newspapers access to important elements of news which in the public interest they have long and usefully printed about crimes and criminals."

Noting that ANPA has commissioned a legal research study, which is expected to be out in a few weeks, Mr. Bryan commented, however, that the ABA report “warrants study.”

A view that the ABA proposals might be used to cover up secret arrests was expressed by William B. Dickinson, president of the Associated Press Managing Editors Association.

“These suggested rules,” Mr. Dickinson stated, “if promulgated as proposed, without any prior public approval, would deny the public information regarding crimes to which it is entitled, and which it must have.

“In instances where the police or other law enforcement authorities are corrupt, these rules could be used to cover up secret arrests and, indeed, secret trials, since the lawyers also wish to bar the public from preliminary hearings and from any portions of trials which do not take place in the presence of a jury.”

Mr. Dickinson said it was all right for the ABA to recommend rules for lawyers.

“It is a far different matter, however,” he added, “for a minority of the nation’s lawyers to take it upon themselves to propose rules for police and other law enforcement officers who are paid by the public.”

Newspaper editorial comment has been almost uniformly in opposition to the Reardon report. The principal target of the attacks are the ABA’s recommendations calling for limited reports to news media by police officers, prosecutors and defense lawyers, and more particularly the suggestion that contempt citations be issued where a news reporter publishes or reports anything during a trial that may prejudice the outcome.

The three newspapers in Washington, for example, expressed virtually unanimous opposition to the ABA proposals.

Washington Post—"... . . . the chief objection to the report, in general, is its tendency to diminish public scrutiny of the law enforcement process . . . steps must not be taken that weaken the surest safeguard of the rights of the accused and the interests of the public—"... . . . the fullest disclosure of the law-enforcement process from beginning to end. . . ."

Washington Evening Star—"... . . . the main thrust of this report is to advocate drastic remedies to deal with infrequent abuses. . . . The question boils down to this: How far should we go, in order to protect 12 jurors from news they are not supposed to read anyway toward keeping from the public at large information that is interesting and important to it? With the best intentions, the Reardon committee has gone too far in these proposals."

Washington Daily News—"... . . . the plan it suggests strikes directly at a cherished public right to know what is going on. . . . The plain implication of these proposals to keep the public in the dark is that the average juror is on oath and that lack of faith in the jury system has a lot to do with proposals to put on the lid."

A federal judge called the ABA’s recommendations “the most dangerous threat to the American ideal of free speech and press since the days of Joe McCarthy.”

He’s Judge George Clifton Edwards Jr., of the Sixth U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Cincinnati. Judge Edwards wrote a dissenting opinion when the conviction of Dr. Sam Sheppard for killing his wife was confirmed on appeal in his circuit. The U.S. Supreme Court later ordered a new trial for Dr. Sheppard because the “circus” atmosphere caused by news coverage of the trial prevented a fair trial.

Judge Edwards was principally concerned with the ABA’s strictures on the release of information by lawyers in criminal cases. “The press,” he said, “is likely with its power and with the authority of the First Amendment to be able to maintain its right to print.”

He called on cooperation between lawyers and the news media on reporting trials, but solely on a voluntary basis.

He stressed that his objections to the ABA report were aimed at the bans on pretrial publicity.

Mum’s the Word—In essence the Reardon committee recommended, on a tentative basis, that police, lawyers and judges, as well as court attendants refrain from issuing any statements that might make it difficult for a defendant to receive a fair trial.

The committee particularly called for a prohibition on any report of voluntary confessions or of prior criminal records.

In discussing “limited” use of a court’s contempt power against the dissemination of information that might constitute a threat to a fair trial, the committee affirmatively recommended, however, that such a move should be made against “a person” who, knowing that a criminal trial by jury is in progress or that a jury is being selected for such a trial:

"(1) disseminates by any means of public communication an extrajudicial statement relating to the defendant or to the issues in the case that goes beyond the public record of the court in the case, if the statement is reasonably calculated to affect the outcome of the trial and seriously threatens to have such an effect; or (2) makes such a statement with the expectation that it will be so disseminated."

The committee also recommended the use of the contempt-of-court power “against a person who knowingly violates a valid judicial order not to disseminate, until completion of trial or disposition without trial, specified information referred to in the course of a judicial hearing from which the public is excluded. . . .”

Sheppard trial rules upheld by judge

Common Pleas Judge Francis J. Talty, who will preside at the second trial of Dr. Samuel H. Sheppard, Cleveland osteopath charged with killing his first wife, has stated he will abide by the rules for new coverage laid down last month by Cuyahoga County Presiding Judge Roy F. McMahon (BROADCASTING, Sept. 12).

Argument on a motion to move the trial out of the Cleveland area will be heard Oct. 12 and Judge Talty said there will be no reserved section for newsmen, that entry to the court will
be on a first-come, first-served basis
and that TV and radio cameras and
microphones will not be permitted on
two floors of the courthouse.

Dr. Sheppard was convicted of mur-
dering his wife in 1954. The U. S.
Supreme Court overturned the convic-
tion early this summer when it held he
had not received a fair trial due to
news media publicity before and dur-
ing the legal proceedings (BROADCAST-
ing, June 13).

Program change set
for NBC-owned FM's

The six FM outlets of the NBC-
owned radio stations will broadcast 70
hours a week of separate FM program-
ing, starting Nov. 28, it was announced
last week by Stephen B. Labunski,
president, NBC Radio Division.
The NBC-FM program service is
being prepared by a special musical pro-
duction unit at WKNY-FM Cleveland.
Ten hours of taped musical programing
covering a full classical spectrum, will
be broadcast daily, The other NBC-
FM stations are WNBC-FM New York.
WRC-FM Washington, WJAS-FM Pitts-
burgh, WMAQ-FM Chicago, and KNBR-
FM San Francisco.

Maryland grand jury
studies talk programs

An Allegany county, Md., grand jury
is looking into charges that media are
being used to “publicly vilify the in-
ocent citizens of our community”
through libelous and slanderous
statements.

The statement came from Associate
Circuit Judge Harold E. Naughton
Monday (Oct. 3) when the grand jury
convened. He said there had been com-
plaints that the owners of these media
permit and encourage irresponsible
persons to use their facilities to make
libelous, slanderous and unfounded ac-
cusations to the detriment of the inno-
cent and unsuspecting.”

The grand jury appeared interested in
both radio and newspapers, in this case.
Called to appear before the jury were
representatives of WCUW and WYBC,
both Cumberland, Md., WKBV Keyser,
W. Va., which has offices in Cumber-
land, and a bi-weekly area newspaper
the People's Garden.

Don Karnes, station operations man-
ger of WCUW, appeared before the
grand jury briefly on Tuesday and for
other an hour on Wednesday. Forbidden
by law from discussing what took place
before the grand jury, Mr. Karnes called
the investigations “merely a way of
controlling the news.”

He said the inquiry was aimed at talk
programing and was generated by shows
during a recent election in which lis-
teners called in to discuss articles that
had appeared in the People's Garden
about three county commissioners. It
seems to be “calling a talk show an
irresponsible way of broadcasting,” he
added.

Mr. Karnes is the host of Viewpoint,
a call-in show that had been running
for five months.

SPG leaders call for
collective bargaining

The board of directors of the Screen
Producers Guild last week unanimously
voted to recommend to its membership
that the guild, defined as a supervisory
organization under National Labor Re-
lations Board definition, become a col-
lective bargaining agency. A meeting
will be held Oct. 24 at the Beverly
Hilton hotel at which the some 250
guild members will vote on the board's
recommendation.

At the meeting, SPG members are ex-

---

**A STAR IS BORN**

**FILMLINE'S MODEL FE-50**

**A Processor for Ektachrome Film**

**Processes 16mm Color Emulsions at 50 FPM.**

Who knows more about building film
processors than Filmline? Nobody. And
everything we've learned has gone
into our newest Ektachrome processor,
the FE-50. It is top quality equipment
to a sensible price... the result of
Filmline's productive know-how. De-
signed and engineered to fulfill the
requirements of both large and small
TV stations the FE-50 is the most
versatile, fully automated Ektachrome
processor ever built.

* EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE SYSTEM —
guarantees against breaking or
scratching film. The system is so
sensitive that film can be held man-
ually while machine is in operation,
without breaking film or causing
lower film assemblies to rise.

Provisions for extended develop-
ment to increase ASA indexes to
250 and higher are incorporated.
Machine threadup allows use of
standard ASA indexes or acceler-
ated indexes because of Filmline's
Film transport system features.

* EASY-TO-OPERATE—automated con-
trols make this an ideal machine
for unskilled personnel.

* VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE—speed
range of 5 FPM to 60 FPM for
Ektachrome emulsions.

Now available: Filmline FE-50 Ektachrome Pro-
cessor. Speed—50 FPM. Complete with Replace-
ment System...$15,750. F.O.B. Milford, Conn.

For more details write Dept. BO-66
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AMST opposes CATV rule change

The Association of Maximum Service Telecasters told the FCC last week that its rule limiting the CATV importation of distant TV signals into major markets should not be amended to exempt CATV's carrying the signals of distant UHF stations.

AMST made the comment while opposing a petition for revision of the top-100 market rule submitted last month by Jackson TV Cable Co. of Jackson, Mich. (Broadcasting, Aug. 22). Jackson had said the rule should be amended to exempt a CATV carrying the signals of distant UHF stations that are licensed to communities with one or more VHF's that are putting a grade B signal over the CATV-served community.

The so-called top-100 market rule requires CATV's to obtain FCC permission in a hearing before relaying signals beyond a station's grade B contour into any of the top-100 markets. It represents an effort by the commission to protect UHF's in major markets from outside competition. Jackson, however, has contended that the rule hurts UHF's in their competition with VHF's, which have a greater broadcast range.

AMST argued that the problem raised in the Jackson petition "cannot be solved by an across-the-board exception from the distant-signal rules." The problem, as both AMST and Jackson see it, is that certain CATV's operate in communities that are within the grade B contours of VHF's broadcasting from a particular city but beyond the grade B contours of UHF's broadcasting from the same city—and the CATV's, of course, want to carry both the VHF and the UHF signals.

Other Factors • While agreeing in principle that CATV's should be allowed to carry both signals, AMST said, however, that there are other factors that would make Jackson's proposed amendment contrary to the public interest. Specifically AMST pointed to the CATV community that is within the grade A contours of stations operating in another market. Carriage of any or all signals from the outside market, according to AMST, "may be contrary to the public interest because it could radically alter market patterns and the actual off-the-air pattern of service."

AMST argued that the CATV rule and present FCC policies are flexible enough to meet the problem raised by Jackson. "The commission has made it clear," AMST said, "that the grade B contour of a station is not to be viewed as a fixed, immutable basis for determining what is not a distant signal, but that instead the realities of television markets may call for a different definition in a particular case." AMST also emphasized that a CATV or a UHF has the right to petition the FCC for waiver of the distant-signal rule, showing why the system should be permitted to carry the nongrade B UHF signal.

TV series sales...

Ten Action Adventure Paramount Features (National Telefilm Associates): WCHS-TV Portland, Me. and WGBP-TV High Point, N. C.

Shirley Temple Theater (National Telefilm Associates) : WKRC-TV Cincinnati.


Duel in the Sun and Ruby Gentry (National Telefilm Associates) : WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky., and WSPA-TV Montgomery, Ala.

16 Safari Features (National Telefilm Associates) : KGBT-TV Harlingen, Tex.

NTA Color Cartoons (National Telefilm Associates) : WHXR-TV Cambridge-Boston.

Jone Withers Theater (National Telefilm Associates) : WCHS-TV Portland, Me.

Radio series sales...

Barry Farber Show (Syndicated Features Inc.): KIZZ El Paso, Tex.: KUOL Fairway, Kan. (Kansas City); KERG Eugene, and KLJQ Portland, both Oregon.

John Dorenuis Show (Functional Media Inc.): WRRN Rensselaer, Ind.; KCLN Clinton, Iowa; WVOC-FM Midland, Mich.; WSWG-FM Greenwood, Miss.; and WVLK Sauk City, Wis.

Myron J. Bennett's Conversation Show (World Wide Productions): XEMO Tijuana-San Diego; KGO San Francisco; KXUN Concord, KBLF Red Bluff and KVJY Sacramento, all California; WCAU Philadelphia; KNEB Scottsbluff, Neb.; KSL Salt Lake City; WKEYY Cumberland, Md.; KYOR Colorado Springs; KGEX Kalispell, Mont.; KEYJ Jamestown, KOVE Valley City and KROM Bismarck, all North Dakota; KXWW Wadena, KLug Pipestone and KBMW Breckenridge, all Minnesota.

First Angry Man (General Media Associates) : KXII San Jose, Calif.; KEST Boise, Idaho; WLRW Champaign, Ill.; WCAP Lowell, Mass.: WLOX Biloxi, Miss.: WAUR Auburn, N. Y.: KLAD Klamath Falls, Ore.

NBC-TV, WCFL chosen for Blakselee awards

The American Heart Association will present its 1966 Howard W. Blakselee Awards for outstanding reporting in the cardiovascular field to NBC-TV and WCFL Chicago, at its annual meeting at New York's Americana hotel, Oct. 24.

NBC-TV will be honored for its documentary treatment of the ethical problem of choosing patients for artificial kidney treatment, Who Shall Live?, presented Nov. 28, 1965. WCFL receives the award for The Killer, a documentary on heart disease programed last Feb. 27.

The Blakselee competition was established in 1952 in memory of an Associated Press science editor, who died of heart disease.

NBC-TV schedules made-for-TV movies

NBC-TV will inaugurate World Premiere, a series of new two-hour movies produced for first showing on the network, Saturday, Nov. 26 (9-11 p.m. NYT) with "Fame is the Name of the Game," an original mystery-suspense drama.

A total of 12 films, produced by Universal Studios, will be colorcast in the regularly scheduled time periods of the Tuesday and Saturday night movies. Later they will be released for theatrical showing.

Starring in "Fame" are Tony Franciosa, Jill St. John and Jack Klugman.

74 (Programming)
Cox president sees strong 3d quarter

J. Leonard Reinsch, Cox Broadcasting president, last week predicted 25% increases in his company's revenue and profit for the third quarter.

Last year's third period figures showed earnings at $896,345 and gross at $6,780,231.

The Cox president, addressing the New York Society of Security Analysts, also forecast a reasonably strong fourth quarter based on business booked to date.

He said 1966 capital expenditures by Cox would probably reach close to $3 million, noting the purchase of color equipment for all the company's television stations. In 1967, Mr. Reinsch said, Cox expects capital additions to total between $1.5 million and $2 million.

Cox Broadcasting's commitment to CATV includes ownership in systems with a total subscription of 66,000 and a joint manufacturing venture, Kaiser-Cox Corp., entered with Kaiser Aerospace and Electronics. Mr. Reinsch asserted faith in a healthy CATV future in spite of the FCC's regulatory moves in the industry and the prospect of copyright payments by CATV operators to program owners.

Diversification continues to be a prime objective of Cox Broadcasting, which has already moved into publishing through purchase of 80% interests in United Technical Publications, a trade-journal publisher, and Retirement Advisors Inc., a publishing service.

Mr. Reinsch emphasized growth potential still open to Cox within broadcasting, noting the company could still add two UHF TV outlets as well as three AM and three FM properties while remaining within FCC multiple-ownership rules.

He also called attention to growth opportunities in existing properties of broadcasters, a point which he said was sometimes overlooked by investors who assume the group broadcaster's growth is eventually inhibited when he reaches his maximum permissible station portfolio.

Mr. Reinsch said Cox's diversifica-

Net at General Tire sets 9-month record

Consolidated net earnings reached an all-time high at General Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, for the first nine months of 1966. T. F. O'Neil, chairman, and M. G. O'Neil, president, reported a 23% increase in earnings and a 6% improvement in sales compared to the same 1965 period.

RKO General Broadcasting announced earlier that its Boston operations would be moved into a new five-story building in the city's new Government Center near downtown Boston. The move will include WNAC-AM, WRKO-FM, The Yankee Network and Eastern Broadcasting Corp. (owner and operator of the Muzak franchise in the area). The facility is expected to be occupied by early 1968.

In addition to RKO General (which owns six TV and eight radio stations), General Tire & Rubber has tire, industrial products, and chemical/plastics divisions. A subsidiary, Aerojet-General Corp., reported a 6% increase in earnings over last year.

For the nine months ended Aug. 31:

RKO General

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>1966</th>
<th>1965</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>25,082</td>
<td>19,688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income before taxes</td>
<td>8,776</td>
<td>6,910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>7,654</td>
<td>6,323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net income</td>
<td>7,654</td>
<td>6,323</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Plough reports best nine-month period

Plough Inc., Memphis, has reported the highest estimated sales, net income and earnings per share for any nine-month period in the company's history. Net income was up 41% and sales increased 12% over the same period last year. The record sales reflect increases in each major division of the company.


For the nine months ended Sept. 30:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>1966</th>
<th>1965</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earnings per share</td>
<td>$6.41</td>
<td>$4.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net sales</td>
<td>56,500</td>
<td>50,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income before taxes</td>
<td>15,300</td>
<td>8,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>6,770</td>
<td>4,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shares outstanding</td>
<td>2,810.72</td>
<td>2,762.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More outdoor buys for Mullins

Acquisition of two more outdoor advertising companies in Colorado Springs and Pueblo from Naegle Outdoor Advertising now gives Mullins Broadcasting Co., Denver, ownership of all Naegle outdoor plants in Colorado, John C. Mullins, president of firm bearing his name, announced last week. Several months ago, Mullins Broadcasting purchased Naegle outdoor properties in Denver and Cheyenne, Wyo. Consideration for the most recent purchases, which included six parcels of real estate, was not disclosed.

This acquisition gives Mullins Broadcasting a total of 1,845 poster panels and 235 painted bulletin in the state. It also includes more than 40 trucks.

In January, Mullins Broadcasting purchased KARK-AM-FM-TV Little Rock, Ark., for $3,750,000. Mullins' Denver stations are KBR and KRTV(TV).
Some looks at TV frontiers

3-D pictures, color television and lasers discussed at meeting

Advances in color television, automation, laser technology and three-dimensional pictures were unveiled last week at the 100th semiannual convention of the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers.

The nonprofit organization of people concerned with the engineering aspects of television, motion pictures, instrumentation, high-speed photography and allied arts and sciences, observed its 50th anniversary at the Ambassador hotel in Los Angeles Oct. 2-7. The affair was attended by an estimated 1,200 engineers and scientists, many from foreign countries. They had an opportunity to visit as many as 60 exhibits, attend more than 100 technical sessions and hear more than 50 technical papers.

The convention opened to a charge that the nation's film industry was not keeping pace with production technology. In a keynote speech, Ethan Stiffler, outgoing president of the SMPTE, called attention to gaps in research and development that result in the use of "archaic equipment and methods in some parts of the industry we serve." He said that some of the 8 mm movie and still cameras and other equipment used by amateurs, "in many ways employ more design sophistication than professional equipment used to film multimillion-dollar productions."

He urged Hollywood producers to provide the resources to make it practical to tool up for building modern technical equipment and thus enable creative people and technicians to move into the space age of photography.

Controversy Ahead • SMPTE's incoming president, G. Carleton Hunt, also president of De Luxe Laboratories Inc., backed up Mr. Stiffler's contention that Hollywood has not done enough to modernize production techniques. He promised that his two-year term in office would be "controversial."

Several sessions of particular interest to broadcasting were held during the week. Oscar Wick, head of TV recording for NBC-TV, Burbank, read a paper describing how the local network outlet, KNBC(TV) Los Angeles, prepared for processing its own color film. The veteran engineer told several hundred fellow TV engineers that the station obtained an in-plant color processing capability last April and now is able to process 11,000 feet of color film daily, usually making a 300-foot roll ready for projection within 27½ minutes.

Robert Brower, color coordinator for Universal City studios, reported on the proper preshooting control or subject brightness for both theatrical and television film. He pointed out that it's the duty of the color coordinator to make

Ott again raises set-radiation damage theory

A nature photographer, who once worked for Walt Disney, suggested last week that light from television sets may cause lethargy in young viewers who don't know when to stop watching. He also said that his experiments show that side effects from the high-voltage cathode-ray tubes in TV receivers, especially radiation, could bring about considerable changes in life behavior.

These alarming views were put forth by Dr. John N. Ott, chairman and executive director of the Environmental Health and Light Research Institute of Florida. He made his presentation to the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers, meeting in Los Angeles last week (see above).

This is not the first time that Dr. Ott has publicized his findings dealings with TV and rats. Last year he wrote an article in a technical magazine; it was reported in Time magazine, and called forth reassuring statements from TV manufacturers and the Electronic Industries Association.

At that time, EIA and TV makers reported that tests by national standards laboratories indicated that American video met all health standards recommended by the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurement and the International Commission on Radiological Protection.

The U. S. committee has recommended that no person should sustain a radiation level higher than 2.5 milliroentgens per hour, and the international group a level of 0.5 milliroentgens per hour.

At no time, J. A. Caffiaux, EIA manager of engineering, said last week, has any U. S. television set exceeded or come close to the internationally recommended standard.

American tube makers as well as TV-set manufacturers have been extremely aware of the potential radiation hazard, Mr. Caffiaux said, and have consistently carried on a program of testing.

Radiation is related to the voltage in TV tubes: for black and white sets, tubes usually carry about 15,000 volts; for color, the voltage goes up to about 25,000 volts.

Living TV • Dr. Ott reported on a case where 30 children, between 3 and 12 years of age and living on U. S. Air Force bases, were suffering from nervousness, continuous fatigue, headaches, loss of sleep and bellyaches. The children, he said, were spending from three to six hours watching TV every weekday and six to 10 hours on Saturdays and Sundays. According to Dr. Ott, doctors prescribed temporary total abstinence from television viewing for these children. As a result, in 12 cases where parents enforced the rule the children's symptoms vanished in two to three weeks.

To determine the further effects of television watching, Dr. Ott placed three-month-old rats in two cages in front of a color TV tube that was turned on without sound for six hours each weekday and for 12 hours on each Saturday and Sunday. These tune-in times were supposed to parallel viewing habits of children.

One cage was protected from the tube with heavy black photographic paper and the other with lead shielding one-eighth of an inch thick. He said that at the end of 30 days, the rats protected only with the black paper were extremely lethargic and had to be pushed to make them move about. Autopsies performed later in Chicago indicated severe brain damage in the rats that were in the paper-lined cage. The rats shielded with lead also showed abnormal behavior patterns but to a considerably lesser degree.
sure that all costumes, sets and props have a subject matter brightness in proper relation to face tones. He cited the proper photographing of players as the first consideration in any pictures, whether for television or theatrical distribution.

W. T. Underhill, the leader of the design team, read a paper on the Marconi Mark V111 color camera. He discussed the considerations that led to its evolution and described in some detail its electrical, optical and mechanical features. He emphasized that the new four-tube color camera is primarily a "user's" camera, designed to specifically answer customer's needs.

Lasers and TV - The possibility of color television, large-screen TV and other special-purpose displays making use of laser beams was discussed in a paper delivered by Henry R. Senf, head of the Applied Quantum Electronics Section, Hughes Research Laboratories. Several technical roadblocks stand in the way of large-scale laser displays today, Mr. Senf observed. Citing past history of comparable technological developments, however, Mr. Senf suggested that practicable solutions to these problems will be found. "It is almost a foregone conclusion," he concluded, "that a laser display technology will evolve."

An electromechanical space camera, designed to function on the moon, Mars and other planets, could provide a new field of home entertainment. a Philco Corp. scientist revealed. Dr. Daniel N. Tompkins, described his facsimile camera designed for planetary exploration by Philco's Aeronautronic Division, Newport Beach, Calif. He said that the facsimile camera concept could be turned into a home movie system that would use the average television set as the projector.

"The camera," Dr. Tompkins explained, "is an imaging device which scans a scene and produces video signals. All that would be required is that the video signal be connected to a television set. The television automatically produces the home movies on the screen."

A theater that thinks for itself with 24-hour push button automation of picture, sound, theater lighting, heating and ventilation, canopy, and outside signs was described by projection engineer Robert Pulman. "Cinematography," as Mr. Pulman calls the device, supposedly takes care of all the routine technical functions of a theater in an efficient and reliable way.

Better Lighting - C. N. Clark and T. F. Neubecker of General Electric's Lamp Division in Nela Park, Cleveland, reported on a new family of greatly improved incandescent lamps capable of revolutionizing lighting equipment and techniques in the television and motion picture industries. Among other improvements the lamps reportedly have much longer life, which means fewer interruptions during shooting and reduced labor costs.

A system for projecting 35 mm film moving continuously at 60 frames per second directly onto a television camera tube was described in two technical papers presented at the convention. The method was developed at Bell Telephone Laboratories and is of immediate importance in testing and evaluation of the telephone company's Picturephone visual telephone system.

A new approach to three-dimensional pictures with definite television applications also was revealed at the SMPTE convention. The inventors of this system, Robert B. Collender and Associates located in North Hollywood, claim that their method could have tremendous impact on the film industry. This new system takes advantage of moving invisible slits in trying to convey a completely realistic image.

Among the host of awards given out at the convention, two went to NBC-TV senior project engineers. Vernon J. Duke, who retired from NBC earlier this year after 37 years with the company, received the Herbert T. Kalms gold medal award for outstanding contributions in the development of color-film techniques and processes. Edward Bertero was honored with a fellowship membership in the SMPTE.

Five CATVs rebuilt

A CATV rebuilding program amounting to over $1.5 million has been completed in Barstow, Calif., Fairmont and Clarksburg, both West Virginia, and Graham, Tex., it was announced last week.

Over 300 miles of cable were installed to upgrade service to more than 25,000 subscribers in these four cable systems, owned by Jack Kent Cooke's American Cablevision Co., multiple CATV owner.

Underway is the rebuilding of two more American Cablevision systems—Rochester, Minn., and Iron Mountain, Mich. The company plans to rebuild the Escanaba, Mich., system in the near future.

Some new goodies from RCA's labs

RCA last week announced advances in broadcast technology: a developmental beam-power tube for color receivers, two new image orthicons for color and monochrome cameras and a new module for high-band color-TV tape recorders.

The manufacturer said the beam-power tube offers a practical solution to the vertical-output amplifier area in color-TV receivers that RCA said has been a problem. With the tube and integral diode, height control, good linearity and a minimum of interaction between them both are achieved. RCA said, noting also a greater independence from various in tube characteristics and a reduction in the components that are used in conventional circuits.

The image section of the image-orthicon tubes was redesigned. RCA said, to reduce distortion and eliminate ghosting while permitting a more closely matched set of the three tubes in color cameras. The improvements, it was reported, were noted in presenting "a stability in sensitivity while showing resolution capability." The tubes feature also improved "electron-optical" performance and a photocathode with new high sensitivity.

The new module for high-band color-tape recorders uses integrated circuits and is a velocity error corrector for improvement of color program quality in playbacks. It achieves this by compensating for defects caused by mechanical tolerances that are inherent in the TV tape system, RCA officials said. The degree of reliability provided by the integrated circuits, RCA indicated, was beyond that of the high level set by solid-state components.
Complex ratings dispute flares in New York
KEEPER OF RATINGS LISTS MAILS TIMELY PROMOTIONS

A promotion ploy being conducted by Metromedia's WNEW-TV New York last week had competitors and rating services in a dither.

The to-do broke into the limelight at a time when a rash of contests conducted by stations in various parts of the country was beginning to bring charges of "hyping ratings" and "buying audiences" to the attention of the rating services and the Broadcast Rating Council (CLOSED CIRCUIT, Oct. 3).

In the New York venture a massive mailing by the O. E. McIntyre direct-mail firm, a subsidiary of Metromedia, sent coupons to a reported 2 million residents of the New York area, each coupon carrying a number and the advice that if the number appeared on the WNEW-TV screen within specified times, the holder could win a prize.

The contest was set for Oct. 18-31, which coincides with the rating periods of both the A. C. Nielsen Co. and the American Research Bureau.

The question: Was WNEW-TV attempting to "hype" its ratings?

"The operators of its two independent competitors, WPX-TV and WOR-TV, thought the answer was yes. WPX sent a letter to the rating services asking what they were going to do about it and also making the point that the lists of the McIntyre company, which made the mailing, are used in preparing the samples used by Nielsen and ARB for their ratings research.

Attorneys for RKO General, owner of WOR-TV, sent the Broadcast Rating Council a letter demanding that Nielsen and ARB be discredited if their reports fail to flag the WNEW-TV figures and explain that a special promotion was in progress when the ratings were taken.

'Common Practice' - Spokesmen for the ratings services said it was common practice for them to carry an explanatory note of that sort whenever they were aware of a special promotion that might have affected the ratings. They said they were still studying the WNEW-TV promotion to see whether it fit into that category.

WPX's research director, Martin McAndrew, in his letters to ARB and Nielsen, pointedly questioned the McIntyre company's multiple role as a Metromedia subsidiary, the handler of the WNEW-TV mailing and the source of the lists from which ARB and Nielsen samples are drawn.

Spokesmen for both rating services affirmed complete respect for the McIntyre operation and the secrecy of the ratings panels.

A spokesman for WNEW-TV, queried about the dispute, said only that "the contest continues."

FCBA golfers led by father-son pair

A father-son duo shared top golf honors at the Federal Communications Bar Association outing last week in Potomac, Md.

George Barsari Jr., Washington communications lawyer, took the Broad-casting trophy with a low net of 74. Runners up in the low net were Jay Shrinksky, Washington lawyer, and Graydon R. Powers Jr., Association of Maximum Service Telecasters.

Winner of the low gross contest, with an 80, was George Barsari Sr., Federal Aviation Agency, who was a guest of his son at the outing. He was followed by Frank Walker, Motorola, and Thomas S. Carr, WLMD Laurel, Md.

The hole-in-one contest was taken by George Shaffer, Western Union, whose tee shot landed 12 feet from the pin. Mr. Walker and Winfield Stewart shared the longest-drive competition, and high gross score was captured by Philip J. Hennessey III.

Drumbeats...

Radio rocks - KFRG-AM-FM San Francisco, a modern music station, is using local TV and the ear-splitting sounds of a jackhammer to promote its call letters. Viewers see a large rectangular rock. A rather small steel-helmeted man appears with a jackhammer and in a cloud of dust with appropriate jackhammer sound, "KFRG—the Big 610" pops out of solid rock. The ID is being shown on several of the market's television stations.

Career aid - A new career pamphlet: "Mike and Camera: A Broadcasting Career for You?" has been published by Sigma Delta Chi. Produced by the Washington Professional Chapter of the journalistic society, copies are being made available to high-school students and advisers at no charge.

Do-it-yourself - First prize in a current Solarine flour-wax contest that invites viewers to design a Solarine commercial is enough home video equipment for the winner to tape his own version of his own entry. Participants are provided with sample storyboard art and copy to arrange into a winning combination. Best entry gets a Sony home video recorder, with monitor and camera, said to have retail value of $1,345;
runners-up get Sony portable television sets or radios.

**Award** - Arthur Hull Hayes, president, CBS Radio, received the Richard Reid Memorial Award of the Catholic Institute of the Press for "outstanding Catholic action within the church sphere and many examples of community action." The award was presented Sept. 29 at the Williams Club, New York.

TV's best friend - KGO-TV San Francisco, involved in a huge, three-month, multimedia advertising campaign to promote its new local and ABC-TV network programs, has found that radio can be a television station's best way to influence people. The ABC-owned outlet ran a total of 2,394 spot announcements on 11 San Francisco-area radio stations from Aug. 1 through Sept. 30, with a followup campaign scheduled through October. The campaign, including the station's on-air efforts, an ABC-TV network buy of radio and newspaper in the San Francisco market and extensive use of local newspaper, magazine, outdoor, bus transit and movie theater media, amounts to an estimated cash value in excess of $580,000.

**Inflation** - Announcing its DJ-for-a-day contest, know Denver ran the following ad: "Help wanted. Person who feels he or she can do Perry Allen's Program better than Perry Allen. Starting salary $50.00 per hour. Immediate retirement benefits." Mr. Allen's comment: "The pay's good. I'll take it."

---

**FATES & FORTUNES**

**BROADCAST ADVERTISING**


Cal J. McCarthy Jr., marketing director of frozen foods division of American Bakeries Co., Chicago, joins Turnbull & Allum, New York, as VP and account supervisor.


Gerald Puccio, senior buyer, Doyle Dane Bernbach, New York, appointed to TV sales staff, Edward Petry & Co., same city. Harry B. Simmons, with radio sales staff, Henry I. Christal Co., Chicago, joins Petry's Chicago office as radio account executive.

J. Paul Jannuzzo, manager, advertising services, for International Telephone and Telegraph Corp., New York, appointed manager of advertising and sales promotion.

John C. Giebel, media director and media supervisor with Needham, Harper & Steers, appointed manager, sales planning and development, NBC Radio, New York. Allan E. Israel, senior writer, marketing and creative services, NBC Radio, New York, named administrator, advertising and promotion.

**Ann Raica**, production supervisor, NBC Radio, named coordinator, production.

Philip S. Boone and Stanley T. Peterson, VP-management supervisors, Louis T. Fischer, head of media department, and Norman W. Lauchner, account supervisor on Frigidaire division of General Motors Corp., with Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, named senior VP's. William (Bud) Luckey, TV art director, D-P-S, San Francisco, named senior TV art director.

Dan Charnas, senior VP at Smith/Greenland Co., New York, elected executive VP in charge of marketing and account service. Murray Platte, VP, account service, elected senior VP in charge of account service. Sidney H. Lawrence and William H. Whittemore, account group supervisors, elected VP's.
York, joins Foote, Cone & Belding, same city, as research group manager.

Bruce Butler Jr. named national sales service manager, KMox-TV St. Louis.

David B. Williams, with McDermott Co. and CBS-TV in publicity and promotion capacities, named director of creative services for Donal & Harmon, New York, whose major account is Independent Television Corp., New York.

Richard Ballinger, supervisor of advertising and sales promotion department, WNBC-AM-TV New York, appointed sales promotion manager, WNEW-TV, same city. Vin Mead, general sales manager, WTTG-TV Washington, appointed account executive, WNEW.

R. A. Wilson, with KPHO Phoenix, named account executive at May Broadcasting Co.'s KMVT-TV Omaha. Latter was incorrectly identified as Meredith station (Broadcasting, Oct. 3).


Richard Estel, with KBAK-TV and KLYD-TV, both Bakersfield, Calif., named creative and merchandising director of KJEO(TV) Fresno, Calif.

G. Kent Smith, account executive with WDEF-AM-FM Kansas City, Mo., named local sales manager.

Edward A. Chasins, with Muller, Jordan and Herrick, Inc., New York, named director of consumer marketing.

Dorothy Orr Varn, with Hicks & Greist, New York, appointed creative supervisor for women's interest products.

Robert N. Thurston, with Mead Johnson & Co., joins Quaker Oats Co., Chicago, as director of public relations, heading newly consolidated department and reporting to Victor Elting Jr.: VP-advertising.

Nissen Davis, manager of publicity, racing promotion and international advertising for Wynn Oil Co., Azusa, Calif., appointed account supervisor-public relations in Los Angeles office of J. Walter Thompson Co.

Joe Franzgrote joins sales staff of KBRO-TV Seattle.

Lars M. Gertz, producer-director at Tracy-Locke Co., Dallas, appointed producer-director for Bill Stokes Associates, that city.

Chuck Byer, with KBRO Bremerton, Wash., and Mahlon Taft join sales staff of KKFV Bellevue, Wash.

MEDIA

J. Howard Wood elected board chairman and Harold F. Grumhaus elected president of The Tribune Co., which owns WGN-AM-TV Chicago, KDAL-AM-TV Duluth, Minn., and KWON-AM Denver. Mr. Wood will remain company's chief executive officer.

Raymond Eichmann, director, audience measurements, NBC, appointed to newly created post of director, research and planning for NBC Radio division, including network, owned stations and NBC Spot Sales. Oscar Campbell, manager of budgets, NBC Radio, New York, appointed manager, business affairs, NBC Radio. John A. Behrendt Jr., administrator of special projects and financial analysis for WNBC-AM-FM-TV New York, named manager, business affairs, NBC owned radio stations.

Edward J. Meehan Jr., general manager of WPBS(FM) Philadelphia, named VP of that station and also of its Muzak and Sound Communications divisions.

John Siquerios, general manager of KDEF-AM-FM Albuquerque, N. M., named VP.

Robert A. Daly, director of program accounting, CBS-TV, New York, appointed to newly created position of director of research and cost planning, CBS-TV business department.

Robert J. Rich, WDSM Duluth, elected president of Minnesota Broadcasters Association, succeeding N. L. Benton, WLOL Minneapolis. Other new officers: James Goetz of K AGE Winona and James J. Wychor of KOWA Worthington, VPs; Robert E. DeHaven, KYSM Mankato, secretary-treasurer.

It's now Ambassador John S. Hayes

John S. Hayes, until last month president of Post-Newsweek Stations and executive vice president of the Washington Post, was sworn in as ambassador to Switzerland on Sept. 30.

At a brief ceremony at the State Department, Ambassador Hayes received the oath of office from Chief of Protocol James W. Symington (r) as members of his family, friends, Washington Post and WTOP-AM-FM-TV associates and members of the diplomatic corps looked on. Also present was U. S. Ambassador-at-Large Llewellyn E. Thompson (second from r).

In the background are Mrs. Hayes and eight-year-old son, Peter.

Ambassador Hayes, who had been in broadcasting for over 35 years, said he hoped he could contribute to strengthening the ties between the U. S. and Switzerland.

Guy Main, WClA-TV Champaign, Ill., elected president of Illinois Broadcasters Association, succeeding Ralph W. Baudin, WLS Chicago. Other new IBA officers: VP-Radio, Robert Meskill, WDKR Urbana; VP-TV, Dick O'Leary, WBBK-TV Chicago; secretary-treasurer, M. H. Stuckwish, WTMJ Taylorville.

Bruce Wallace, retired manager of promotion and public service for WTMJ;
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Stanleigh Torger-son, station manager of WMC-AM-FM Mem-phis, named general manager of WOAM Mi-ami.

Clay D. White, Kennewick, Wash., elected president of Pacific Northwest CATV As-soociation. Other officers chosen: Glenn Tarbox, Missoula, Mont., management VP; Jerry Lauffer, Seattle, technical VP; Wayne A. Aylward, Walla Walla, Wash.

Walter Emery, sales manager of WHEB-AM-FM Portsmouth, N.H., appointed general manager.

William B. Knight, assistant business man-ager at WBBZ-TV Bos-tion, appointed controller at WHS-TV, that city.

Otto C. Junkermann, with WFRV-TV Green Bay, Wis., appointed assistant manager of WABO-TV Rhinelander, Wis.

PROGRAMING

James W. Packer, previously presi-dent of Polaris Productions, Chicago, named president of Mission Productions, Los Angeles.

Dick Starr, program director of WFUN South Miami, Fla., named VP-program-ming.

Jack Fentress, producer and director for KTVI-TV St. Louis, named program director.

Squire D. Rushnell, with WBBZ-AM-TV Boston, joins KYW Philadelphia, as program manager.

Thomas F. Starkle, traffic manager of KXJB-TV Valley City, N. D., appointed operations and program manager.

Herbert R. Shein, program director at WGGQ Kingston, N. Y., named program director of WEEC Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Elena M. Calmet, supervisor of for-eign sales at 20th Century-Fox Televi-sion Inc., New York, appointed inter-national sales service manager at ABC Films, that city.

Barbara Steward, account executive and agency publicist, Cunningham & Walsh, New York, named director of communications, Filmex Inc., television film production firm, same city.

Stan Schwimmer, associate producer on Gidget series, named production execu-tive West Coast on Screen Gems series, Hawk, filming in New York. Mr. Schwimmer will also assist William Sackheim, director of program projects, on properties for 1967-68 season. Lawrence Werner, cinema editor, signed to long-term contract as post-production executive for SG, Hollywood.

Michael B. Styer, promotion assistant at WJIC-TV Pittsburgh, named producer-director.

Jacob Stern, music director of Empire State FM Network, appointed mu-sic director of WPT-AM-FM Paterson, N. J.

S. E. DeCraeppeo, with WQOY and WRGB (TV) Schenectady, N. Y., appointed music director-studio production.

Jack L. Price, with RKO General Productions, New York, named director of sports.

Louis Bonelli, music librarian at WRCAM-AM-FM Washington, appointed FM coordinator of WRC-FM.

NEWS

Sidney Darion, executive producer of ABC News special events unit, named executive producer of ABC-TV’s Peter Jennings With The News. Walter J. Pfister Jr., senior producer of Jennings telecast, succeeds Mr. Darion. Robert Siegenthaler, producer with special events unit, becomes producer with Jen-nings unit. Robert Rogow, producer on Jennings newscast, succeeds Mr. Siegenthaler.

Morris W. Rosenberg, chief of bureau, AP, Mexico City, named head of Paris bureau. He succeeds Richard O’Malley, named chief of bureau at Frankfurt, Germany. Peter Kraus, news director for WKNY Kingston, N. Y., appointed news writer for AP, New York.

Gene Fuson, editorial research direc-tor for KGO-AM-FM-TV San Diego, ap-pointed news director. He replaces Pat Higgins, resigned.

Don Miles, with WITM Trenton, N.J., joins WNNB Bridgeport, Conn., as news director, replacing Steve Powers, who joins news staff of WMCA New York.

Phil Hayes, with news and public affairs department of WFUN South Mi-

ami, Fla., named news director.

Jim Burris, news director of KURL-TV Billings, Mont., joins KORK-TV Las Vegas, as assistant news director. Dave Campbell, news director of WCGI-TV Columbus, Miss., joins KORK-TV as newsman-photographer.

Larry Butler, with WEMP Milwaukee, named news director.

Jim Lawrence, program director for KBBO San Diego, named overnight news editor for KFJ Los Angeles. Lyle Kil-gore, news director for KNEX San Bernardino, Calif., appointed evening mobile reporter at KFH.

David von Sothen, news editor at WRC-AM-FM Washington, appointed pro-ducer, special projects.

Patrick McGivern, news writer for WCBS-TV New York, joins news depart-ment, WCBS, same city. John Cameron, writer-announcer, WVP Mount Kisco, N. Y., joins reporting staff, WCBS.


Dick Ford, with KMOX-TV St. Louis, joins news staff of WJAE-TV Pittsburgh.

Lee Tabor, with KVAL-TV Eugene, Ore., appointed newsman for KOIN-TV
Bill Ferrell, with WSAZ Huntington, W. Va., appointed to news staff of WSAZ-AM-TV.

EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING


A. B. Covey, assistant to president of Ameco Inc., Phoenix, appointed assistant to president of C-COR Electronics Inc., State College, Pa.

George E. Dube, with United Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Association, joins Electronic Industries Association as assistant to Jack Wayman, staff VP of EIA's consumer products division. Mr. Dube, primarily will handle public relations for division.


FANFARE

Syd Russell, publicity director for Shriners Hospital for Crippled Children, Los Angeles, appointed publicity director for KTVU(TV) Oakland-San Francisco.


Richard Popin, with KRON-TV San Francisco, appointed sales promotion director.

Robert R. Harris, with WFUN South Miami, Fla., appointed promotion director.

INTERNATIONAL

George Young, TV representative for British Broadcasting Corp. in Canada, appointed managing director for Desilu Sales Ltd., also in Canada. Mr. Young's headquarters will be at Desilu's new offices, Penthouse 10, Village on the Green, 55 Maitland St., Toronto.

John Crawley, foreign news editor of British Broadcasting Corp., London, succeeds Donald Edwards as editor, news and current affairs, upon retirement of Mr. Edwards. Mr. Crawley will be responsible for coordination and policy of current affairs output on BBC radio and television.

Ron Trainer appointed joint managing director of Guild Television Services Ltd., London.

ALLIED FIELDS


Adalbert Von Gontard Jr., associate publisher of Metromedia Inc.'s Diplomat magazine, appointed client relations VP for diversified communications company's media divisions, newly created post.

LaRoy Collins, who resigned as under secretary of commerce on Oct. 1, and onetime president of National Association of Broadcasters and former Democratic governor of Florida, becomes partner in Tampa, Fla., law firm of Fowler, White, Collins, Gillen, Hunkey and Trenam (Broadcasting, Sept. 19).

Lionel Brotman, TV-radio creative director for Boston office, Bo Bernstein Agency, Providence, R. I., joins division of communications arts at Cambridge School, Boston, as chairman of television department.

Herman Finkelstein, general counsel of American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers, elected to Institute of Judicial Administration, nonprofit organization promoting improvements in judicial system.

Raymond Fielding, associate professor of film at University of Iowa, Iowa City, elected president of University Film Producers Association.

DEATHS

Ivon B. Newman, 65, general manager of WVNJ Newark since its founding in 1947, died on Oct. 1 after long illness. Mr. Newman's previous positions included sales manager, WMLC New London, Conn.; VP and general manager, WMBZ Boston, and general manager, WKAT Miami.

John T. McHugh, 62, VP and member of board of Geyer, Morey, Ballard, hospital, Ridgewood, N. J. His wife, Dorothy, and three children survive.

Mr. Patterson

Richard C. Patterson Jr., 80, executive VP and director of NBC from 1932 to 1936, died of heart attack Sept. 30 in New York. Mr. Patterson served as under secretary of Department of Commerce from 1938 to 1939 and as board chairman of Radio-Kethi-Orpheum in 1940-1944. He also held public office in New York City and from 1944 to 1953 was ambassador to Yugoslavia, Guatemala and Switzerland. He is survived by his wife, Shelley, and daughter

Eric Fleming, 41, TV-motion picture actor, drowned on Sept. 28 while filming jungle picture on location in Tingo Maria area of Peru. He was star of CBS-TV's Rawhide series.

John B. Kiefer, veteran broadcaster, advertising and marketing executive, died Oct. 4 (his 70th birthday) in Good Samaritan hospital, Los Angeles. Mr. Kiefer introduced participation radio program format on KNX and KEWB Los Angeles in 1924. Two years later he founded radio brokerage firm, Radio Varieties. In 1930's he was national radio and PR director for Townsend (old age pension) plan. In 1936 he was radio director for Democratic National Committee during presidential campaign. In 1950 he co-founded Musicast Inc., background music service, and was president of that company at time of his death. He was president and general manager of KMIL (FM) Los Angeles from 1957 to 1965. He was president of FM Development Association, fore-runner to National Association of FM Broadcasters, 1957-59. Surviving is his wife, Lois.

William H. Richardson Jr., 38, chief of bureau for AP at Indianapolis, died Sept. 30 in automobile accident near Putnamville, Ind. Survivors include his wife, Mary Jean, two sons and two daughters.

SUBSCRIBER SERVICE

Please include a BROADCASTING address label whenever you write about your subscription.

TO SUBSCRIBE mail this form with payment. Mark [ ] new subscription or [ ] renew present subscription. Subscription rates on page 7.

BROADCASTING
1735 DeSales St., Washington, D. C. 20036

82 (FATES & FORTUNES)
As compiled by Broadcasting, Sept. 29 through Oct. 5 and based on filings, authorizations and other FCC actions.

**FOR THE RECORD**

**STATION AUTHORIZATIONS, APPLICATIONS**


New AM stations

**ACTION BY FCC**


**APPLICATION**

WCRW Tarpon Springs, Fla.—Mod. of li- cense to change station location from Tar- pon Springs to Dunedin, Fla. Ann. Sept. 30.

**New FM stations**

**APPLICATIONS**

Clare, Mich. — Bi-County Broadcasting Corp. 85.3 mc, channel 371, 3 kw, Ant. height above average terrain -303 ft., 30 ft. P.O. address: c/o Andrew W. Hilliger, 523 Lincoln Ave. S.E. St. Cloud, Minn. Estimated construction cost $11,414; first-year operating cost $4,800; revenue $8900. WJON Broadcasting is licensee of WCRM Clare. Ann. Sept. 30.

Cloud, Minn.—WJON Broadcasting Corp. 107.1 mc, channel 286, 3 kw, Ant. height above average terrain 189.93 ft. P.O. address: c/o Andrew W. Hilliger, 523 Lincoln Ave. S.E. St. Cloud, Minn. Estimated construction cost $18,000; first-year operating cost $5800; no revenue. WJON Broadcasting is licensee of WCRM St. Cloud, Ann. Sept. 30.

Columbus, Miss.—Radio Columbus Inc. 101.3 mc, channel 276, 3 kw, Ant. height above average terrain 456 ft. P.O. address: c/o J. W. Furr, Box 707, Columbus, Miss. Estimated construction cost $18,000; first-year operating cost $30,000; revenue $3600. Principal: W. Furr (50%). John W. Furr has interests in both parts company and planting mix industries. He is also in real estate. WMPA Aberdeen and WPFR-FM Hattiesburg, all Mississippian. Dowdle is retailer and wholesaler of fulane gas. Mr. Thomas is certified public accountant. Mr. Wollin is stockholder in National Bank of Commerce in Columbus. Mr. Mauldin is in retail furni- ture, real estate and real estate. Ann. Oct. 3.

McCook, Neb.—Miss—Albert Mac Smith, Phillip Dean Brady and Louis Alfard, partnership doing business as The Southwestern Broadcasting Co. of Mississippi, 94.1 mc, channel 231, 26.8 kw, Ant. height above average terrain 196 ft. P.O. address: c/o Albert M. Smith, Box 604, McComb, Miss. Estimated construction cost $35,961; first-year operating cost $24,000; revenue $40,000. Mr. Smith and Alfard are each 33 1/3% owners. Southwestern Broadcasting Co. of McComb is licensee of WAPF McBroom and WMHZ Hachburg, both Mississippi. Smith and Alfard each have 33 1/3% interest in KALI Plain Bluff. Mr. Smith has 50% interest in WPPR Portage, Miss. and Charleroi, Pa.—Laubach Radio Properties Inc. Granted CP for new AM on 1490 kc, 1 kw. Ant. height above average terrain 428 ft. P.O. address: c/o John L. Laubach, Gateway St., Pittsburgh 15222. Estimated construction cost $30,113; first-year operating cost $12,100; revenue $18,600. Laubach Radio Properties is licensee of WESSA Charleroi. Ann. Oct. 4.


Spokane, Wash.—G. C. Monson, 58.9 mc, channel 255, 49.9 kw, Ant. height above average terrain—not given. P.O. address: Box 6022, Spokane 99203. Estimated construction cost $29,800; first-year operating cost $3,000; revenue $12,000. Mr. Monson is 1/2 owner of KUDY Spokane, and has ap- plication for additional FM to accompany KUDY. Ann. Oct. 3.

San Luis Obispo, Calif.—A. L. Stewart Enterprises Inc. 102.7 mc, channel 274, 78.5 kw, Ant. height above average terrain 500 ft. P.O. address: Box 504, Madison, Wis. 53701. Estimated construction cost $19,600; first-year operating cost $18,000; revenue $19,000. Principals: Paul A. Stewart (45.8%), Helen E. Stewart (7.2%), and Warren Hopeman (19.8%) and others. Mr. Stewart has interests in insurance, real estate and farming. Mrs. Stewart is housewife. Mr. Hopeman has same real estate and farming interests. Ann. Oct. 8.

San German, P. R.—WAEL Inc. 56.1 mc, channel 56, 3.6 kw, Ant. height above average terrain 1,900 ft. P.O. address: c/o Manuel Pirallo, Box 574, Mayaguez, P. R. 00678. Estimated construction cost $20,700; first-year operating cost $24,000; revenue $18,000. Principal: Manuel Pirallo (100%) and Jose Luis Pirallo Lopez (32.5%). Manuel Lopez is owner of stone quarry and hardware store. WAEL Inc. is licensee of WAEI Mayaguez, P. R. Manuel Lopez has interests in WRAI Rio Grande and WBFM Bayamon and WISO Ponce, all Puerto Rico. Ann. Oct. 4.

**Existing FM stations**

**NEW CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED**

West Coast—1575 Jewel Ave., Pacific Grove, Calif.—FR 5-3164
Washington—711 14th St., N.W., Washington, D.C.—DI 7-8531
Ownership changes

**ACTIONS BY FCC**

WAJF Decatur, Ala.—Granted assignment of license from J. B. Fall Jr., to Fall Broadcasting Co., Inc., B. L. Fall, president (50%). No consideration.

WALR Stoneham, Mass.—Granted assignment of property (to be distributed as stock) from New England Radiocorp., to Mobile, Ala., Inc., by James B. Fall, president (35% each, 50% each, 25%) No consideration. Action Sept. 27.

WAFB Baton Rouge, La.—Granted assignment of stock in licensee WAFB-TV, Inc., parent corporation of licensee WAFB-TV, Inc., to WAFB Stations, Inc., by Wesley B. Fall, president (35% each, 50% each, 25%) No consideration. Action Sept. 27.

KKEW and unassigned FM Shreveport, La.—Granted relinquishment of property interest in licensee KKEW, Inc., net stockholders value of $62,450. No consideration. Action Sept. 27.

KZTV-Denver, Colo.—Granted assignment of property (to be distributed as stock) from New England Radiocorp., to Mobile, Ala., Inc., by James B. Fall, president (35% each, 50% each, 25%) No consideration. Action Sept. 27.

WMEL-Wilmingon, N.C.—Granted acquisition of control of licensee WMEL, Inc., parent corporation of licensee WMEL, Inc., by Frederic G. Fall, president (50%). No consideration.


KLEQ Shreveport, La.—Granted assignment of control of licensee KLEQ, Inc., parent corporation of licensee KLEQ, Inc., by Frederic G. Fall, president (50%). No consideration. Action Sept. 27.


WAKY Louisville, Ky.—Granted relinquishment of property interest in licensee WAKY, Inc., parent corporation of licensee WAKY, Inc., by Frederic G. Fall, president (50%). No consideration. Action Sept. 27.

WGLA-XFM-AM-LN Montgomery, Ala.—Granted acquisition of property interest in licensee WGLA, Inc., as stockholders through issuance of additional stock to Medallion Pictures Corp., owned by WGY Broadcasting Corp., to Southern Consolidated, Inc., by Joseph M. Arnoff, president (50% each, none after) through purchase of stock from Frank R. Hunt (50% each, none after). Consideration $1,500. Action Sept. 27.

WAKY Louisville, Ky.—Granted relinquishment of property interest in licensee WAKY, Inc., parent corporation of licensee WAKY, Inc., by Frederic G. Fall, president (50%). No consideration. Action Sept. 27.

WAKY Louisville, Ky.—Granted relinquishment of property interest in licensee WAKY, Inc., parent corporation of licensee WAKY, Inc., by Frederic G. Fall, president (50%). No consideration. Action Sept. 27.

WAKY Louisville, Ky.—Granted relinquishment of property interest in licensee WAKY, Inc., parent corporation of licensee WAKY, Inc., by Frederic G. Fall, president (50%). No consideration. Action Sept. 27.

WAKY Louisville, Ky.—Granted relinquishment of property interest in licensee WAKY, Inc., parent corporation of licensee WAKY, Inc., by Frederic G. Fall, president (50%). No consideration. Action Sept. 27.

WAKY Louisville, Ky.—Granted relinquishment of property interest in licensee WAKY, Inc., parent corporation of licensee WAKY, Inc., by Frederic G. Fall, president (50%). No consideration. Action Sept. 27.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name and Company</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JANSKY &amp; BAILEY Consulting Engineers</td>
<td>2411 - 2419 M St., N.W. Washington 37, D. C. 296-6400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAMES C. McNARY Consulting Engineer</td>
<td>National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.</td>
<td>Telephone District 7-1205 Member AFCCCE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. D. Ring &amp; Associates</td>
<td>42 Years' Experience in Radio Engineering</td>
<td>1110 H St., N. W. 298-6890 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. EARL CULLUM, JR. CONSULTING ENGINEERS</td>
<td>INWOOD POST OFFICE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WALTER F. KEAN CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS</td>
<td>Associate George M. Simeon 19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2401 Riverside, Ill. (A Chicago suburb)</td>
<td>Member AFCCCE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARL E. SMITH CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS</td>
<td>8200 Snowville Road Cleveland 41, Ohio</td>
<td>Phone: 216-526-4386 Member AFCCCE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERL SAXON CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER</td>
<td>622 Hoskins Street</td>
<td>Lufkin, Texas</td>
<td>Néptun 4-4242 Néptun 4-9558 Member AFCCCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN H. MULLANEY and ASSOCIATES</td>
<td>Division of Multronics, Inc. Multronics Building 5712 Frederick Ave., Rockville, Md. (A suburb of Washington)</td>
<td>Phone: 301 427-4666 Member AFCCCE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN C. GOLDEY CONSULTING ENGINEERS</td>
<td>Box 798, Upper Montclair, N.J. 07043</td>
<td>Phone: (201) 766-3000</td>
<td>Member AFCCCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUY C. HUTCHISON</td>
<td>817 Crestview 4-8721</td>
<td>F. O. Box 808 1100 W. Abram Arlington, Texas 76010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMMATT &amp; EDISON CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS</td>
<td>Box 68, International Airport San Francisco 28, California</td>
<td>Diamond 2-5208</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER</td>
<td>9306 Wyoming Pl. Hilland 4-7010</td>
<td></td>
<td>KANSAS CITY 14, MISSOURI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.</td>
<td>TELEVISION and RADIO ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS 127 Industrial Rd. San Carlos, California 94070</td>
<td>Phone 592-1394 Res. 593-7006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAYMOND E. ROHRER &amp; Associates Consulting Radio Engineers</td>
<td>426 Wyatt Bldg. Washington, D. C.</td>
<td>Phone: 347-9041 Member AFCCCE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSCAR LEON CUellar</td>
<td>CONSULTING ENGINEER 1044 East Edison</td>
<td>Phone (Area Code 203) 326-7805</td>
<td>TUCSON, ARIZONA Member AFCCCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHARLES NEENAN ASSOCIATES</td>
<td>Television Lighting and Audio-Visual Consultants</td>
<td>Bridgewater, Connecticut 06752</td>
<td>(203) 354-9055</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING, Oct. 6

ON AIR CP's NOT ON AIR TOTAL APPLICATIONS for new stations
AM 4,072 9 4,063
FM 1,510 237 1,747
TV-UHF 474 20 494

AUTHORIZED TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING, Oct. 6
VHF
California 518 23 541
Commercial 70 83
Noncommercial 0 0

COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
Compiled by FCC, July 31, 1966

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AM</th>
<th>FM</th>
<th>TV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Licensed (all on air)</td>
<td>4,059</td>
<td>1,498</td>
<td>554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP's on air (new stations)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP's not on air (new stations)</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total applications for new stations (not in hearing)</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications for new stations (in hearing)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total applications for new stations</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications for changes in hearing</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications for major changes in hearing</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total applications for major changes</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licenses deleted</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP's deleted</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Breakdown on UHF and VHF applications not available.

Includes three commercial stations operating on commercial channels.

In addition, two AM's operate on Special Temporary Authority.

In addition, two licensed VHF's and two licensed UHF's are not on air.

In addition, two VHF's operate with Special Temporary Authority.

OTHER ACTIONS
- By order in Costa Mesa-Newport Beach, Calif., AM proceeding, commission denied petition by Pasadenia Community Station Inc. for reconsideration of Aug. 28 action affirming examiner's denial of further extension of time to exchange exhibits; also denied Pasadenia's request for oral argument on its petition. Commission Cox dissented. Action Oct. 5.
- Considering questions concerning procedural steps which were certified to board by hearing examiner, review board stated that it had no jurisdiction and referred delegation of jurisdiction and authority as extending to calling for additional applications and denied requests in connection therewith.
- Review board granted petition by KWHK Broadcasting Co., for extension of time to Oct. 20, within which to file responsive pleadings to petition to enlarge issues filed by KARE-TV and Radio Inc. on Sept. 28, Action Oct. 5.
- Review board granted petition by Supat Broadcasting Corp., for extension of time to Nov. 14 within which to file exceptions to initial decision in TV proceeding.
- Review board granted petition by KWMK Broadcasting Co., for extension of time to Oct. 20, within which to file responsive pleadings to petition to enlarge issues filed by KARE-TV and Radio Inc. on Sept. 28, Action Oct. 5.
- Review board granted petition by Re- porter Broadcasting Co., for extension of time to Oct. 20, within which to file exceptions to motion to enlarge issues in TV proceeding.
- Review board granted petition by Somerset County Broadcasting Co., for expedited action on two CP's not in hearing on reason of hearing examiner's submission of petition as petition requested action by Oct. 5, Action Oct. 4.
- Review board granted petition of Erway Television Corp., for extension of time to Oct. 10 within which to file responsive pleadings to petition to enlarge issues filed on Sept. 19 by Woodland Broadcasting Co., Action Oct. 4.
- By memorandum opinion and order, review board denied request by Adiron- dack Television Corp. to enlarge issues to permit inquiry into proposed programing in proceeding on its application and that of Northeast TV Cablevision Corp. for new station to operate on channel 23 in Albany, N. Y. This denial was based on Oct. 3.
- Review board granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for extension of time to Oct. 10 to file responsive pleadings to appeal from rulings of presiding examiner or, in alternative, motion for modification of issues by Midwest Television Inc. in proceeding on petition by Midwest for relief against Adiron- dack's petitions for service of cable TV sys- tems into San Diego area, Action Sept. 30.
- Review board granted petition by WBEY Inc. for extension of time to Oct. 5 to file responsive pleadings to petition to enlarge issues in proceeding on its application and that of Lynn Moun- tain Broadcasting Inc. for new FM's in Phi- delphia, Pa., Action Sept. 30.
- By memorandum opinion and order in proceeding on applications of Atlantic Broadcasting Co. and Bethesda-Cherry Chase Broadcast- ing Inc., Bethesda, Md., review board denied petition by WUSTL to enlarge and modify issues. Members Nelson and Kessler not participating. Action Sept. 29.
- By memorandum opinion, and order in proceeding on applications of Jones T. Sud- bury and Northwest Tennessee Broadcast- ing Co., for new FM's in Martin, Tenn. review board granted in part petition by Sudbury and enlarged issues to determine (a) whether Sudbury failed to file its application within 30 days after substantial changes were made, as required by sec. 1.65 of rules, and (b) whether facts adduced pur- port to issue bear upon the qualifications of Sudbury. Member Kessler dissented. Review board granted extension of time for new stations in申 in accordance with statement of Member Nelson joined. Action Sept. 29.
- By memorandum opinion and order in proceeding on applications of Chicagoland TV Co. and Chicago Federation of Labor and Mutual Union of Local 24's TV's to operate on channel 38 in Chicago, in TV proceeding, Oct. 1570, review board granted in part petition by Chicago Federation and enlarged issues to determine whether there is reasonable assurance that antenna site proposed by Chicagoland will be available and (2) motion granted by Chicagoland for leave to file supplement to opposition to enlarge issues. Member Pincock dissented. Action Sept. 29.

Routine roundup

ACTIONS ON MOTIONS

By Commission
- Commission, by Broadcast Bureau, on Oct. 5 extended time for filing comments in rule-making proceeding concerning multiple ownership of TV's in 15 largest TV markets to Nov. 1 for comments and to Dec. 5 for replies. Extension was requested by NBC and approved.
- Commission, by Broadcast Bureau, on Oct. 16 denied requests by Joint Committee Against Toll TV for extension of time to file comments in matter pending on Part 73 of rules for provision for subscription television service; and ordered that comments and reply comments filed by Oct. 10 and Nov. 10, respectively.
- Commission on Oct. 5 granted request by Communications Satellite Corp. for extension of time to Oct. 14 to file responses to oppositions to petitions for reconsideration in the matter of authorized entities and authorized users under Communications Satellite Act.

By the Office of Opinions and Review
- In proceeding on applications of Atlantic Broadcasting Co. and Bethesda-Cherry Chase Broadcasters, Bethesda, Md., granted petition by Broadcast Bureau to extend time from Oct. 4 to Oct. 11 to file responsive pleadings to application by Bethesda-Cherry Chase for review. Action Sept. 28.

By Chief Hearing Examiner
- James D. Cunningham


Designated Examiner Jay A. Kyle to preside at hearing in proceeding on applica- tions of Community Communications of Dallas to operate new TV and FM's in newly designated market of Dallas, Texas; hearing for Nov. 11 and hearing for Nov. 21. Action Oct. 5.


Designated Examiner Forrest L. Mc- Clellan in lieu of Examiner Walther W. Guenger to preside at hearings in proceeding on order to back Mountain Teleable Inc., Dallas borough, Dallas township, Kings- ton township, Lehman township, Lake township and 'Harveys Lake' area, Pa. Hearing requested because it was deemed not in order to cease and desist from further operation of station, tentative rules, and dismissed for lack of compliance with commission order to cease and desist; held that prehearing conference be held in Vilkes-Barre, Pa., Action Sept. 27.

Designated Examiner Robert J. Mc- wicz Jr. to preside at hearing in proceeding on applications of Atlantic Broadcasting Co., and Holmes Broadcasting Inc. for (continued on page 93)
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE—MONDAY preceding publication date.)

• SITUATIONS WANTED 25¢ per word—$2.00 minimum. HELP WANTED 30¢ per word—$2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads $25.00 per inch—37¢ per word. SITUATIONS FOR MANAGEMENT, EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES, and BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY advertising require display space. 5" or over billed R.O.B. rate.
• All other classifications, 35¢ per word—$4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies: c/o BROADCASTING, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington, D. C. 20036.

Applicants: If types, slides or packages submitted, $1.00 charge each for handling. (Forward remittance separately please. All photos, slides, etc., sent to Box numbers are sent at owner’s risk. Broadcasters expressly repudiate any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.

Help Wanted—Management

Require immediate general manager with sales experience for local N. Y. daytime.
Top salary. Box J-247, BROADCASTING.

Professional salesman! Major market earning potential! Compensation open! Assume sales manager slot ... Must have ability to oversee and manage! Ideas! Promotional finesse ... eager and able to do... Have proven record as over-all agency for select station accounts! Send floor and floor opportunity of helping organize a team that will grow, expand, prosper - with you at the helm. Baltimore. Call for appointment, Rocky Mountain area. Medium market, nationally acclaimed. If you think you can contribute, tell all. Box K-X-96, BROADCASTING.

Large group operator looking for management candidates. Dynamic sales manager to fill key prime markets. Genuine opportunity with real future. Send complete resume and recent photo of your surroundings and references. Box K-182, BROADCASTING.

Detroit—Solid salesman—proven track record—management capability—multiple group—good starting salary plus Box J-28, BROADCASTING.

Detroit—Progressive AM-FM station has opening for experienced radio salesman who wants to enter big market. Perhaps you’re No. 1 in a market which has no No. 1. Send resume and photo. Put your talents to work in a city with vibrant up-and-coming prospects and earn from $15,000 to $20,000. If you are a self-starter, hard worker, overcome obstacles, write immediately with complete details. Box K-15, BROADCASTING.

Money hungry salesman needed in south’s hot market! Every week before your 5000 watt with plenty of business on the air. Good guarantee, incentive bonus and top prospect list. Top money for top salesman. Box K-153, BROADCASTING.

America’s original C&W needs experienced man with proven record. Group operation, top commission, incentives. Rush resume to KDAV, Box 276, Lubbock, Texas.


KWBB, Wichita, Kansas, Box 486 adding another local sales representative. Prefer man from this area.

A good account list and plenty of prospects are waiting for a qualified opportunity. You’ll never want to leave us. WBYS, Canton, Illinois.

Experienced salesman—announcer wanted—WVHL, Hendersonville, North Carolina.

Salesman. . . If you’re aggressive, would like to try selling and still have a very stimulating station with opportunity to invest. Call 1-506-723-4005, Joe Tyrrell.

Announcers—(cont’d)

Gotham City, Podunk or you name it!! Don’t care where you’ve been or the size of your present market. Dreaming of breaking wild, wild child who runs a tight board this top-e-o-the-best 600 kilowatt coast mover wants you! All tapes will be carefully considered (and returned if you wish). This is a very opening and it’ll take a rare man to fill it but if you think you’re the man write: Box K-91, BROADCASTING.

Announcer for MOR station, northern lower Michigan. Well established network group; fringe benefits. Send resume audition tape and salary requirements to Box K-40, BROADCASTING.

Announcer with 1st phone who can handle commercials music or news--AM-FM network affiliate in western Minnesota, owned by TV group. Only to become chief engineer. Box K-91, BROADCASTING.


Announcer-production supervisor starting $450 and up monthly. In a school and college community. Heavy talk, MOR, financially stable. Write Box K-109, BROADCASTING.

Mature voice New England market immediate opening for staff announcer. No dubbing—strict "Beautiful Music" format. Must have tight board. Salary $130.00. Send tape and resume to Box K-108, BROADCASTING.

Announcer who can also do play-by-play. Impressive salary, Box K-109, BROADCASTING.

California AM needs night man with first chair real good job. Box K-118, BROADCASTING.

Immediate opening for morning man with first phone. Easy listening top forty. . . Some sales responsibility. Send resume and tape. Must have car. All replies confidential. Send tape, resume and salary requirements to Box K-16, BROADCASTING.

Midwest group now scouting for boss locks and move newsman. Send blinded tape, resume and salary requirements to Box K-16, BROADCASTING.

Announcers—(cont’d)

Classified Advertisements

Wichita, Kansas, Box 5533 for their station has opening for experienced radio salesman
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One of country’s top rated better music stations needs professional announcer with flair, imagination and showmanship. Excellent salary, free life and hospitalization insurance, profit sharing plan and opportunity to move up immediately to WRIZ, 1699 Coral Way, Miami, Florida. Apply Box K-165, BROADCASTING.

Announcer—Continued

Immediate opening for a sober, reliable man with voice of class, phone for night work. For a semi-control AM station. Excellent pay plus sick, vacation and hospitalization benefits. Apply Box K-165, BROADCASTING.

Announcer—Continued

Needed immediately. Mature announcer, strong news, good commercial, reliable at KQW, 780, Jackson, Mississippi. Send samples, reference interviews and resume to KQW, 780, Jackson, Mississippi.

Immediate opening for one of midwest’s largest radio stations. Excellent pay and fringe benefits. Apply Box K-115, BROADCASTING.


No phone calls, please.

 Immediate opening for announcer. Station WWOW, New Bedford, Massachusetts.

First phone announcer for network Album station. Mature announcer, third. Immediate opportunity. $125.00 weekly. Will advance. Call collect 413-545-7691, before noon.

Technical

Chief engineer with announcing experience. Box K-53, BROADCASTING.

Chief engineer for southwestern station. Box K-55, BROADCASTING.

Chief engineer for major directional in major market in midwest. We want must know and like top forty operation and understand its problems. Must have production-studio experience and experience. Will advance. Call Box K-75, BROADCASTING.

Engineer experienced AM-FM-TV first-class license. Must have maintenance experience in above. Overseas position minimum two year commitment. $12,000.00 per year. Box K-115, BROADCASTING.

Wanted immediately; Chief engineer—announcer for new 1600 watt station Artesia, New Mexico who can install new AM studio plus FM stereo. Friendly and dynamic. Must be steady on its feet, lead, communicate and be a good newsman. Good income. Write Dave Button, 6609 Potawatomi Drive, San Diego, California before October 15 after this date write to KSVP, Artesia, N. M.

Chief engineer for WAMS, Wilmington, Delaware. 1st phone & background in studio and transmitter maintenance, necessary. Present chief being promoted within company. Contact: Mr. Mungo, 414 French St., 362-394-6801, ext. 268.

Full charge chief engineer immediately for WAZY-AM-FM, Lafayette, Indiana. Modern equipment, excellent radio-transmitter building. No announcing required. Shift permits Purdue University classes, $60.00 per week, plus AFTRA scale. Write WKKK, Kankakee, Illinois, details of experience, references.


Immediate opening for a sober, reliable man with voice of class, phone for night work. For a semi-control AM station. Excellent pay plus sick, vacation and hospitalization benefits. Apply Box K-165, BROADCASTING.

Chief engineer, suburban Chicago, Evanston, Illinois. 3rd class license, 110-kw, FM. 1st class license plus special AM class license. 5th class license plus special FM class license at night. Send complete resume, references and expected in first letter. No phone calls, WMVA-AM-FM, Martinsville, Va.

Announcer opening. Nite man with third class license plus special AM class license at night. Excellent experience. Good voice. Apply Box K-115, BROADCASTING.

Chief engineer, suburban Chicago, Evanston, Illinois. 110-kw, AM, 2nd class license plus special FM class license at night. Send complete resume, references for possible position in Chicago area. Excellent experience. Phone 312-810-2212.

Announcer—Continued

Immediate opening for a sober, reliable man with voice of class, phone for night work. For a semi-control AM station. Excellent pay plus sick, vacation and hospitalization benefits. Apply Box K-165, BROADCASTING.

Technical—Continued

looking for something different? Experi- enced announcer who wants to move up into management or programming. Box K-127, BROADCASTING.

NEWS

$500 and up monthly for qualified news dis- tributors. A suburban Baltimore radio station, 25,000. Financially sound, stable MOR opera- tion. Write Box K-105, BROADCASTING.

News director for local news operation. $500.00 per month to start. KBRZ, Freeport, Texas.

KILT Needs top newsmen for forty hour week. Must be fast, accurate and authoritative. Send short tape and complete resume to Brad Messer, News Director, 500 Lovett Blvd., Houston, No phone calls, please.

Newsman who can read crisp, brisk news- cast with confidence and authority. Will require experienced and eager newsman to go for getting me- dia's top news writing position. Pay will count heavily in absence of formal news training. Send short tape, samples of writing, and complete resume to Ray Runyon, Director of News, WNEB, Wooster, Mass.

Newsmen with writing ability & mature judgment wanted at once. Contact Program or News Director, WNEB, Wooster, Mass.

Production—Programming, Others

Midwest medium market station wants to add a combination production manager & traffic director. Submit resume, photo, refer- ences, salary. Small market applicant seeking advancement preferred. Box K-124, BROADCASTING.

Program director who is willing to work. Could be studio, or on-air job. We want someone who wants to work into programming. Must have some production ability. Must be willing to re- move home office. Apply Box K-137, BROADCASTING.

Real swinging top 40 dj to do three hour show. Must be able to work at least 20 hours per week. No phone calls. Send resume and samples of work. P. O. Box 244, Charleston, S. C.

Unusual opening for creative production- announcer. If you have writing, news or first class ticket— all the better—although we will consider anyone who can gel a good voice. Send resume, box with FM, Call Dave Moss or Herb Kobler, Princeton, N. J. 609-294-3500.

RADIO Situation Wanted—Management

Looking for something different? Experi- enced announcer who wants to move up into management or programming. Box K-127, BROADCASTING.
**Situations Wanted—Announcers**

Midwest—Good DJ, production, PD looking for right move. Experienced—1st phone. Phone 608-256-0204 or Box K-56, BROADCASTING.


28 years experience, announcer, news, copy, production. Attractive ex-Cal. Box K-80, BROADCASTING.

Sports announcer—experienced, strong on play-by-play. New York, New Jersey, Conn. area. Box K-95, BROADCASTING.

First phone morning deejay. Experienced. Run smooth, relaxed, middle of the road show. Light production. Box K-110, BROADCASTING.

Talk personality, voluntary, controversial, well viewed, companionable, entertaining. Box K-111, BROADCASTING.

Experienced first phone announcer desires position with MOR station in top 100 markets. Prefer west. Box K-114, BROADCASTING.

DJ/newsman, 1st phone, 27, single, vet. Some experience prefer Michigan or surrounding states. TV or radio. (313) VE 6-3175 (no collect calls). Phone or write Box K-116, BROADCASTING.

Negro R&B DJ-announcer with third license, authoritative, news, experienced, light board. Married, willing to relocate, small market. Box K-121, BROADCASTING.


Eight months experience, draft deferred, college, third phone. Box K-128, BROADCASTING.

Swinging DJ, Gospel dj. Family man, want to relocate. No collect. Box K-129, BROADCASTING.

DJ-announcer with 3rd endorsed, military completed, dramatic background, 9 months experience. Will return to Ohio. Box K-158, BROADCASTING.


**Announcers—(cont’d)**

**Technical**

Immediate opening for engineer with first class license in upper Midwest full power VHF television station. Immediate opening required. Write Box J-125, BROADCASTING.

Engineer with 1st class license for permanent position at RCA TV station using RCA T56AH. Previous transmitter experience desirable but not essential. Contact: E. M. Tink, KWWL-TV, Waterloo, Iowa. Send resume to Box J-268, BROADCASTING.

Who says you can’t make money in south Florida? We need a good studio man with a first phone and, first class experience which includes studio control and remotes. Send references, salary & benefits requirements to Box J-269, BROADCASTING.

A new Ohio UHF has opening for chief engineer. Reply to Box K-84, BROADCASTING.

Immediate openings in northeast for first class licensed engineers. Box K-103, BROADCASTING.

Experienced engineer, 3 to 5 years, for supervisory position in Florida. Send resume and recent photo to Box K-106, BROADCASTING.

Chief engineer, E.T.V. Rapidly expanding University Educational TV department with top opportunities. First phone, and first class license required. We are seeking licensed engineer to take charge of technical operations. Starting salary competitive, opportunities for advancement. Box K-137, BROADCASTING.

Experienced Video tape engineer, preferably with color background. Good opportunity with substantial company in Los Angeles. Salary dependent upon qualifications. Box K-144, BROADCASTING.

Kinescope recording engineer. Good opportunity with substantial company in Los Angeles. Salary dependent upon qualifications. Box K-146, BROADCASTING.

Chief engineer—Excellent opportunity for an experienced chief engineer to take complete charge of engineering department of television station doing substantial local live color programming. We will offer an excellent starting salary and fringe benefits program to person selected. Send detailed confidential resume to Box K-157, BROADCASTING. At equal opportunity employer (M/F).

Immediate opening—TV broadcast engineer who will work all phases of operations. No experience not mandatory. Excellent area to live. A growing color station. Contact Howard, 1st phone, box 3-A, Twin Falls, Idaho., with full resume.

Immediate opening for experienced transm. engineer. RCA T32BL, transm. full power on top of Quansative mountain region. Call collect Ken Renfrow, KOAA-TV, Pueblo, Colo. 503-544-5782.

KREX-TV has immediate openings at three western Colorado locations. 1st class required. Television studio and transmitter engineer, experience desirable but not necessary. Send complete resume to James H. Meyer, P.O. Box 78, Grand Junction, Colorado.

Immediate opening television transmitter engineer switcheer call KREX-TV, Durango, Colorado.

University chief with first and experience. Maintain VTR, Kine. CCTV, FM, $8,380. Dr. Kenneth Harwood, KUSC, Los Angeles 90007.

One permanent opening for television studio technician with first class license to work with new West RCA color equipment. Previous experience desirable, but not essential. Contact E. M. Tink, KWWL-TV, Waterloo, Iowa.

Rapidly expanding non-commercial station needs additional experience first phone engineer. Call or write William Leutz, WBGV-TV, Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio. An equal opportunity employer in consideration for employment without regard to race, color, creed or national origin.
**Technical—(Cont’d)**

Chicago UHF needs qualified engineers for position as studio, transmitter and maintenance engineer. Experience on RCA equipment and Ampex VTR desirable. Prefer engineers with first phone licenses. Contact: Herbert H. Eckstein, Chief Engineer, WTMV-TV, 500 North 8th St., Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Telephone 312-683-0260.

Transmitter technician for high power midwest UHF group station. Full color, clean, bright environment. Contact: Jerry Mott, WICW-TV, 2668 East Cook St., Springfield, Ill. 217-528-0460.

**NEWS**

Need experienced newswoman to direct TV newscast. Must be knowledgeable in all phases of production. Must be concerned with accuracy of information. Salary plus benefits. Send resume and photo to K-159, BROADCASTING.

A News Director is the key man in a television station's local Image. An opportunity for an energetic News Director who will do so much, at the prestige station in a three-station market. Write to Box C-18, BROADCASTING.

Midwest news oriented station has opening for on-camera newswoman. You must be recognized as a competent, professional on-camera talent. Experience in the market is highly competitive. Station is part of an aggressive, expanding group. Top salary is available. Send resume to Box K-31, BROADCASTING.

*Production—Programming, Others*

Weather man and commercial staff announce—Major market location. Wide range of company television instructions. Send resume, qualifications to Box C-68, BROADCASTING. Please include a snapshot and video tape if available.

Cinematographer—photographer for N. Y. State ETV station. Box K-94, BROADCASTING.

Producer-director two-three yr. experience. To join non-commercial, community supported Florida station expanding in local live programming. Excellent benefits. Send resume, salary requirements. Audition VTR if possible. Box K-119, BROADCASTING.

There must be a young, aggressive, creative self starter somewhere in U. S. broadcasting who would like to grow financially and in a dynamic growth market. In television in broadcasting with emphasis on public service, trade relations and on-air. If you think you are the person described send experiment background in confidence to Box K-122, BROADCASTING.

**FOR SALE—Equipment**

Television radio transmitters, monitors, broadcast and aural. Electrofind, 640 Columbus Ave., N.Y.C.

**Cable—antenna**—Helix, Strophex, Sporline, etc. Also rigid and RG types in stock. New models. Write for free sample. East Elec- tric Co., Willow and 26th Streets, Oakland, Calif. Phone 415-553-3525.

For Sale. 1 RCA TRT-1B monochrome tape recorder. Completely restored. Will be available Jan. 1867. Call or write John A. Carron, Chief Engineer, WTMV-TV, Channel 52, Shoppington, Syracuse, N. Y. 13214. 446-4760.

For sale—RCA type SC, 5 kilowatt transmis- sion equipment, Water color, Flemington, Conn. For details, contact Grag Fortune, Radio Pack, WRCI, Farmington, Conn.

Check our listings for your equipment re- quirements. B. Broadcasting & Supply Co., Box 3141, Bristol, Tenn.

New QRK turntables, all models available, Call catalog. Show for any type of used equipment regardless age or condition. Audovox, 4310 S.W. 78th Ave., Miami, Florida.


Four-har Jampo antenna used less than year like new. Available on short notice. Also 16 megacycles. T.C.A. Tower Company, 4255 Beachhead Highway, Route 1, Mableton, Georgia.

RCA 100 watt FM transmitter—export model. Never used. $750.00 with tubes. Box K-117, BROADCASTING.

** MISCELLANEOUS**

30,000 Professional Comedy Lines! Topical laugh service. Return deejay comment immediately. Free catalog, Orben Comedy Books, Atlantic Beach, N. Y.

Instant gags for deejays! Hundreds of One Line Jazines, Music, etc. $5.00—Write for free "Broadcast Comedy" catalog.業務, Radio, Music, Service 1725 E. 26th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 11229.

Coverage, Maps, Station Brochures, Broad- cast Sales aids of all types custom-designed. N. G. Moran & Co., 1681 Ave- nue, Downers Grove, Illinois 60518.

Deejay's 9000 classified gag lines, $5.00! Comedy catalog free. Ed Orton, 3003 Gentry, North Hollywood, Calif. 91009.

Available: "Trademark "TELEBRIEFs". Box J-48, BROADCASTING.

"Sponsorettes," 50 successful sales ideas per week to hard to sell items. Available weekly—$50 for sample week or write for free information—Nationwide Stations, Inc. P. O. Box 821, Toledo, Ohio.

Best offer takes complete 10-year collection BROADCASTING. Magazines. Box 764, Palmdale, Calif.

36 minute "quickie" pop-in voices, sexy gals talk to dozens of different voices—even $10 tape shipped return music, Davis Enterprises, P.O. Box 9811, Lex- ington, Kentucky.

New money makin radio taped programs! Professionally prepared on comedy, religion, educational, sports, domestic, popular music, etc. Free info, information, and tapes. Box K-92, BROADCASTING.

500 feet color film, production aids. 180 scenes for commercial leads, for any product or situation, $50 deposit. Sample free. Davis Enterprises, P.O. Box 981, Lexington, Ky.
INSTRUCTIONS

FCC License preparation through quality training in communications electronics. G. I. Bill 45% paid training. All classes, free. Write Dept. 6-W, Grantham School, 818-18th St., N.W., Washington, D. C. or Dept. 6-H, Grantham School, 1556 N. Western Ave., Hollywood, Calif.

Learn Radio-TV announcing, program preparation, sportscasting, complete operation, disc-jockeying, and all phases of broadcasting on the nation's only commercial station, fully operated for training purposes by a private school. ELKINS has trained and qualified professional teachers. Country's finest practice studios. Elkinstown Institute, 2605 Inwood Road, Dallas, Texas 75236.

The masters, Elkinstown Radio License School of Minnesota offers the unmatched success of the famous Elkinstown Laboratory and Theory Classes in preparation for the First Class FCC License. Elkinstown Radio School, 4119 East Lake Street, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Be prepared. First class FCC license in six weeks. Top quality instruction in laboratory training. Elkinstown Radio License School of Atlanta, 1155 Spring St., N.W., Atlanta, Georgia.


ELKINS has—the nation's largest—the nation's most complete—you can't beat the rate of all six-week First Class FCC license courses. (Well over ninety percent of all FCC licenses of their licensees). Fully G.I. approved. Elkinstown Institute—2605 Inwood Road—Dallas, Texas 75236.

Elkinstown Radio License School of Chicago—Six weeks quantity instruction in laboratory methods and theory leading to the FCC First Class License. 14 East Jackson St., Chicago 4, Illinois.


"Warning" accept no substitute. RET is #1 in — and the leading producer of the highest reliability of all five (5) week schools. FCC 1st phone license in five (5) weeks. Tuition $986. Rooms and apartments $110. per week. Over 95% of all graduates pass the FCC exams. Classes begin Oct. 15, Nov. 13, & Jan. 29. 6-Weeks Radio Engineering Institute, 1356 Main Street in beautiful Sarasota, Florida.

Help! Our placement dept. has more jobs than we can fill. 1st class FCC license technicians & combo-men. First phone training with proved results. Licensed by New York State. Practice on G.I. Hall. Ear when you learn. Also audition tapes for announcing. Mail application—Contact: A.T.S., 25 W 45 St., N.Y.C. OX-9245.

Be sure to write, BROADCASTING INSTITUTE, Box 6071, New Orleans, for radio advertising careers.

Your 1st Class License in six weeks or less at America's foremost school of broadcast training, the Don Martin School of Radio and Television (serving the broadcasting industry since 1927). Make your reservations now for our Accelerated Theory Class. Finish in 13 weeks. Most experienced personalized instruction and methods. Local jobs in Los Angeles area. Close-by. Call or write: Don Martin School, 1317 E. 10th St., Hollywood, Calif. (213) 622-2985.

Radio—Help Wanted

SALES MANAGER

Excellent opportunity for aggressive, experienced sales manager. Live and work in one of America's fastest cities. Attractive salary and highest growth market in southern California. All business trips first class. Must be swinger, with proven record of success and ability to handle competitive situations. Special qualifications required. Must have previous experience in sales. Box K-10, Broadcasting.

Help Wanted—Radio

You're buying stations building a chain, booking up our flag—Jocks, Newsman, Audio Engineers.

Bill Adams

WNRQ Radio Norfolk, Virginia

HELP WANTED—SALES

FM AND TV PRODUCT MANAGER

Excellent opportunity for a sales-minded and customer-oriented individual who will be responsible for administration and coordination of all sales activities, including the sale of FM and TV transmitters and accessories equipment. Large broadcast equipment manufacturer who operates on a planned growth program. Must possess a minimum of two years FM and TV broadcast experience. Age 28 to 40, BS degree or comparable experience required. Excellent opportunity for advancement. Complete company benefits. An equal opportunity employer.

Box H-269, Broadcasting.

SALES ENGINEER

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

Profitable, growth-minded company, leading manufacturer of broadcast equipment, located in the Midwest, is immediately opening positions for qualified and experienced individuals who are interested in the sales of FM and TV transmitters and accessories equipment. Residence anywhere in the United States.

Age 28 to 40, BS degree or comparable experience required. Excellent opportunity for advancement. Complete company benefits. An equal opportunity employer.

Box H-269, Broadcasting.

Radio or TV Sales-Manager or Salesmen...

Do you want to travel and see the United States? Are you tired of making $250 to $3,000 a month in a never ending flight? How would you like to earn $25,000 to $40,000 a year or more representing people like Julie London, Peggy Lee, Kay Starr, Perry Como, Frank Sinatra, Frankie Laine, Louis Armstrong, Vaughn Monroe plus 50 other greats? For the first time in history, you can represent these people all under one group for radio or TV commercials for local and national sponsors. Booking engagements plus you can be home every weekend with your family. We are an old and well-established firm who have been working with the top agencies for many years. We produce commercials and book stars in the United States or 31 other countries. Men who are interested must have at least 2 years of broadcasting experience and be willing to travel from 3 to 6 states. Call area code 502-583-0121 or Mr. Grady Sanders or write star ads, Tart Building, Hollywood & Vine Streets, Hollywood, Calif.

Help Wanted—Radio

苏州

WANTED

by Radio and TV Executive

A girl Friday, between 20 and 30 years of age. Must have top shorthand and typing, pleasant personality, enjoy travel, be able to handle executive details.

This is a stimulating job involving travel throughout the U. S. and Canada. Salary $600.00 per month plus expenses and a recent photograph with application to Box K-78, Broadcasting.

TELEVISION—Help Wanted

BUSINESS MANAGER

Expanding group broadcaster seeks man qualified to assume responsibility for Accounting Department and administrative operations. Knowledge of broadcast accounting essential. Hospitalization, insurance and profit sharing plans available. Salary according to qualifications, small photo, and minimum salary requirements should accompany your first letter.

Box K-132, Broadcasting.

Radio or TV Sales-Manager

Sales

Call Area Code 502-583-0121 for Mr. Grady Sanders or write star ads, Tart Building, Hollywood & Vine Streets, Hollywood, Calif.

Help Wanted—Technical

TV OPERATIONS ENGINEER

Technical—(Cont'd)

$10,000—$18,000

no placement fee

Production—Programming, Others

PROMOTION-PUBLICITY
We have an opening in Columbus, Ohio for a college graduate, under age twenty-six, with top writing skills and long range management potential. Position covers publicity, advertising, public relations and on-air promotion. Degree in journalism or broadcasting preferred. Good starting salary commensurate with education and experience. Send confidential resume covering education, professional experience, age and current income to Employment Manager, Audio Broadcasting Corporation, 140 West Ninth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202, An Equal Opportunity Employer (M/F).

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

CBI PLACEMENTS
A courteous confidential service for Broadcasters 1615 California St., (303) 292-3730 Denver, Colorado 80202

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
NEW FM-Stereo Music Network
Live, air-going, full-time network programming. Not yet sold in volume, it's the expanding field for healthy profits. Investing relatively little, risking less, our place too this huge potential.

Because demand is tight, New York facilities we need are understaffed today; will not be seen. NOW'S THE TIME when many FM's are desperate for programming... when older radio nets are just low-level newsmakers... when nearly 40% of 10 metro-market homes have FM... When local production for these affiliates is too costly.

With backers now, very experienced radio minds, not granular types. We seek major investors principals only.

Box K-107, Broadcasting.

WANTED TO BUY—Equipment

WANTED
Four RCA TK-31 Cameras
Oris Freund
WPX
New York City
212 Murray Hill 2-4500

WANTED TO BUY—Stations

WANTED
AM Radio Station
Under $125,000.00
Box K-140, Broadcasting.

FOR SALE—Stations

FOR SALE
500 watt radio station. Only active station in Plumas County. For further information write or call Radio Station KGQY, 2000 East Main St., Quincy, Calif. Phone 646.

FOR SALE—Control • UHF-TV
Smaller market, Midwest with valuable allied properties, now expanding into new markets. Unique potential for an operator. About breaking even. Priced like a radio station.

Box K-101, Broadcasting.

WANTED TO BUY—Stations

WANTED
AM Radio Station
Under $125,000.00
Box K-140, Broadcasting.

FOR SALE—Stations

FOR SALE
500 watt radio station. Only active station in Plumas County. For further information write or call Radio Station KGQY, 2000 East Main St., Quincy, Calif. Phone 646.

FOR SALE—Control • UHF-TV
Smaller market, Midwest with valuable allied properties, now expanding into new markets. Unique potential for an operator. About breaking even. Priced like a radio station.

Box K-101, Broadcasting.

FM-Stereo Station
For Sale, or will consider working partner-investor. Class B License. Central California Coast 160,000 market. Grossing $20,000 plus. Terms.

Box K-123, Broadcasting.

Sunny Western State
Daytime—Excellent dial position
References—No Brokers
Box K-156, Broadcasting.

La Rue Media Brokers Inc.
116 Central Park, South
New York, N. Y.
265-3430

Station Managers:
If you invest $15M in a radio station @ 21% down, this would buy you a $60,000 property. Not much of a station. Whereas the same $15M investment can return $52M a year not to you in a Columbia School of Broadcasting franchise for your area. Beautifully documented descriptive booklet forwarded to seriously interested broadcasters. Air Mail:
Mr. V. R. Good, Vice President, Columbia School of Broadcasting, 4444 Geary Blvd., San Francisco 94118 (Not affiliated with CBS, Inc.)

N.E. single daytime $150M terms
Gulf medium profitable 250M terms
N.Y. metro daytime Nego
M.W. metro AM-FM 1.3MM nego
Fla. major fulltime $420M sold

Chapman Associates
2045 Peachtree, Atlanta, Ga. 30309
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By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
- In proceeding upon application of Hiram A. Goodman trus Goodmann Broadcasting Co., a renewed hearing was scheduled for Oct. 11 from Nov. 9 to Nov. 30. Action Sept. 30.

- In proceeding on AM applications of Nebraska Rural Radio Association, Lexington, and Town & Farm Co., Grand Island, both Nebraska, granted motion by WMJF for change of time from Oct. 8 to file proposed findings and from Oct. 17 to Oct. 24 for replies. Action Sept. 29.

- Scheduled further prehearing conference for Oct. 13 in proceeding on AM applications of Kane County Broadcasting Co., Springfield, Ill.; and Hall County Broadcasting Co., Gainesville, both Georgia. Action Sept. 29.

By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donovan
- In proceeding on application of Boardman Broadcasting Co., Boardman, and Daniel Enterprises Inc. Warren, both Ohio, extended for brief period time for filing proposed and reply findings. Action Sept. 29.

- Granted request by South Bend Tribune, South Bend, Ind., insofar as it requests consideration of SA-202, WSO, Oct. 19 in proceeding on AM application of Northern Indiana Broadcasters Inc., Mishawaka, Ind. Action Sept. 27.

By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick

- In proceeding on application of Midwest Television Inc., Springfield, Ill., for new TV, ordered prehearing conference to be convened on Oct. 5. Action Sept. 30.

By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Iven
- In proceeding on applications of T. V. Broadcasters Inc. and Tri-City Broadcasting Corp., New York, to operate on channel 65 in Vineyard, N. J., ordered that responses to hearing will be filed not later than Oct. 12. Action Sept. 27.

By Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
- In proceeding on applications of Frankline Communications Inc., North Liberty, and KXBN, North Liberty, both Iowa, granted motion by KXBN for CP's, took following actions: Certified to commission's review board question of whether it would be appropriate to call upon licensee of WQIZ to file application for renewal of license and to consolidate such already appearing proceeding; reopened record and scheduled prehearing conference for Oct. 14, in offices of commission, Washington. Action Sept. 29.


By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle

By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClennan
- In proceeding on application of Selma Television Co., for new license, issued establishing procedural dates, and continued hearing from Oct. 4 to Nov. 15. Action Sept. 29.


- In matter of cease and desist order directed to Back Mountain Teleicable Inc., issued order authorizing intervention by WBBR-TV Inc. Action Sept. 30.


- In proceeding on applications of Trend Radio Inc. and Jamestown Broadcasting Co., both Jamestown, N. Y., issued order requiring filing in prehearing conference, viz., specifying procedural dates to govern course of proceeding. Action Sept. 30.

- In proceeding on application of Connecticcut Television Inc., for assignment of CP of WQIX, New Haven, Conn., to Connecticut Television Inc., granted petition by Connecticut Television Inc. for leave to amend application to substitute Impart System Inc., unlated corporation as assignee in its stead; returned amended application to proceed to line, and terminated hearing. Action Sept. 28.

By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sherman
- Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for extension of time to file proposed findings and from Oct. 18 to Nov. 9 for filing on AM applications of James J. Scalan, Pine Bluff, and WAFN, Hot Springs, both Arkansas. Action Sept. 29.


- Closed record of hearing in proceeding on AM applications of James J. Scalan, Pine Bluff, and WAFN, Hot Springs, both Arkansas. Action Sept. 28.

By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
- In proceeding on applications of Kentucky Central Television Inc. and WBLG-TV Inc., both Lexington, Ky., ordered hearing delayed to Nov. 9 and Nov. 15. Action Oct. 4.


BROADCAST ACTIONS

By Broadcasting Bureau

Actions of October 4

WGY Bangor, Me.—Granted mod. of license covering change of name to Bangor Broadcast Corp.

KXXY-TV Lubbock, Tex.—Granted mod. of license covering change of name to Lubbock Broadcasting Co.

WKLQ-FM Binghamton, N. Y.—Granted license covering new amplifier to auxiliary studio.

WKRL-FM Webster, N. Y.—Granted license covering exchange of frequency.

KJOY-FM Glendale, Calif.—Granted license covering station's increase in ERP and ex muse.

WTIM-AM Toluca, Ill.—Granted license covering change of studio location.

WQCD-FM Canton, Ohio.—Granted license covering change of studio location.

WSAG-AM Grand Forks, N. Dak.—Granted license covering exchange of frequency.

WABC-N Y.—Granted license covering new amplifier to auxiliary studio.

WITN-AM Rocky Mount, N. C.—Granted license covering change of name to Independent Broadcasting Co.

WQPI-AM Menominee, Mich.—Granted license covering change of name to Independent Broadcasting Co.

KFMT-FM Holyoke, Mass.—Granted license covering change of name to Independent Broadcasting Co.

WFTL-FM New York.—Granted license covering change of name to Independent Broadcasting Co.

WMLG-AM Lodgepole, Mont.—Granted license covering change of name to Independent Broadcasting Co.

WKOS-AM Cooper City, Fla.—Granted license covering change of name to Independent Broadcasting Co.

WZKD-FM Waterford, Me.—Granted license covering change of name to Independent Broadcasting Co.

WOSU-AM Columbus, Ohio.—Granted license covering change of name to Independent Broadcasting Co.

WJYX-FM Clarksdale, Miss.—Granted license covering change of name to Independent Broadcasting Co.

WMSL-FM Carthage, Miss.—Granted license covering change of name to Independent Broadcasting Co.

RADIO-TELEVISION NEWSPAPERS-MAGAZINES

G. BENNETT LARSON / BROKERS-CONSULTANTS / ATTENDING FALL N.A.B. CONFERENCES

G. BENNETT LARSON, INC.
6565 SUNSET BOULEVARD
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA Telephone 8-11711
FOR SALE Stations Continued

FOR SALE: 5 SINGLE-STATION RADIO MARKETS can be bought immediately at less than $100,000 each on terms.

(A) $29,000.00 DOWN (B) $21,000.00 DOWN (C) $29,000.00 DOWN (D) $29,000.00 DOWN (E) $29,000.00 DOWN

$130,500.00 DOWN makes you a multiple owner of 5 single-station radio markets.

ATTENDING FALL N.A.B. CONFERENCES

SAN FRANCISCO—OCTOBER 17-18
DENVER—OCTOBER 20-21
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BROADCASTING, October 10, 1966
KATE Albert Les, Minn.—Granted mod. of license to change name of licensee to Commercial Broadcasting, Inc.

WCGA Calhoun, Ga.—Granted mod. of license, moved station of WCHI, main transmitter of auxiliary unit, in anst. system.

Radio Inc.

KGMR-FM Tyro, Pa.—Granted license operating permit to change station of auxiliary unit, in anst. system.

Radio Inc.

WGMR-FM Tyro, Pa.—Granted extension of license, 75 kw, decrease ant. height to 450 ft.

Radio Inc.

KMBA, Coralville, Iowa.—Granted renewal of application to change ERP 10 kw, to 12 kw,ufig reantifer, site moved 25 ft.

Radio Inc.

KBIW, Mankato, Minn.—Granted renewal of application to change ERP 4 kw, and decrease ant. height to 476 ft.

Radio Inc.

KBDI-FM, Minot, N. Dak.—Granted renewal of application to change ERP 51 kw, and decrease ant. height to 175 ft.

Radio Inc.

KCIH, Emporia, Kans.—Granted renewal of application to change ERP to 7 kw, and to change antenna structure, same height, 476 ft.

Radio Inc.

KSHW, Wills Point, Texas.—Granted renewal of permission to change ERP 5 kw, from 12 kw, and decrease ant. height to 260 ft.

Radio Inc.


Radio Inc.

KWJQ, Los Angeles.—Granted license to change station to 149 kw; change type trans.; ant. height 1300 ft.; condition.

Radio Inc.

KYA, KOIT(FM) San Francisco.—Granted renewal of license to change name of licensee to Kalo Radio Co., Inc.; to add channel 10 of Bay Area.

Radio Inc.

WVCE-AM, Richland, Mich.—Granted renewal of application to change ERP 2 kw, and to change antenna structure, same height, 476 ft.

Radio Inc.

WTOI(FM) Charleston, W. Va.—Granted renewal of mod. of license, 15 kw, decrease ant. height to 470 ft.

Radio Inc.

KBIB Roswell, N. M.—Granted mod. of license to change station location and operating parameters by remote control; conditions.

Radio Inc.


Radio Inc.

KBBM Albuquerque, N. M.—Granted license while performing nondirectional.

Radio Inc.

KBFL, Richmond, Va.—Remote control permitted.

Radio Inc.

KBBI, Readstown and Lansing, Wis.—Granted extension of completion date for a 10-kw AM station of WABA, Readstown and Lansing, Wis., to Aug. 28, 1967.

Radio Inc.

KBIB Roswell, N. M.—By memorandum opinion and order, commission denied petition by Gordon Sherman, Atlanta, Ga., for appearance in a proceeding involving the renewal of a license to WJRT, Rolla, Mo., and to erect new transmitting facilities at a site located about 1 mile south of Rolla, Mo., and in lieu of assigning channel 25 to that city, with added comments invited on feasibility of using channel 25 at Brno, with site located about 18 miles south of community; and (2) denied petition by Amex Broadcasting Corp., New York, N. Y., for assignment of channel 25 at Brno, with site located about 18 miles south of community.

Radio Inc.

KBIP, Katoomba, Australia.—By memorandum opinion and order, commission denied petition by Star City Broadcasting Station Pty., Ltd., Sydney, Australia, for a new FM station on channel 29, with site located about 1 mile south of community.

Radio Inc.

KBAM, Anchorage, Alaska.—By memorandum opinion and order, commission denied petition by Alaska Broadcasting System Inc., Anchorage, Alaska, for a new FM station on channel 29, with site located about 1 mile south of community.

Radio Inc.

KBAM, Anchorage, Alaska.—By memorandum opinion and order, commission denied petition by Alaska Broadcasting System Inc., Anchorage, Alaska, for a new FM station on channel 29, with site located about 1 mile south of community.

Radio Inc.

KBAM, Anchorage, Alaska.—By memorandum opinion and order, commission denied petition by Alaska Broadcasting System Inc., Anchorage, Alaska, for a new FM station on channel 29, with site located about 1 mile south of community.

Radio Inc.

KBAM, Anchorage, Alaska.—By memorandum opinion and order, commission denied petition by Alaska Broadcasting System Inc., Anchorage, Alaska, for a new FM station on channel 29, with site located about 1 mile south of community.

Radio Inc.

KBAM, Anchorage, Alaska.—By memorandum opinion and order, commission denied petition by Alaska Broadcasting System Inc., Anchorage, Alaska, for a new FM station on channel 29, with site located about 1 mile south of community.

Radio Inc.

KENH Laramie, Wyo.—Granted renewal of license to change station location and operating parameters by remote control; conditions.

Radio Inc.

KBBM Albuquerque, N. M.—By memorandum opinion and order, commission denied petition by Gordon Sherman, Atlanta, Ga., for appearance in a proceeding involving the renewal of a license to WJRT, Rolla, Mo., and to erect new transmitting facilities at a site located about 1 mile south of Rolla, Mo., and in lieu of assigning channel 25 to that city, with added comments invited on feasibility of using channel 25 at Brno, with site located about 18 miles south of community; and (2) denied petition by Amex Broadcasting Corp., New York, N. Y., for assignment of channel 25 at Brno, with site located about 18 miles south of community.

Radio Inc.

KBAM, Anchorage, Alaska.—By memorandum opinion and order, commission denied petition by Alaska Broadcasting System Inc., Anchorage, Alaska, for a new FM station on channel 29, with site located about 1 mile south of community.

Radio Inc.

KBAM, Anchorage, Alaska.—By memorandum opinion and order, commission denied petition by Alaska Broadcasting System Inc., Anchorage, Alaska, for a new FM station on channel 29, with site located about 1 mile south of community.

Radio Inc.

KBAM, Anchorage, Alaska.—By memorandum opinion and order, commission denied petition by Alaska Broadcasting System Inc., Anchorage, Alaska, for a new FM station on channel 29, with site located about 1 mile south of community.

Radio Inc.

KBAM, Anchorage, Alaska.—By memorandum opinion and order, commission denied petition by Alaska Broadcasting System Inc., Anchorage, Alaska, for a new FM station on channel 29, with site located about 1 mile south of community.

Radio Inc.

KBAM, Anchorage, Alaska.—By memorandum opinion and order, commission denied petition by Alaska Broadcasting System Inc., Anchorage, Alaska, for a new FM station on channel 29, with site located about 1 mile south of community.

Radio Inc.

KBAM, Anchorage, Alaska.—By memorandum opinion and order, commission denied petition by Alaska Broadcasting System Inc., Anchorage, Alaska, for a new FM station on channel 29, with site located about 1 mile south of community.

Radio Inc.

KBAM, Anchorage, Alaska.—By memorandum opinion and order, commission denied petition by Alaska Broadcasting System Inc., Anchorage, Alaska, for a new FM station on channel 29, with site located about 1 mile south of community.

Radio Inc.

KBAM, Anchorage, Alaska.—By memorandum opinion and order, commission denied petition by Alaska Broadcasting System Inc., Anchorage, Alaska, for a new FM station on channel 29, with site located about 1 mile south of community.

Radio Inc.

KBAM, Anchorage, Alaska.—By memorandum opinion and order, commission denied petition by Alaska Broadcasting System Inc., Anchorage, Alaska, for a new FM station on channel 29, with site located about 1 mile south of community.

Radio Inc.

KBAM, Anchorage, Alaska.—By memorandum opinion and order, commission denied petition by Alaska Broadcasting System Inc., Anchorage, Alaska, for a new FM station on channel 29, with site located about 1 mile south of community.

Radio Inc.

KBAM, Anchorage, Alaska.—By memorandum opinion and order, commission denied petition by Alaska Broadcasting System Inc., Anchorage, Alaska, for a new FM station on channel 29, with site located about 1 mile south of community.

Radio Inc.

KBAM, Anchorage, Alaska.—By memorandum opinion and order, commission denied petition by Alaska Broadcasting System Inc., Anchorage, Alaska, for a new FM station on channel 29, with site located about 1 mile south of community.

Radio Inc.

KBAM, Anchorage, Alaska.—By memorandum opinion and order, commission denied petition by Alaska Broadcasting System Inc., Anchorage, Alaska, for a new FM station on channel 29, with site located about 1 mile south of community.

Radio Inc.

KBAM, Anchorage, Alaska.—By memorandum opinion and order, commission denied petition by Alaska Broadcasting System Inc., Anchorage, Alaska, for a new FM station on channel 29, with site located about 1 mile south of community.

Radio Inc.

KBAM, Anchorage, Alaska.—By memorandum opinion and order, commission denied petition by Alaska Broadcasting System Inc., Anchorage, Alaska, for a new FM station on channel 29, with site located about 1 mile south of community.

Radio Inc.

KBAM, Anchorage, Alaska.—By memorandum opinion and order, commission denied petition by Alaska Broadcasting System Inc., Anchorage, Alaska, for a new FM station on channel 29, with site located about 1 mile south of community.

Radio Inc.

KBAM, Anchorage, Alaska.—By memorandum opinion and order, commission denied petition by Alaska Broadcasting System Inc., Anchorage, Alaska, for a new FM station on channel 29, with site located about 1 mile south of community.

Radio Inc.

KBAM, Anchorage, Alaska.—By memorandum opinion and order, commission denied petition by Alaska Broadcasting System Inc., Anchorage, Alaska, for a new FM station on channel 29, with site located about 1 mile south of community.

Radio Inc.
Problem solving: national and international

Mr. Ritchie always been in charge of the Windsor-Detroit area. He is president now of the Windsor Convention Bureau, for example, and past president of the Lions Club. The list is long and includes the Detroit Airdraft Club. Top agency and advertising executives on the Detroit scene are among Mr. Ritchie's closest personal friends, a relationship that has evolved over the years through persistent but respected efforts to tell and sell the "strong independent voices" of the CKLW stations in the twin-city market. Historically, CKLW is one of the best-known international radio signals in the U.S. while CKLW-TV in the past dozen years has equally earned its place in greater Detroit.

Mr. Ritchie is most proud of CKLW's role in helping to found and support the Windsor Symphony orchestra in recent years. From his office facing the Detroit river and downtown Detroit he also can watch the huge parade that begins at the stations every July 1 for the Windsor-Detroit International Freedom Festival, an annual event with which the CKLW outlets have been deeply involved.

Business Success Too - The good-neighbor role continues very naturally for the CKLW stations under the leadership "of that courtly gentleman from Canada," Mr. Ritchie's associates in Detroit advertising circles observe. And, they point out, it has helped the stations to win business a little more easily despite some of the Canadian restrictions involved. Last year was best on record for CKLW-TV, while CKLW had its best in the past several years.

Because of government policy it was not until last week that CKLW-TV could air programs in color. And if a joke here and there is not strictly regulated than in the U.S. The CKLW stations maintain customs desks and personnel for clearance of program tapes or films and other materials at both the Windsor studios and the downtown Detroit sales offices. The stations also have international staffs. Programming too must be 55% Canadian "in content or character." Mr. Ritchie's involvement with the day-to-day operations on both sides of the microphone for so many years was of considerable help to him in working out the most efficient methods for coping with all of these housekeeping problems.

It was his singing that brought him into radio in 1934 when he won an amateur-hour contest on CKOC Hamilton, Ont. He got a job as announcer-singer for CHML Hamilton and worked there until 1936 when he joined CKLW.

Founded CFRS - During World War II Mr. Ritchie served in England and was responsible for the establishment and operation of the Canadian Forces Radio Service. He still is somewhat awed by the power of the broadcast media and hence doubly aware of its responsibilities. For this reason he is against editorializing since he feels most stations are not yet staffed with enough depth and experience to undertake such a serious task. "We must present both sides of the question, then let the people decide for themselves," he says.
EDITORIALS

Who's got the button?

A couple of years ago the Avis car rental company announced in large-space newspaper and magazine ads that it could not afford television commercials. The ads featured the tag line: "Aren't you glad?"

Doyle Dane Bernbach, the Avis agency, has stooped to stealing its own stuff. A 20-second television commercial, now in circulation, features an announcer in closeup with a message that goes approximately as follows:

Avis is only number-two in car rentals.
Avis cannot afford "long television commercials."
After a pause for dramatic effect, the announcer delivers the tag line: "Aren't you glad?"
OK, so Avis dislikes television advertising. That doesn't strike us as a very strong reason to rent an Avis car.
Another tag line from the Avis kit is: "We try harder." Not a bad slogan to hang in the Doyle Dane Bernbach copy department.

A down payment on the future

The $275,000 study that United Research Inc. was hired to prepare for the Council for Television Development will be more than worth its cost if, as we believe it should, in dissuading the FCC from tightening its multiple-ownership rules. URI, as reported in this and earlier issues of Broadcasting, has compiled a mass of evidence suggesting that the FCC is defeating its own purposes with its present restrictions on group ownership and would only be compounding its own errors if it adopted the more stringent rule it has proposed.

So the members of the CTD have bought a promising insurance policy at a relatively low premium. But it is insurance of limited application. It may have saved the broadcasters from the immediate threat of the FCC's multiple-ownership rules. It provides no security whatever against less immediate but no less significant threats to the current structure and function of the television system.

No broadcasting company, whether it owns one television station or several, can go comfortably to sleep with the URI report as a pillow. Indeed if the groups had been wider awake in the years preceding the FCC's issuance of its multiple-ownership proposal, they might not have been forced to ante up the $275,000 to defend themselves.

On June 28, 1965, after the FCC had issued its notice of proposed rulemaking and its interim policy discouraging the acquisition of group holdings in major markets, this publication observed:

"As we have said before, a good many groups have neglected the job of justifying their value as communications forces. Not enough of them have spent what they could have afforded on program innovation. Not enough have done the necessary publicizing of their good works. On the whole the groups have interpreted their commercial success as an indication of the value of their services and have let it go at that."

That observation may be more pertinent now than it was in June 1965. New demands on spectrum space by non-television services and new potentials for television distribution by other means are looming reasons for today's television stations to invigorate their efforts to establish the uniqueness of the service they provide.

The URI report makes something of a case for the group owners, as a class, in the general enterprise of individual program creation and community service. But it also confirms that 51% of all stations, group or singly owned, devote 10% or less of their total programing to local origi-
Now a hospital climate to baby grown-ups, too.

Like most nurseries, this one has individual temperature and humidity controls. However, many other hospital rooms are cooled only by open windows and fans—rough on patients when the weather is hot and humid. Even in other institutions and commercial establishments that have centrally-controlled cooling and heating systems, the climate can be far from satisfactory. Too cool for some, too warm for others.

An ITT environmental system allows individual room control of temperature and humidity all year round. Babies and grown-ups alike can be made comfortable in a room that’s cool, warm, or somewhere in between.

Wherever there’s a comfortable and modern hospital, school, office building or store, there’s a good chance some ITT equipment is at work. Equipment such as Bell & Gossett circulating pumps; Nesbitt, Reznor and Hayes heating and air-conditioning units; General Controls thermostats and other controls; and Wakefield and Art Metal lighting fixtures.

International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, New York, N.Y.
All Collins transmitters could be sold for less.
- Corners could be cut on transformers (narrowing safety margins for continuous operation).
- Less shielding could be used against spurious radiation (sacrificing some degree of stability).
- Standards on components, wiring, cabling and switches could be lowered.
- Collins' rigid testing could be bypassed.
- Meeting proper load conditions could be left to luck.
- Money devoted to research and development could be saved.
- Collins' 2-year warranty could be cut to the 1-year period of other manufacturers.

All these compromises could lower the price—as well as the quality, performance and reliability of the product—about 20%. But then Collins transmitters wouldn't be known for their careful engineering, conservatively-rated components, and precision manufacturing techniques.

Collins gives the broadcaster a discount in the form of quality and service. And that's worth a lot more than 20%.

For technical information on any FM transmitter ranging from 250w to 20kw, contact Collins Radio Company, Broadcast Communication Division, Dallas, Texas. Area Code 214. AD 5-9511.